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PREFACE

Although the word Arminienisra was very familiar in seventeenth

and eighteenth century Scotland, a comprehensive study assessing tlie

significance of this word to the Scots, and tracing the rise and

progress of Arminianism in Scotland is still lacking* In many of

the numerous books on the ecclesiastical history of Scotland, brief

references are made to Arminianism, but usually in such a way as to

consider it a very minor factor in the history of the Churches of

Scotland*

There are, however, a few writings which pay more attention to

Scotland's relationship to Arminianism* In 1932 an article covering

twelve pages, entitled "Arminianism in Scotland", appeared*^ In this

article the author gave a general outline of some of the salient

features of Arminianisra in Scotland* In a study on Scotland's religious

life during the seventeenth century, published in 1937, the same author
2

made various references to Scotland's attitude towards Arminianism,

A short article written by a Unitarian minister a few years ago,

reviewed what he called, "the Arminian and Universalis! challenge to

1* G.D* Henderson, "Arminianism in Scotland", London Quarterly Review.
October, 1932, pp* 493-504*

2. 0.1). Henderson, Religious Life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland
(London, 1937), index.
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Calvinism in Scotland*"^ His five-page article, however, concentrated

chiefly on the progress of universalis!* in Scotland*

In view of this meagre harvest of writings on Arminianism in

Scotland, the study contained in the following pages is an attempt to

fill a small part of the hiatus in Scotland's church history*

In the general set-up and division of the chapters, the topical

approach was followed* There are various disadvantages inherent to

this kind of approach* The first is that it gives the work a

fragmentary character* This is due to the fact that a system of

division based on outstanding events or prominent persons, does not

always follow the chronological lines of history, and thus results in

an intermittent narrative. Another disadvantage is that there are

always certain items which cannot easily be brought under one of these

headings, but which are at the same time not broad or important enough

to justify a separate division*

In this study an attempt was made to overcome these difficulties

by constructing the subject divisions within a chronological framework,

and thereby trying to relate Arminionism chronologically to the ataiu

ecclesiastical events.

This study covers only the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

bocause after the eighteenth century Arminianism exerted very little

1, L.B* Short, "The Challenge to Scottish Calvinisms (2) The
Arminian-Universalist Challenge", The Hibbert Journal. Vol. 62,
1963-4, p. 87.
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new influence, and excited very little interest in Scotland* The

theological trends of the nineteenth century were virtually an

intensified extension of eighteenth century currents*

Finally, it should be pointed out that the following discussion

of Arminianisn in Scotland does not purport to be exhaustive* In

fact, it is very incomplete because, as the title indicates, only

some aspects of Arminianisra connected with certain persons and events

are coming under observation*

xii



I

SCOTLAND ENCOUNTERS ARMI?IANISM

The ecclesiastical and dogmatical movements on the Continent during

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries affected Scotland profoundly.^
It is said that "when Scots Reformers looked for the Gospel, they

turned to Wittenberg; when they thought of re-shaping their doctrine
2

and polity, they turned to Geneva," and, it may be added, when

Scotsmen desired a seat of theological learning, they turned to Prance.

During the seventeenth century when Germany, Switzerland, and Prance

were declining in theological splendour, it was the Universities of

the Low Countries which radiated the Reformed theology to Scotland.

From Germany the reformative spirit entered Scotland, and

Switzerland supplied the spark and fuel for the blazing and almost

consuming fire of the Reformation by John Knox and his successors,

let not long after this, raore than one ardent Scots scholar in Prance

became aware of a change of theological climate. It was from there

that a learned and celebrated Scot returned to his country to teach

a doctrine suspected by some of his compatriots as compatible with

Arminianiem. At the same time when exiled Scots ministers of the

Gospel found a welcome haven of rest in the Netherlands, Scotland

could not escape the effects of the unrest caused by the storia of the

Arminian controversy in the Low Countries.

1• For a fairly recent work on the influences which proceeded from
the Continent, see A.L. Drumnond, The Kirk and the Continent
(Edinburgh, 1956).

2. Ihid.. n. VI.
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To outline some of the influences from the Continent prior to the

Synod of Port, and the impression thereof on the Church of Scotland,

brief references to Germany, Switzerland, Prance, and the Netherlands

will suffice*

Reformative impetus from Germany*

In the early stages of the Reformation in Scotland, it was to

Wittenberg and Martin buther that the loaders looked* Through the

literature that poured from the German presses and through personal

contacts the truths of the rediscovered Gospel created and guided the

reforming impulses* An Act passed by the Parliament of Scotland in 1525

prohibiting the entering of books containing the "damnable opinions of

heresy" as disseminated by "the heretic Luther and his disciples" lifted

the German Reformer's name out of obscurity and caused it to be proclaimed

in all ports and burghs of the realm*1
Scottish students established personal contacts with the Reformers

in Germany. Patrick Hamilton ex-student of Paris, liOuvain, and 8t.
2

Andrews visited Wittenberg and studied at Marburg. In 1527 he returned

to Scotland, "a true disciple of his master* He had gripped the

essentials of Luther's teaching — or rather, the Gospel at the heart of

the Reformation had gripped him - with an intensity which made him

1 * The Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. 1424—1567. Vol* II, 1814,
p. 295*

2* J.P, Lawson, Life of Patrick Hamilton. (Edinburgh, 1828).
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re-echo the sola fides .iustificat in a manner unequalled in his native

land, and not surpassed even in the immediate circle of Luther himself."^
In his native country lie was found "infamed with heresy, disputing

2
and maintaining divers heresies of Martin Luther and his followers".

On 29th February, 1528, he died on the stake in St. Andrews - at that

time the Vatican of Scotland — a noble martyr to a noble cause.

Among the many foreign students attracted to Wittenberg, twenty-

Scots enrolled between 1585 and 1612.^ William Forbes who in 1634

became the first bishop of Edinburgh had studied there in 1603. His

theology, seen from a Calvinist point of view, was definitely liberal,

but it is very improbable that this was due to his training received in

Germany.*
The most famous medieval University to become Reformed was

Heidelberg. It was there that John Cameron, who became Divinity

Professor in the University of Glasgow in 1622, had matriculated fifteen

years earlier. In 1613 John Forbes of Corse completed his studies in

the same cultured city of Reformed witness.'
Three years after the Scots Confession of 1560, the Heidelberg

Catechism appeared.** It is not excessive praise when it is said that

1. it. Watt, "Hamilton's Interpretation of Luther," Patrick Hamilton.
First Scottish Martyr of the Reformation, ed. A, Cameron (Edinburgh,
1929), p. 34.

2. P. Loriaer. Patrick Hamilton (Edinburgh, 1857), p. 149.
3. Pruraraond, op. cit.. p. 54.
4. Infra Chapter IV.
5. W.C. Taylor, "Scottish Students in Heidelberg, 1386-1662", SSL

Scottish Historical Review (Glasgow, 1908), pp. 67-75.
6. P. Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom with a history and Critical

Notes (hew York, 1877), Vol. I, pp. 529-554? Vol. Ill, pp. 307-355.
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"the Catechism is a work of religious enthusiasm based on solid

theological learning, and directed by excellent judgment. It is

baptized with the pentecostal fire of the great lieformation, yet

remarkably free from the polemic zeal and intolerance which characterized

that wonderfully excited period."*
The Heidelberg Catechism which is considered by the same scholar as

"by far the richest and deepest in Church history next to the age of
2

Christ," does not attempt to define tho deep mysteries of God and His

Kingdom. On "double predestination", "eternal decree of reprobation",

and "limited atonement", all theological concepts which were keeping the

Church in commotion for many decades, the Catechism is significantly silent.

The Heidelberg Catechism found its way over to Scotland, and in

1591 an English edition appeared at Edinburgh, issued by public

authority for use in Scotland.** Several versions of the Catechism

circulated in Scotland; the Church did not seem to have kept to a

particular one."* It cannot be doubted that the Heidelberg Catechism,

which was repeatedly bound up with the Psalm Book and Knox's Book of

Common Order, circulated in many Scottish homes and was treasured in

many Scottish hearts.

There is still another important aspect of the German influence to

be mentioned. The Wedderburn brothers of Dundee gave to the reforming
- ■■

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 542.
2. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 542.
3. A Collection of Confessions of Faith ... of Publick Authority in

the Church of Scotland. odT"V. Punlop (Edinburgh, 1722), Vol. II,
p. 273.

4. ti. Bonnr, Catechisms of the Scottish Reformed Churches, (London,
1866), p. 171.
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spirit in Scotland a new voice by publishing The Crude and Godlie

Ballatis*1 This book contained twenty-four metrical versions of tho

Psalms and a large number of spiritual songs, nearly all founded on

2
German originals* An able historian of the seventeenth century

recorded that John, one of the Wedderburn brothers, "departed to

Almine, where he heard Luther and Me laneton and became very fervent

and zealous* He translated many of Luther's cSvtements into Scotish

mooter, and the Fsalraes of David.""5 The Weddorburns' book, also known

as the "bundle Psalms" was published in or before 1546, and there is

evidence enough to suggest that even long after this, these Psalms and
4

Songs were widely sung in Scotland*

After the sixteenth century the influence of Germany and Luther on

the Church of Scotland was of minor importance* Moreover, it is held

that "about 1560, the Scottish Reformers found in the nam> of Luther

an obstacle rather than an inspiration*The s&cr&tnenlarian controversy

i® offered as the main reason for the recession of Luther's influence*

1. A,P. Mitchell, The Wedderburas and their Work (Edinburgh, 1867);
C* Christie, The Influence of Letters on the Scottish Reformation
(Edinburgh, 1908), pp* 133-209*

2* Patrick, "The Music of the Scottish Church", Records of Scottish
fflrarch History Society (infra abbreviated* B *S *C *H *S . j. (i&1asgov«
1935), Vol. V, p. 6.

3* D* Calderwood, The history of the Kirk of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1842),
Vol* I, p. 143.

4o Patrick, op* cit*. p. 6*
5* H* Watt, "The Influence of Martin Luther on Scottish Religion in the

Eighteenth Century", R*S*C.H*8. (Glasgow, 1938), Vol* VI, p« 148*
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Only in tlie eighteenth century through the controversial book, The

Marrow of Modern Bivinitv. did Luther's name and teachings reappear in

Scotland*^

Calvinistic contribution from Switzerland*

The continental wandering of Scottish students in search of learning

led them to almost every university, Notable among them were those who

took a leading part in effecting the Reformation and establishing

Protestantism in Scotland* the General Assembly of the Scottish Church

recognized the value of external contact, ant? in 1575 the opinion was

expressed that provision should b® mad© for young men of ability to be
2

sent by the Church to foreign universities for further education.

Proa the earliest days of the Reformation, the Protestant cities

of Switzerland attracted many Scots* George Wishart, who was driven

into exile by the Six Articles of Henry VIII, resorted to Basel and

Zurich where he came into contact with the Swiss Reformers, whose

Confession, the First Helvetic, he adopted. A few years after he had

returned to his native land, he was seized and handed over to Archbishop

Beaton who condemned him as a heretic. Like Patrick Hamilton, he was

3
burnt at the stake at St. Andrews in 1546.

The first Scottish student since the Reformation to enroll at

■ Af ...i.........

1. Ibid., PP. 150-160.
2. The Book of the Universal1 Kirk of Scotland, ed. A. Peterkin

"{Edinburgh, 1839), p. 150,
3. The Works of John Knox, ed. 1). Laing (Edinburgh, 1895), Vol* I,

pp. 125-171, 534-537.
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the University of Basel in 1556 was a former student of John knox,

Alexander Cockburn.' It is needless to name all who studied at this

Swiss University, but reference must be made to Robert Howie vho, in

the field of theological studies, was considered as the most outstanding

of the ten Scottish students who matriculated at the University of Basel
2

in the second half of the sixteenth century.

Robert ilowie studied at Rostock and Herborn where, at the latter

University, one of his professors was Caspar Olevi&nua, who together with

Zacharias Lrsinus, was responsible for the appearance of the Heidelberg

Catechism. Having distinguished himself at the University of Basel from

15BH to 1591, Howie returned to Scotland to become the- first principal

of Marischal College, Aberdeen. In later years he succeeded Andrew

Melville in St. Mary's College, St. Andrews, and served there as

3
principal for about thirty years.

However powerful tho various continental influences wore, perhaps

none proved themselves deeper and more permanent than the centrifugal

forces of Geneva. The foremost and most fervent of the Scottish

Reformers was John Knox who became a close friend of John Calvin in

1. Die Hf.trike1 der Universitat Basel, reissued by H.G. Vackernagel,
{Basel. 1956). Vol. XI. p. 95t The Works of John Knox. Vol. I,
p. 185.

2. letters of John Jo. iston c. 1565-1611 and Robert Hovie c. 1565 -
c. 1645, ed. J.K. Cameron (Edinburgh, 1963), p. xiiv.

3. Ibid.. pp. xiii-lxxiv.
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Geneva. No doubt "he was a Protestant and a Reformer before he saw the

city, but when he left it, he was an ardent Calvinist."'
The influence of Geneva manifested itself in various ways. In

1560 the Scottish Parliament demanded a statement of the doctrine of

the Ueforastion. Under Knox's guidance a Confession of Faith was swiftly

produced. This Confession borrowed from Calvin's Institutions at

almost every point. The passage on the doctrine of election and the

section on justification are little less than quotations fro® Calvin's

works.2
Th@ Bible which cam® to be used in Scotland at the Reformation

was the "Geneva version". This was a revision of William Tyndale's

translation carried out at Geneva by a group of exiles who had fled to
3

the Swiss city for safety. This Bible appeared in 1560 and contained

numerous marginal notes, "umsisiak&biy evangelical, sublimely

predestinarian, conspicuously anti-papal and slyly democratic."^
The congregational worship of the reforming church in Scotland

took as model the form used by th© English congregation in Geneva. It

was published there in 1556 under th© title, The Form of I'ravers and

1. 11,T. Eoyburn, "Calvin and Scotland", R.S.C.K.S. (Edinburgh, 1926),
Vol. I, p. 210.

2. Sehaff, on. cit.. Vol. I, pp. 680—685, Vol. Ill, pp. 43T—4T9.
3. G.A.F. Knight, "The Bible in Scotland after the Reforraation",

R.S.C. U.S. (Glasgow, 1935), Vol. V, p. 214.
4. A. Edgar, The Bibles of England (London, 1888), p. 151.
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Ministration of the Sacraments, etc,«, used In the English Congregation

at Geneva. and approved by the famous and learned and godly san Jqha

Calvin, Knox had brought this form with hira and this Hook of Common

Order was in use till William Laud tried to force another liturgy on

the Scottish Church,'

From the very beginning the Scottish church was a singing church.

There is good reason for believing that Hiniau, one of the first founders

of the church, "introduced early in the fifth century the practice of
2

continuous praise — Xaus uc rerunis — sung by relays of monks", Columba,

who established the lona com unity in the sixth century, compiled,
3

according to his biographer, the first Scottish hymnbook, The

Vedderburns' book of Psalms and Sougs, already mentioned above, was

another achievement in religious praise, only to be overshadowed by

the Genevan Psalm Book,

The English congregation in Geneva used a collection of fifty-

one metrical Psalms, the fruit of the work of Thomas Stemhold, John

Hopkins and William bhittinghara, ' This collection is really the parent

book of the Scottish Psalmody, The General Assembly appointed John

Craig and others to revise the Genevan Psalm Book and to compile

something suited to the needs of the Scottish church. The result of

1, keyhum, op, cit,« p, 213,
2, Patrick, op, cit,. p, 1,
3, 1fold,, p, 1,

4, W, Cowan, "The Scottish Reformation Psalmody", R,S,C,h,S,,
(Edinburgh, 1926), Vol. I, p. 33,
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these labours was approved in December 1564.*
With the Psalms, the church in Scotland took over seme of the t. nes

vhich Calvin secured for his own congregation. No less than thirty-two

tunes found their '/ay from the Genevan Psalter to the Scottish Psalter.

All the attempts to fit English verses to the French tunes and the

intricate metres of the French poems, cannot be described as successful.

Many adaptations necessarily followed so that as far as Scottish church

music is concerned there are only three French psalm-tunes still
2

familiar to the ear.

The influence of Geneva become also visible with regard to church
3

government. Like Calvin, Knox had no rooted objections to episcopacy.

They had no earnest desire to remove the episcopal order, but when it

proved itself hostile to the Reformation, the lieformers, out of

necessity, had to clear the encumbrance away** Knox was acquainted with

the details of John a Lasco's system of church government, as well as

with that of Geneva, and it was natural for Scotland to fall into line."*
Knox could very well be regarded as the hero of Scottish Protestantism,

but not of Scottish Presbyteriauiam. It was only in the time of his

1' Ibid.. P. 35.
2. A.G. Gilchrist, "Psalm - versions and French Tunes in the Scottish

Psalter of 1564", S.S.C.H.S. (Glasgow, 1935), Vol. V, p. 208.
3. Eeyburn, op, cit,, p. 214.
4. C.L. Warr, The Presbyterian Tradition, (London, 1933), p. 289.
5. Ci.D. Henderson, The Claims of the Church of Scotland (London, 1951),

p. 84.
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successors that preshytorianism came to be regarded, as .jus divinum raid

came to be insisted upon#1
Not only the reformation spirit of Geneva appeared in Scotland but

also the spirit of intolerance# So ascribe this intolerance, directed

towards other theological or ecclesiastical opinions, solely to the

Genevan Calvinism would be grossly unfair and inexcusably unhistorieal#

Such & fallacious viev is expressed in the following statement*

"If Calvin had realised that it is not possible for any one man,
or group of men, to see all sides of truth, he might have taught
Geneva and Scotland to insist on love, joy, peace, gentleness,
compassion, and self-sacrifice for others as essential elements
in Christian character! Scottish morality night not have lagged
behind its theology as it has done; and we might have been spared
that splitting of the Scottish Church into fragments on points of
doctrine, and even of political connection which is less of its
glory than of its shame#"2

The fact is that during the sixteenth and the greater part of the

seventeenth century complete religious liberty and comprehensive

doctrinal and ecclesiastical tolerance were rarely found# Freedom of

thought and practice in religious matters did not prevail in Geneva,

nor in 11f.seI, nor in Prance, nor in Scotland, nor among Calvinists,
3

nor araong Lutherans and Roman Catholics# Without denying the "defects"

to be found in Calvinism, it cannot be said that the above criticism of

Calvin and Calvinism applies solely to Calvin and Calvinism. The same

1# Warr, op# cit#. p. 314#
2# Raybum, op, cit.. p# 216.
3# P. Ruffini, Religious Liberty (trans# J.P# Heyes, London, 1912}#
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shortcomings, the srvuie s®1f-atssuredness, the aan® splittings can be

found in churches not so strongly or not at all influenced by Calvinism

as the Scottish church.

In 1559 another source of influence was opened in Geneva. In that

year Calvin founded his Academy which heralded a new phase in the progress

of C&lvinisra.^ Students from many countries wore attracted there by the

name and fame of John Calvin and TJieodore Bez&. Undor these

circumstances the v&nclering Scots were 3ure to be found there, not only

as students but also as teachers.2
3

Andrew Melville, who in sono respects can be called the successor

of John Knox in Scotland, found hie footsteps guided to Geneva. Me

started teaching there in 1569. hike so many other scholars of his

time, he was both teacher and student. He attended regularly the

lectures of Hera and received high praise from his master. In 1574

Scotland beseeched him to return to take up the trowel and sword

fallen from the hands of John Knox,

Melville, described as "second to none in learning and hardly
4

second to Knox in power and influence" was no writer of voluminous

books. On the contrary, he left only one theological treatise, a short

1. C. Borge&ud, Histoire de ltUnivorsitc de Geneve. Vol. I,
L*Academic de Calvin. 1559-1798 (Geneva, 1900).

2. li.G. miip, "Scottish Scholars at G neva, 1559-1650", ii,.S.C.IuS.
(Glasgow, 1938), Vol. VI, pp. 216-231.

3. t. Mcdrie, Life of Andrew Melville. 2 Vols. (Edinburgh, 1819).
4. J. Vaiker, The Theology aud Theologians of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1872), p. 2.
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commentary on the Epistle to the Borauns. Without minimizing Melville's

labour in establishing protestantism by means of his preaching and

teaching, he vill be remembered for his efforts in establishing

presbyterianism in Scotland. It is ]>erhaps not incorrect to say that

Melville was "the greatest figure in the history of Scottish Presbyterian-

isn."' Me did not share the silence of John Knox on that issue, but

he was one of the first to attack episcopacy and to maintain the parity
2

of ministers. In this he did not receive undivided support. His views

were questioned by many, i'o d&taes Vl presbjteri&nisai euM to be anathema

because its policy ran counter to his whole conception of kingship,

and because he saw presbyterianisa as a stumbling block on the road
3

towards unification of England and Scotland.

It seems correct to say that "as for the people, so long as their

traditional form of worship was not interfered with, they did not care

one way or another whether there were bishops in sJie Kirk or not."*
Even in 1638 when bishops vera ejected and prelacy was rejected,

modified episcopacy still had its supporters. At the General Assembly

of 163&, Robert baillie declined to abjure episcopacy, and he noted in
5

his Journal that the larger part of the clergy sc-eased to favour prelacy.

1. Warr, o». c^t.. p. 314.
2. V. Mathleson, Politics and Religion in Scotland. (Glasgow, 1902),

Vol. I, p. 288^ I). Calderwood, pp. cit.. Vol. Ill, pp. 156-162.
3. G. Donaldson, Scotland t James V to James VII (Edinburgh, 1965).
4. Warr, op. cit., p. 310.
5. R. haillio, Letters and Journals. (Edinburgh, 1841), Vol. I, p. 121.
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The fear of Tione and tho aversion to Aminiauism vera two of tho many

factors in tho political, social, and religious situation vhich caused

the downfall of episcopacy in Scotland,

Vhile Andrew Melville was principal of St. Mary's College in St.

Andrews (1581-1608), the waves caused by the theological disputes in

Holland, reached the shores of Scotland. These were occasioned by the

opinions of Jacob Arminius on tho origin of moral evil, predestination,

froe-will and grace. These opinions were considered to be novel and

deviating from the accepted doctrine.

In the year 1607 Melville received a letter from Sibrandus

Lubhertus, Professor of Divinity in Fr&neker, giving bitn an accouit of

th© sentiments of the innovator and requesting Melville's opinion. This

was followed by a letter from Arminius himself in vhich he complained

that Lubbertus had misrepresented him to foreign divines, whereupon he

entered into defence of his own position.*
Prom t is time on Scotland and its theologians could not remain

passive spectators to the theological conflict, and in France orthodox

Scottish theologians were first called to resist the more liberal

tendencies.

1» KcCrie, op. cit.« Vol. II, p. 342.
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Liberal tendencies in France.

The relations between Scotland and France dated from times long

before the Heforra&iion.^ Not only traders crossed the sea to exchange

merchandise, but more than on© member of the royal house sailed the

ocean between Scotland and France for the purpose of marriage. The

Treaty of Eouen, signed in the year when Martin Luther nailed, his ninety-

five theses to the door in Wittenberg, was the high-water mark of mutual
2

confidence between these two countries. The surge of the lieformation

and the advance of Calvinism generated new forces which became directed

towards Scotland.

Seven Protestant Academies were founded during the second half of

the sixteenth and in the beginning of the seventeenth century. Of

importance were the Academics of Grilles, established by the : othor of

Henry of Navarre in 1561, Horitauben founded in 1597, Sauaiur set up in

1599, and Sedan which dated from 1603.' Protestant Scotsmen frequented

these centres of learning while the Scots Catholics found themselves

more at homo in places such as hou&i and Paris.*

1. F. Michel, bes rcossais en trance (London, 1S62)| A.L. DruKEnond,
op. cit.. pp. 26-52| A. Fleming, Huguenot Influence in Scotland
(Glasgow, 1953).

2. Fleming, on. cit.. p. 14.

3. Druraniond, op. cit.. p. 27.
4. J.A, Pannier, "Quelques Ecossais Professeurs et htudiants a Paris,

t>u 12* an 17® Steele", H.S.CJB.S. (Edinburgh. 1932), Vol. IV,
pp.93-106.
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In 1611 Andrew Melville was released from confinement in the

Tower of London enabling hira to accept the Divinity Chair at the

Academy of Sedan.^ At Sedan he found himself a colleague of Daniel

Tilenus, in the opinion of the biographer of Melville, "a acn of

talents, but haughty and remorse" and as far as theology was concerned,
2

"a keen stickler for the peculiar tenet of Piscatory* About one

third of the staff were Scots of whom several were his old students

3
from Li. Andrews.

At the time of Melville's coming to Ledan, grave concern was

expressed regarding a new trend in theology. M. du Moulin writing

in 1611 to kobert Loyd of irochrigg, Scotland, at that time professor

at S&umur, vented his anxiety as follows:

The youth that come from their country hath particular need
to be well Instructed as to the articles of Predestination,
1 roe—vill and the Perseverance of the taints, since many
extravagancys as to these points are fast running into the
places they belong to. 4

Sedan, described as "a safe centre for the nurture of the deformed
5

Church," did not escape the subtle influence of this new tendency.

1. Metric-, ou. cit.. pp. 417ff.
2. Ibid.. p. 429.

3. Drummond, op. cit.. p. 36.
4. it. Vodrow, Collections upon the hives of the Reformers (Glasgow,

1848), Vol. TI, Part I, p. 102.
5. Drumvond, op. eit«, p. 36.
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It was at Sedan that Andrew Melville encountered what he regarded

as unorthodox doctrine. Among his students he found several "infected

with Armini&nisra."* Tilenus was held responsible for at least the

greater part of the "infection". Robert Vodrov reflecting on "the

beginning and rise of the innovations in doctrine now creeping into

the pure Church of Prance", put the blame on Tilenus vho "laid the
2

foundation of what favoured Armiaius Doctrine."

A scholar at Sedan, writing to the sane Robert Boyd on 20th

November, 1611, gave a short account of the relation® b* twoen the two
3

colleagues, Melville and Tilenus. He reported that all their ordinary

discourses concerned three points, namely justification, reprobation,

and Romans VII. On justification Melville and Tilenus entertained much

the same opinions, but held divergent views on the other two points.

Where Melville maintained the absolute decree of reprobation, Tilenus

rejected it? Melville interpreted the seventh chapter of the Epistle

to the Romans as referring to the regenerate but Tilenus understood

it as concerning the unrogenereta. The correspondent continuedt

"Mr. Melvin h<*th handled the subject directly in his last 3 lessons

and has defended it against ell that v«rge towards Arminianisae ...

1» MeCrie, op« cit«, p. 444.

2. E. Vodrov, op, cit.. p. 106.
3. pp. 10-'t»**106.
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these novwltys certainly prognosticat ovil."^
This letter not only indicated the different theological opixiions

prevalent at Sedfelt, but also that seven years before the Synod of

Port, orthodox theology in France saw in the teachings of Aminius

an approaching danger against which should be guarded* It can be

accepted that Melville shared tills concern, and perhaps McOrie's

depiction of Melville as the champion and guardian of student
2

orthodoxy against the advancing Arminianism, is not exaggerated.

The account of the conflict between Melville and Tilenv.s as

given by McCrie was questioned by a scholar who had strong presumptions
3

against any rupture between the two divines. The difference in

theological views, however, cannot be denied. The feet that after the

Synod, of Port, Tilenus caae out boldly for the Armenian side,^ suggests

that the general anxiety concerning the notions of Tilenus was not

unsubstantiated and that Melville's refutation was* not a fight against

wind-mils. This conprehexulable concern of Melville does not alter

the fact that to the modern man the differences appear slight and

do not seem to explain the hostility that separated thebe two figures.

1. Ibid., p. 105.
2. McCrie, op. cut#, p. Add.

3. McCrie, op. cit«. p. 444} ftf., M.P. Mellon, Revue Chrelionne.
(Paris, 1907), p. 205.

4. li.M.B. lie id, The Divinity Professors in the University of
Glasgow. 164CM903 (Glasgow. 1905) p. 78.
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Andrew helville was one of the first Scots to resist the opinions

of the iutchraan, Jacobus Arrainius;as presented by h&niel Tilenus in

France, although it could be doubted whether this opposition should

bo described as "hatred of Armini&n views." That he considered

the teaching of Arminius to be "poison" is amply borne out in his

letter to John Forbes, then an exile in Holland I "Fail not to se nd

Arminius against Perkins ie Fretleotinatione» whatever it cost,

with the contra—poison, done by Goonrun, que to ain^ulari-k r tu^o ev

Kttpiv*

Melville died in 1622, the sane year in which John Cameron,

back from >.auuur, was suspected of having disseminated Anainiau ideas
3

in the University of Glasgow.

From Sedan the spotlight shifts to Saiositr, a town on the banks

ot the noire, between Faris and .4>ruuaux. Its Protestant University

was founded immediately after the Edict of Aantes in 1599 by the

Governor of the town, Fhillipe du i lcssis-i .ornay. At . aumur, the

most progressive; of the Academies, inauy Scotsmen found a seat of
4

learning, either as professors or as students.

1• lUiJ.. p. 79.
2. MeCrie, op. c:?t.. p. 443, n.
3. Infra. Chapter II.
4. J. Fanner, "Scots in Saumur in the Seventeenth Century",

R.B.C.H.s. (Glasgow, 1935), Vol. V, pp. 140-143.



Among those who brought "lustre to Reformed theology in Sauraur

;ind who later become professors of Divinity in Glasgow University,

were Robert Boyd and John Cameron.* Robert Boyd (1578—1627), son

of the Archbishop of Glasgow, was called in 16^6 as Huguenot pastor

to Rntnur and also to give lectures in the University. Two years

later !is vss formally ©looted Professor of Divinity at Saurmr. He

had hardly settled there, when he obtained leave of absence for a

year and viflited German and Dutch Universities, and Scotland.

As far as the trends and movements in the theological world

were concerned, Boyd wis very ve11—informed. H-e won not only kept

up to date with details of the theological climate in Redan in th*

north-east of France, but also with the threatening storm in Holland.

The death of Arrtinius on 17th October, 1600 did not nt the same time

proclaim the death of the Arrainian controversy. A new dispute and

renewed bitterness erupted regarding the successor of Aminius at

the University of Leiden. The curators desired a professor congenial

with the spirit of Arminius, and their choice fell on Coenra&d
2

Vorstius. Commotion in the church and the civil community followed.

The man in the street joined the discussion for, as one writer puts it,

1. ?or biographical details of Boyd: Reid, on, cit.. pp. 115—169|
Wodrow, on. cit.. Vol. II, Part £j for John Cameron vide infra
Chapter II.

2. H.I. Groenewegen, "Vorstius", Kieuv Kederlandsch UioKrafisch
Voornonboek. ed. P.C, Hoihuysen & P.J. Blok,(Leiden, 1914),
Vol. Ill, pp. 1342-1343 (Infra abbreviated as N.S.B.W.h
G.jp.J, Schotel, Pe Academie te Leiden (Haarlem, 1875), pp» 82-93.
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"het regende pamfletten en blauvboekjes en de ongerijradste fabe1en

werden omtrent den vreemden doctor in allerlei schuiteripraatjes onder

het volk gestrooid."1 It was not until a year after his appointment

that Vorstius saw his way clear to accept the chair.

Of all these movements in Holland, Uoyd was not unaware. A

letter dated 10th September, 1611, from the hand of Jacobus Laurentius,

believed to be a scholar of Uoyd and well-known in Holland, informed
2

him as to these developments. When Boyd went back to Scotland in

1615 to fill the Divinity Chair and to take up the position of

Principal of Glasgow University, h® undoubtedly "took with him from

the Continent, where many of his years of study and teaching had been

spent, an intimate knowledge of the disputes in Holland.""* His learned

work on Ephesians also reflected this familiarity when he digressed

into lengthy discussions of the controversies of his time.4 He was

undeniably unfavourably disposed towards the untraditional theological

tendencies. It was even asserted that "he hated Arminianiam","' but
this appears to be an exaggeration.

1. Schotel, pp. eit.« p. 85.
2. Wodrow, pp. eit.. p. 94.
3. O.D. Henderson, Religious Life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland

(London, 1937), p. 87.
4. This work was published posthumously in 1652 as In Kpistolam

iPauli Apostoli ad Kpheaios Fraelectiones.

5* op. cit.. p. 137.
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Arainian theology In the Netherlands.

Scotland's knowledge of the theological disunity in the

Netherlands was not only received via France. There were various

channels of direct communication between the Low Countries and Scotland.

Trade connections dating from centuries before the Reformation

had been maintained between these two countries.1 In 1541 Carapvere

on the island of Walcheren became the depot of the Scottish trade.

Undoubtedly "Scots merchants and sea-captains knew Compvere as well
2

as they knew Kirkcaldy" , and the sarao could be said of the Dutch.

It is very unlikely that the exchange was limited to merchandise.

The Dutch have always been interested in theology and they would

readily share their knowledge and their views on the theological

questions of the day.

Another influx of Scots into the Netherlands and, consequently,

another bridge of knowledge between these two countries, was occasioned

1. J. fair, An Account of the Scottish Trade In the Netherlands and the
Staple Fort in Campvere (London. 1776).
J. Davidson and A. Gray, The Scottish Staple at Veere (London,
1909); V.R. Scott, The Constitution and Finance of English.
Scottish and Irish Joint Stock Companies to 1720, 3 Vols.,
(Cambridge, 1910-1912).
M.P. Rooseboosa, The Scottish Staple in the Netherlands (The
Hague, 1910).

2. G.D. Henderson, Religious Life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland
(London, 1937), p. 71.
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by the Dutch struggle against Spain.^ In this unequal battle the

States-General of the Low Countries appealed to Scotland for help.

The Scottish Privy Council lent a willing ear and on 6th June, 1573,

they resolved to assist in the defence of "Godd's trew religion" in
2

the Netherlands. Hereafter Scottish troops poured into the Low Lands.

Their colours were the St. Andrews cross and their drums boat the

3
Scottish march. In 1609 the first fruit of the struggle appeared

in the signing of the twelve years* truce. In 1643, by the peace of

Westphalia signed at Munster, the war was concluded. "Thus," on©

writer remarked, "largely by "Use efforts of Scots soldiers the Dutch

nation found a place upon the map of Europe".^ Of the same tenor is

the view that "the Scots Brigade rocked the cradle of the infant
5

Dutch Republic", but such judgments are unfair to the Dutch.

The Scots in the Netherlands, whether they were merchants,

soldiers, or exiles, very soon organised themselves in public worship.

Already in 1541 the staple contract granted to the traders of Dundee,

1. F. Geyl, The K'evolt of the Netherlands (London, 1932).
2- Mm the. History of .the Septa grjgftflgJjLjfel 8MB&£

of the Dnited Netherlands. 1572-171*2. ed. J. Ferguson, Scottish
History Society, (Edinburgh, 1899-1920), Vol. I, p. 5.

3. H. Maxwell, The Lowland Scots fcogiraents (Glasgow, 1918), p. 314.
This work also gives Information of .Scottish soldiers in other parts
of the world, e.g. in South Africa where they fought in the Xulu
War and in the Anglo-Boer Var.
Ibid., p. 315.

5. Drunsoond, op, cit., p. 79.
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Perth and St. Andrews "the choice and option of a suitable place in the

collegiate church of our town of Caapvere, with a chaplain ... 1,1
Scotland went further and in 1588 they resolved that "a Scotch Kirk be

erected in the said town (i.e. Gampvere) and a minister to be chosen to

serve same, with hie stipend to be provided out of the excise on wine
2

and beer." At the beginning of the seventeenth century there were

Anglo—Scots congregations or chaplaincies, among others, in Amsterdam,

Rotterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Haarlem, Campvere, Middelburg, Delft
3

and Flushing. Where Scotland had so much in common with the Low

Countries with regard to religion, it was natural that the Scottish

church and her members in Scotland and the Netherlands, would take

notice of the theological and ecclesiastical movements in the Low

Countries.

The Universities were a more direct source of information. Scots

students at the Dutch Universities took back to their home-land knov-

4
ledge and impressions of the theological trends and disputes. Dutch

students were also found in the Universities of Scotland. For the

academic year November 1617 to August 1618, seven students from the

1, lair, op. cit.« p. 117.
2- Ibid" P- 187.
3. W. Steven, The History of the Scottish Church. Hottart?am

(Rotterdam, 1832), pp. 259ff.
4. According to the list of Edward Peacock, Index to the English

Speaking Students who have graduated at Levden University "(London,
1883)", twenty-seven Scottish students studied at Leiden between
1575 and 1618, but this list is not reliable.



Netherlands entered St. Mary's College in St. Andrews, and four the

following year.*
The various ways indicated above, as well as private correspondence

and books from the Netherlands* conveyed to Scotland some knowledge

of the theological conditions and the rise of Arminianism.

In the preceding pages brief references were made to Arainius
2

and Arminianism. Nov something more must bo added* Jacobus Arainius

was born in 1560 in Oudewater, a town approximately half-way between

Rotterdam and Utrecht. In 1581 he went to Geneva where he studied under

Been as well as under Charles Perrot, "the more liberal Calvinist."^ Ho

also visited Basel and Zurich and returned to his homo country in the

autumn of 1587.

At that time certain theologico-political forces were active in

the Netherlands. Significant is the case of Caspar Koolhaas, an ex-

1. MS8. Records of St. Mary's College, Ref. No. UY 152/2, pp. 223-
226; Acta Roctorura Kef. No. UY 305/3, pp. 163-165. The figures
given by G.D. Henderson, Religious Life in Seventeenth-Century
Scotland (kendon, 1937)* p. 72 are incorrect. McCrie, op. cit..
Vol. II, pp. 490-496, also gives an imperfect list of foreign
students in the Universities of Scotland.

2. For fuller information see "Arminius", Biographisch Woordenboek
van Proteetantsche Godgeleerden in Nederland. eds. J.P. de Bio and
J. Loosjes, 11 s-Oravenhage, n.d.j, Vol. I,' pp. 228—252. <ia£sa
abbreviatedt B.W.P.O.N.). and C. Bangs, "Artainius and Reformed
Theology", Ph.D. Thesis, University of Chicago, 1958, containing
extensive bibliographies. In 1960, i.e. 350 years after the death
of Arminius, various commemorative articles appeared, e.g. in
Religion in Life. Vol. XXIX, pp. 540-555; Condon Quarterly and
iiolborn Review. Vol. 185, pp. 245—268.

3. C. Bangs, "Arminius and the Reformation", Church History. Vol. XXX,
1961, p. 162.
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monk who become a Reformed minister in 1560.^ He revealed himself as

on unorthodox thinker on predestination, free-will and grace. He

advocated religious tolerance to such an extent that h© was suspected

of indifference to the doctrine of the church. He favoured the

authoritative voice of the magistrates in the election of deacons

and elders. After years of fruitless negotiations, Koolhaas was

declared a schismatic and one who departed from pure doctrine. He

was deposed on 25th March 1582, but the magistrate of Leiden refused

to accept this decision and allowed Koolhaes to continue drawing his

stipend. Finally he left the pulpit for a distillery. For all

practical and dogmatical purposes Koolhaes can be considered the

forerunner of Arminius.

The first vigorous opposition which Arainiua encountered, was ;n

1603 when he was appointed Professor of Theology at Leiden. From this

time on his thoughts began to appear in print. A review of the

teachings of Arroinius falls outside the scope of this study, but the

Five Articles of 1610, the year after the death of Arminius, need be
2 rmentioned. These articles, Articuli Arroinia.nl sive ?'emonstantia.

expressed the position of the Artninians (thereafter called Ttemonstants),

and the same articles formed the basis of the discussion at the Synod

of Port eight years later.

1. "Koolhaes", 8.W,F.B.N.. Vol. V, pp. 172-205.
2. Schaff, on. eit.« Vol. Ill, pp. 545-549, gives the text in Dutch

as it was first published in 1612) also a Latin and English version.



For the sake of brevity but at the risk of neglecting the more

delicate shades of theological distinctions* these five articles could

be rendered as follows:

(1) Sod decreed to save those who would believe in Christ* arid

to condemn those who would reject hiss*

(2) ChriBt died for all but only believers ©ajoy forgiveness*

(3) Fallen man is powerless to accomplish anything truly good

until he is born again and all his powers renewed*

(4) All good is dependent upon the grace of God* but as far

as the mode of operation is concerned, this grace is not irresistible*

(5) Perseverance is effected through the assistance of the Holy

Spirit and by the help of Christ* but it is not clear whether

believers can lose their faith* (The hemonsirats at liort went further

and assorted that true believers could fall away)*

A Contra-Ueaonstrance was issued by those who could not accede

to these views, but tha two parties found it impossible to reach an

agreement* At last* the question came before the national Synod of

Dort, convened on 13th November, 1618, and which lasted till 9th May

1619*1 The result was the rejection and condemnation of the five

points of the demonstanis and tho drafting of five canons* a document

which is* as one scholar puts it* "rather one of the classic

1 • H, Ka.iaan. ,I)e (Iroote Synode van Dordrecht in 1 (>18~1619
(Amsterdam, 1918) gives fairly full details* A*V* Harrison*
Anainianisa (London* 1937), pp* 72-96 records it more concisely.
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declarations of Calvinism than an exposition of Arminian error.'*^
Among the 28 foreign delegates of deformed churches, there vas

2
also one to represent Scotland. lie was Walter dalcanqual, a Scot

by birth but neither a minister nor a member of the Church of Scotland.'
he, an Episcopalian, but decidedly a Calviniat, vas appointed by

James VI to ajjeok for the Church of Scotland, lie played an admirable

part in the proceedings of the Synod and showed himself to be a man

well—informed and shrewd in his judgment, unlike some of the English

deputies and contrary to orminian universalism, he defended the view

that Christ had died for toe elect only.^
It is true, as vas pointed out, that "Unlearntual in no real sense

represented the Church of Scotland in the Synod of l)ort".' He had

no assignment from the Church, neither did he report to the Church of

Scotland on the decisions of ftort on Arminianism or on other matters

which the Synod had discussed and resolved.

In spite of this lack of ooanuaication between the Church of

Scotland and its "representative", channels through which tfca

1. Harrison, op. cit.. p. 93.
2. fi.TS. Henderson, Religious Life .in Seventeenth-Century Scotland

(London, 1937), pp. 77-83, describes the position of Scotland
at the Synod of Bort.

3. For biographical details, D.N.B., Vol. X, (1959-1960 edition),
PP. 945-946? Qolflon.Hwiftlng of the Ever Memorable Mr. John Hales
(London, 1659)? 8. Oaillie, Letters and Journals. 1637-1652.
3 Vols., (Edinburgh, 1841, 1842).

4. Harrison, op. cit.. p. 92.
5. G.D. Henderson, Heligious Life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland

(London, 1937), p. 83.
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information could flow, were open. Shortly after the Synod of Rort,

references by Scottish theologians were mad© as to imply that the

whole theological world was acquainted with its proceedings and

decisions.1
To conclude this survey of Scotland's encounter with Arminianisra,

there is another point worthy of notice. Attention was drawn to the

fact that Scotland met Arminianism, ox at least the spirit of Armlnianism,

in Franco, in Holland and in Scotland itself. This is to some extent

indicative of the fact that Arminianism was part of a wider movement.

Arminlanism did not only begin with a controversy on predestination;

neither was it only a revolt against ultra-Calvinism; nor was it

confined to the Netherlands.

Aretinianism should be seen in the wider framework of the

approaching Enlightenment which was to spread over Europe. The

Enlightenment was a Movement in which the strong resurgence of humanistic

values based an man's heightened awareness of his moral and intellectual

powers jsade hia conscious of himself. He was finding himself in a

world where a metaphysical system was gradually being replaced by a

2
natural system. In this natural system mors attention was directed

towards man, his well-being and his liberty. The awareness grew that God

1. Ibid., p. 87.
2, V. Dilthy, "Das Naturliche System der Geisteswissenschaften

ira Siebsohnten Jahrhundert*, Arehiv far Geschichte der fflilosophie.
(Berlin, 1892), Vol. V, pp. 480-503, Vol. VI, pp. 60-Ti27."
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had not created the world for his ovn glory but for the happiness of

taan, and that fled desired the happiness of all men. Coinciding with

this was the conviction that man was free to choose happiness, free to

follov his own insight and froo from doctrinal ties or the assertions

of higher authorities. The Enlightenment was a process of free inquiry,

and consequently, very often a rejection or radical interpretation of

Christian doctrine. That is why Vxlhelm Dilthy, referring to the

natural system of the Enlightenment, could speak of "Auflosung der

Eirchenlehre durch Socinioner unci Araiuianer."1 Cno can almost agree

with the scholar who characterised tho religious aspect of the

Enlightenment as "a renewal of the struggle between Augustine and

Pelagius, Renaissance humanism and the lieformation, Luther and Erasmus

and finally between the ideal of human freedom and autonomy and the
2

belief in the bondage of the will."

It must be added that Armiuius would not have found himself in

full agreement with such a nover>ent. He himself did not go to such

en extent, but as a theologian he was on the way to extricating himself

from the recepta doctrina ecclesiae. or as a learned Dutch church

historian expressed it, "Arminitie was besig in een bepaald opasicht
3

de gereformeerde leer los ta wrikken." In this process he was only

1. Ibid.. Vol. VI, p. 87.
2. H.B. Allison, Less in;; and the Enlightenment (University of

Michigan Press, 1966), p. 2.
3. I). Nauta, "Arrainius, Grondlegger van het Remoaatrantisra®",

Centraal Weekblad. No. 39, 8th October, 1960.
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an agent of a growing spiritual movement which tried to liberate itself

from a spiritual environment which was found to be too restrictive.'
Or to use another figure of speech, Arrainianisa was the religious

thread in the complex cord of the linligistosuaent which was coming into

being,
2

It would be correct to describe Arminius as a "liberal Calvinist",

but it is doubtful whether Arminianiso, especially in its later

developments, cottld claim Calvin as father, and at this, Scotland was

duly aware.

1. For the era of the Enlightenment's attitude towards religion and
dogma, see E. Caasirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment
(Princeton, 1951), pp. 134-196.

2. f'.D. Foster, "Liberal Calvinism} The Remonstrants at the Synod
of Lort in 161b", harvard Theological >^viev, Vol. .Sl9 pp. 1-37.
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JOHN CAMKKON AND HIS TEACHINGS

Scotland's theologians wore acquainted with the progress of

events overseas and, as far as theology was concerned, -ttmy took

a stand more or less similar to that of the orthodox Calvinista of

Holland* This did not prevent tiiat three years after the close of

the Synod of tort, one of Scotland's own Divinity Professors became

suspected of fostering views resembling those of the Arminians* The

suspect was John Cameron (1570-1625)** Although on© Scottish scholar

is of the opinion that "we can hardly reckon him among our Scotch

divines" and that "his attempted mediation between Calvin and Arainius
2

had little success" , Cameron's influence in and outside Scotland must

not be underrated*

Cameron and Prance*

John Cameron was born and educated in Glasgow* In 1600 he left

his country and went to France* In Bordeaux he taught Latin and Greek,

the latter language, it is said, he spoke "with as great ease as ever

1* Biographical details are given by held, op* cit«« pp* 172-251,
with full Bibliography on pp, 250-251| Wodrov, op* cit*. Vol* II,
Part II.

2* J. Walker, op* cit*. p* 6.
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Cicero did Latin".* His growing reputation carried him to the Chair

of Philosophy in Sedan, where his Divinity colleague, Daniel Tilenus,

according to Cameron's biographer, "was rapidly passing from Calvinism
2

to the Arminian side,"

As "travelling scholar in Divinity" appointed by the Bordeaux
3

church, he studied at Geneva and Heidelberg. In 1608 he ro turned

to Bordeaux where he was ordained as a minister in the French

4
Reformed Church,

In Bordeaux Cameron started to make known his thoughts on the

way and extent of salvation. In four letters to his friend, Louis

Cappel, who it seems "had been touched by Arminian influences"^, he
6

expressed his views. In these letters" Cameron did not enter into

Arminian territory, iie felt convinced that salvation rested on God's

good pleasure on account of which faith is given to men to receive

Christ. Regarding the extent of salvation, Cameron explained his view

as followsi Salvation is as universal as light, but a person sleeping

or shutting the eyes receives no light, i'he sunlight is sufficient, but

1. 1. Urquiiart, "The Jewel", Works (Edinburgh, 1834), p. 258.
s- , I .ek! , op, ci!. «, p, 17*7.
3. Reid, op. cit.. p. 174; Wodrov, op. cit., p. 87.
4. Wodrow, op. cit.. p. 89.
5. heid, op. cit., p. 180.
6. J, Cameron, TA ^ fl Z.or^E/^f\ m efj# s. Boucherellus, L. Cappel and

M. Amyraut, (Geneva, 1642), pp. 530-536. Extracts of these letters
are given by Vodrow, op. cit., pp. 92-105.
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as far as sight is concerned, it is valueless for them with closed or

blind eyes. In other words, Christ died for all, but his death makes

happy only those who accept him by faith.1
Cappel found such an opinion akin to the Lutheran universalism

because it contained the implication that Christ died for Judas in

the same way as for Peter. To this Cameron would not accede. He
2

tried to explain this mystery by accepting"a twofold mercy in (iod* ,

namely, in giving Christ and in giving grace. Christ and his death

embraced Judas as well as Peter, but faith alone given to Peter

enabled him to embrace Christ. With this distinction Cameron

believed that he was moving in line with the church of all ages,

for he said,

"The church has alwisc given Christ the title of the 'Saviour
of the world*, and divines do not oppose this, only they soften
it by a little distinction, because the expression sounds a
little harsh, and teach that in respect of sufficiency Christ
dyed for all, but in point of efficacy, only for believe rs.
In this I do not differ.w3

In these letters one sees a theologian who wished to remain

true to the Reformed principles but who desired to find a way out of

the difficulties which hove always beset the question of salvation.

Cameron encountered the real difficulty when he attempted to explain

1. Wodrow, op. cit.. p. 98,
2* Ibid., p. 95.
j* JLkiii*» p*
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the application of the work of salvation. Is it an act of the will?

Vhtxt is the relationship between the will and faith? What is the

relationship between the will of God and the will of man in salvation?

On these puszling questions Cameron proffered no consistent answers.

Even his favourite illustration that a person sleeping or shutting

the eyes, does not have the benefit of the universal light, reveals

an ambiguity. If in this analogy the lack of benefit from the light

is due to the overwhelming power of sleep, man's own free will is ruled

out, but if he excludes the light by wilfully closing the eyes, the

lack of sight is cue to his own act. Whether "Anrsinius was very

near his ear, whispering the comfortable doctrine that every man may

be saved if he will,"1 cannot at this stage, i.e. 1610-1612, be

determined.

In 1618 Cameron was offered a Chair of Divinity at Kaumur, at

that time one of the most important and influential of the Protestant

theological schools in Franco. Here Cameron showed himself to be a

champion of orthodox theology. In a theological debate on the thesis

"lie Gratia ot Libero Arbitrio", Cameron assorted the corrupt nature

of man and his inability to contribute anything to bis salvation,

"save only the faculty of willing ..." He realised that in the

1. Held, oo. cit.. pp. 185-186. This is not a correct representation
of Arminius on the will, iiis own words are, "Free-will is unable
to begin or to perfect any true and spiritual good without grace
... This grace is simply and absolutely necessary for ...
the inclination of the will to that which is good." See
The Writings ... of Arminius (Grand Itapids, 1956), Vol. II,
p. <!(2«
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plan and execution of salvation "man is not merely a stock or stone"
but he w».s careful not to make man's salvation rest on one's own

free-will. He summed up his views as follovsi

As in the first call, so likewise in per.severance, there is no
co-operation of free-will and grace, tho', if I may use the
phrase, there is a sub-operation and under-working, we working
out our own solvation when God works in us both to will and
to do. 1

i'his seems to be scriptural enough, but it was alleged what in private

Cameron went much further in a liberul direction than he ever
2

ventured in public.""

At Port the /.rniiniau dispute was ueterwineii, but it was not

terminated in the Netherlands, nor in France. In April, 1920,

lianiei Tilemis of bedan invited oohn camerou of baumur to debate

with him on "the shares of the grace of Uod and the powers of man's
3

free-will in effective calling." ihe subject of the uispute was

taken from articles AXi and aXIX of the French Confession of Faith
4

of 1559. i'hese two lengtiiy articles Cameron coiuienseu into five

statementsi

(1) Faith results from the illumination of man by the holy

Spirit of bod.

1. Wodrow, op. cit.. pp. 131-132.
2. Held, , p. 211...
3. Wodrow, pp. cit., p. 143.
4. Schaff, op. cit., Vol, III, pp. 371—372.



(2) TJiis enlightenment la a free gift of (iod to some of mankind.

(3) In so far as this means a preference to some, one can speak

of those as "chosen".

(4) This benefit cannot be lost since {Joe Iliraself is the

preserver of His gift.

(5) Faith which is the efficacious knowledge of the chief and

true good, moves the will to seek and to adhere to the chief

good, so that faith and good works can never be alienated from

each other.^
Needless to say, these five points were not the some as the five

of Dort, but they met in many respects. In election to salvation as

a free act of God, faith to salvation as an illuminating gift of a

gracious God, and perseverance in salvation as the sustaining power

of God, Cameron seems to have echoed the voice of I>ort.

The greatest pert of the discussion was confined to the question,

what reason could be assigned that of two adult persons, both equally

corrupt and wicked, one should lie illuminated and saved, but the oilier

left behind to get lost in the shadows of darkness and death? Tilenus

held that the cause of such a differential treatment should be sought

in the most hidden merits of men — occultissimia hominum neriUs -

only Imown to God. Thi3 view of election based on God's foreknowledge

1. Wodrow, op. cit.. pp. 145-146.
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was rejected by Cameron. As a Calvinisi and like a Bordracenist he

maintained that the only reason could be the sovereign dispensation

of God's mercy.*
While Cameron tried to sail in tho water of orthodoxy, his

opponents believed that he vas drifting into the territory of the

11willSIM i Especially his views on the role of the will in calling
2

and salvation, exposed him to accusations and attacks. Briefly

and simply stated, Cameron believed that the Holy Spirit enlightens

the mind which in turn motivates tho will. For Cameron tho will is

depraved but nevertheless still s faculty capable of action. As far

s the acceptance of salvation is concerned, the will responds and

reacts to the Spirit's immediate action on the mind. It was

particularly this view which caused Catseron t» be suspected, not

only in Trance, but also in the Netherlands.

Cat oren m the Netherlands

Cameron's name very soon became veil-known in the theological

circles of tho Netherlands. Vhile the Synod of Port was in session,

he sent copies of his thesis to Festus Honuaius, a Piviniiy irafessor

at Leiden and an outspoken op, oncnt of the Remonstrants, In a

1. Ibid., p. 146,
2. For further details of Cemeron on the will and the arguments

against his view, see Wodrow, op. cit., pp. 147-151.
3. For biographical details, see "liomtiius" , B.W.P.G.K.. Vol. IV,

pp. 198-218.
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letter dated 17th March, 1620, Hommius testified that "as for myself,

I have observed nothing in your booh which departs from the sound

doctrine and even that lately declared by our Synod."

The theological discussion between Cameron and Tilenus in April,

1620, stirred up much interest in the bow Countries. According to a.

letter of Hoamius dated 25th January, 1622, the text of the debate

was read in the faculty of theology ir Leiden and was put into the

hands of a printer. In this letter hoctnius urged Cameron to continue

"in meriting much from the sound and orthodox churches, by your solid*
2

asserting and vindicating the divine truth."

Less than a month after this, Conoron received another letter

from 145iden written by Andre Rivet, Divinity Professor at the
3

University of Leiden. In this letter ho expressed the wish of the

Faculty of Divinity that some hypotheses concerning his dispute

with Tilenus would be "cleared up or softened, lest our common

adversary*, who ere ready to catch up the smallest differences
4

among us who defend the truth, improve them against us . . . "

The two propositions which provoked the disagreement of the Leiden

theologians were Cameron's exposition of Romans IX end Ms notion on the

1. Vodrow, op. cit.. p. 205.
2# Ibid.. p. 206.
3. For biographical details, see "Rivet", R.fr.b.W.. Vol. VII,

10§1#
4. Wodrov, op. cit.. p. 147.
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will. Referring to tit© fortaor, Rivot seeraa to imply that Cameron's

exegesis ran on the saao lines as tiiut of the Arrainians. The cardinal

point of criticism, however, wp.s Cameron's account of the operation

of the will. Tha Butch divines clearly expressed their disapproval

of Cameron's failure to see that "on immediate divine influx" upon

the will is necessary in order to effect conversion. If Cameron would

acknowledge thai, Rivet wrote, "there will be no difference betwixt

you and us".1
The Leiden theologians not only desired thai Cameron would change

his vjUngp on tli© will, but tlicy also offered bin the standard by which

to judge his own orthodoxy, namely, the Canons of Bort. They requested

him to affix an "advertisement" to his account of the conference with

Tiieuus, signifying hie "acquiescence and entire consent to the

sentiments of ike churches, who »±nvo explained themselves upon the
2whole controversy at the synod of iort ..."

It is not difficult to trace the reason why Rivet and his

colleagues insisted upon such a statement of adherence to Port.

They wanted to fortify the bulwark against their Aruiniun adversaries,

and in Cameron they saw a fonsiaable intellectual warrior. <ut

anotlier possibility should not be overlooked. It is quite conceivable

1. Ibid., p. 147.
2, Ibid., p. 148.
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that they believed that at least the greater part of the whole truth

had been expressed by tho Synod of Dort, and thus considered it quite

natural that conformity should be expected, even outside the Netherlands.

Cameron was not so easily persuaded that his views on the will

were incorrect, nor was he so readily convinced t)»at Port should be

applied as a detector of all dogmatical flaws. He defended himself

vigorously against Leiden's accusations that he had ascribed too much

to man's will in obtaining salvation. With some impatience he answered

then expressing his belief that "God sustains and upholds all things,
exerts his power in all things, ami acts all things in everything."1
With this he desired to place it beyond all doubt that God's supreme

will was the first cause of all things, but at the same time he wished

to leave some operating space for mun's will. That is why he hastened to

add I

God acts ... in such a manner as not to disturb the order of
second causes, which among themselves are fit and connected, sothat w© cannot even separate them in our very thoughts, and this
way I acknowledge and magnify the power of God, his influx and
causality, or whatever other terms be used upon tho will itself. 2

Tho request from Rivet and his colleagues for an "advertisement"

in respect of his agreement with Dort did not meet with Cameron's

approval, hot that he found himself in opposition to the theological

1 • » P* 150.
2»
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views of the famous Synod. On the contrary, in his answer to the

Divinity Professors in March 1622, he wrotet "I approve of the Canons

of Dort as much as any. If any suggest otherwise, they either do not

know me, or very little love ae."* The reason he offered why he did

not feol inclined to assent to their wish, was that he could not see

what end it would serve. As far as his own position was concerned,

such an "advertisement" could have served as a stabilizing factor

during tho following year when he found himself in troubled waters in

Glasgow.

Cameron in Glasgow

The events of Cameron's short stay in Scotland can b® briefly
2

recorded. In 1622 he received an appointment as Principal and

Professor of Divinity in the diversity of Glasgow. Very soon after

he had started lecturing, Cameron and his colleague in Moral Philosophy,

Robert Blair, had a serious exchange of words on election and. the

authority of the Synod of Dort.

Dlair recorded the incident in his autobiography. At a discussion

of a thesis, "Election for unseen faith," Cameron and his student

defended this proposition. Blair, not satisfied, admonished the

1. Ibid., p. 149.
2. Fuller details given by Wodrow, on. cit.. pp. 159-169,

Re id, op. cit.. pp. 211-224.
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exponents that the Synod of Dort had determined the opposite of vhat

the defenders asserted. The point was fervently argued, and according

to Blair, "reports did fly through the town hereupon - some affirming

that Mr. Cameron and the French student ... who was his disoiple,

had maintained openly in disputation a point of Arminianism condemned

by the Synod of Bort, others said that I had openly charged them to

have done so."*

Concerning the orthodoxy of Cameron, not much can be deduced from

this incident. It could very well have been that Cameron and his

student defended the afore-mentioned thesis in the fashion of an

academic dispute without attaching their own personal beliefs to their

verbal defence. That he was unorthodox, he himself would not admit}

h© even engaged in an open discussion with Tilenus to prove his

orthodox supremacy. Having said all this, it still remains true that

he did not define his theological position after the example and

according to the Canons of Bort. Therefore his views were not readily

accepted in the Netherlands.

In Scotland where with the increase of knowledge of Arminianism,

the aversion grew in equal proportion, Cameron was also viewed with

suspicion. His stay was not long enough to show his true doctrinal

stand - if indeed he had something more to show - or to influence his

students widely and deeply. In August 1623, he was back in France

1. T. McCrie, (ed.), The Life of Mr. Robert Blair. (Edinburgh, 1845),
pp. 41-42. The report given by Wodrow, pp. cit.. pp. 161-166 is
also taken from Blair's MSS.
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where he stayed until his death on 27th November, 1625, caused by the

blow of an assaillant.1

Cameron - an Arainian?

In the afore-going pages extracts were given of Cameron*s theology.

Now the question whether he could be called an Arrainien, presents

itself.

There seems to be & consensus of opinion that Cameron shoved a

marked divergence from the narrowly defined orthodoxy, his views

revealed freedom of thought, but they were not free from intellectual

speculation. To his biographer, Wodrov, it was "too evident (that)

Mr. Cameron had very much of a turn to innovations in doctrine and
2

seemed to have an inclination to depart from the received truth."

Wodrov went even further when he concluded that Cameron "made such

concessions as give the Arminiane vast advantage," particularly because

"he seems to have broached the opinion of universall conditional
3

redemption." The biographer of Simon Episcopius sounded the same

note when he voiced the opinion that while Cameron was opposing

Episcopius* sentiments on the subject of free-will, "he adopted from

1. Reid, op. cit.« p. 231, Wodrow, pp. cit.. pp. 209-210.
2. Wodrow, op. cit.. p. 82.
3. Ibid.. p. 83.
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the creed of the Arrainians the doctrine of universal redemption."^
While it is open to doubt whether Cameron had "adopted" his views on

universal redemption from the Arminians, the author was right in

seeing certain similarities.

A more recent writer concluded his short biography of Cameron by

saying that "Melville remained with the Calvinistsj Cameron was moving
2

steadily towards the Arminians when death arrested him." How close

he came to the Arrainian camp was indicated by an expert on Artninianism

when he said, "John Cameron ... was really more ttan half-way to

Arminianism already.Expressed in other words, but denoting the same

accommodating trend in Cameron's theology, it is said that "ho tried to

steer a middle course of his own between the Calvinism of the Synod of

Dort, and the Arminianism which fee condemned."4
It will be agreed that it is not really feasible to use such

geometrical terras to indicate a theological position. Perhaps it is

not even correct to describe Cameron's theology as "a reaction against
5

strict Calvinism." Never did he create the impression of being a

reactionary theologian. In retrospect, however, the historian »e©s

t. T. Calder, Memoirs of Simon Lpiscopius. (London. 1835), p. 523.
2. Heid, op, cit.. p. 248.
3. Harrison, op. cit.« p. 110.
4. J. Macleod, Scottish Theology in Relation to Church history

since the Reformation (Edinburgh. 1943). p. 60.

5. A. Milroy, "the Doctrine of the Church of Scotland," The Church
of Scotland, ed. B.H. Story, (London, n.d.), Vol. IV, p. 209.
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Cameron as performing a part in the comprehensive movement of "reaction

against strict Calvinism", and only in that sons© can such a statement

be maintained. It should, nevertheless, not be overlooked that he

displayed the brightest banner of Calvinism by stressing the supremacy

and sovereignty of God in his free—will and gracious actions to mankind.

Cameron wrestled with the Artainians such as Tilenus and Kpiscopius,

while Hugo Grotius characterised his views as "idle figment."1
It is more plausible to say that Cameron, a Reformed theologian,

came through study and thought to hold certain, notions not reconciliable

with the strict Calvinism of Prance, Holland, and Scotland, has

already been pointed out that his views on man's will did not find

favour in the eyes of the Leiden theologians, he was more than frowned

upon in Glasgow, because it was believed that he taught conditional

election. It is sure that Cameron understood ©lection to be intimately

connected with faith, but he would never conceive of faith as a

condition to be fulfilled by man in order to be elected to eternal life.

This would oak* election rest upon man's faith and God's foreknowledge.

What ho did maintain was that God first decreed to make men believers,
2

and then God decreed to save those who would believe.

If one would be capable of surmounting the time—barrier in thinking

of God, his actions, and purpose for man, one would perhaps find tnat

1. Quoted by Re id, op. ext.. p. 239.
2. Milroy, op. cit.. p. 210. To compare this view with that of

Arminius, see C. Dengs, "Arminius and the Reformation", Church
History. Vol. XXX, 1961, pp. 166-167.
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Calvin's and Cameron's views on predestination were not so widely apart as

often presented. They both firmly maintained that election was a free

act of the divine will, that election was founded upon and in Jesus

Christ, that man become a member of Christ by faith, and that faith

was the result of an illumination of the Holy Spirit,'
It was not so much for his more liberal views on the will and

predestination that Cameron's name came to be remembered, but for his

"hypothetical -universalism,n which offered to many critics another
2

reason to brand him as an Arminian. Cameron's pupil, Moise Armyraldua

developed this system in detail, but practically the whole of it can be

found in Cameron's own writings. Concisely summarized, "hypothetical

universalism" comes to thisI There is a double will in God. Conditionally

God wills to save all mankind, that is, if they will believe the Gospel

and receive Christ who died for all men without exception. Absolutely

he wills to save his elect and to theia he gives not merely a promise of

salvation if they believe, but the gift of faith itself.^ This

distinction alone, Cameron maintained, accounts fairly for the Biblical

evidence on the will of God and the death of Christ.

The vital question to be raised on this kind of universalis™ isi

tfhat changes the hypothetical reference into a real and particular

reference? Is it the action of God or man? If the change i® effected

1. For a short survey of Calvin on those points, see T. Vendel,
Calvin ('-ondoa, 1963), pp. 272-276.

2. A thorough study of Amyraldus' modified Calvinism is offered by
L. Proctor, "The Theology of liaise Arayrault, considered as a reaction
against 17th Century Calvinism," unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Leeds
University, 1952.

3. G.P. Fisher, History of Christian Doctrine (Edinburgh, 1916), p. 343.
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by man, than Camaron and his pupils were Arminian in this respect. If

on the other hand the «grsteiy lies in the hidden actions of God, then

Cameron's theology on this point did not differ substantially from

orthodox Calvinism.

Amyraldus believed that while he vas following bis master, Cameron,

he was also treading in the tracks of Calvin, he tried to show that

Calvin taught a universal grace calling all men to faith and repentance.

Indeed, it seems that Calvin at times laid down a somewhat more liberal

view when he said, "Our Lord Jesus came not to reconcile a small number

of people to God his Father, but wished to extend his grace to the whole

world." let, in view of other passages, Calvin cannot fairly b© claimed
1

a clear advocate of universal redemption.

Awyraldus interpreted Calvin's teaching in a liberal way, "and yet,"

comments one scholar, "preserved both it ami himself within the limits
2

of orthodoxy." The historian, Mosheim, found reason for anothor

verdict on the scheme of hypothetical universalism. "After considering

and reconsidering it," he wrote, "it appears to me to be Aminianism,

or if you please, Felagianism, artificially dressed up and veiled in

ambiguous terras.""* As Cameron was the originator of the system of

hypothetical universalism, this accusation of Arrainianiam was also

directed to his address.

1. H.D. Foster, on. eit.« p. 19.
2. Ibid., p. 24.
3. J.L. von Moshoim, Institutes of Kcclesiastical History. Ancient

and Modern, trans. J. Murdoch (London, 1830), Vol. IV, p. 221.
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Vith this we return to the question initially asked* Was Cameron

of Anainian sentiment? It needs to be said here that it is not

exactly the task of the church historian to analyse and classify

the doctrinal views of theologians, but from a historical point of

view a few remarks could be made* Cameron never consciously and

deliberately sided with the Arminians, in fact, he was constantly

attacking them* The Arminians of his time did not recognize and

hail him as an ally, and he never quoted vith approval from their

controversal writings* With this everything is not said* From a

dogmatical point of view it cannot he denied that in some of his

expressions on election, free-will, and the extent of redemption,

there were undeniably resemblances to the notions of the Arminians*

Only in this sense and due to lack of better and briefer description

and for the sake of convenience, could Cameron be termed a semi—

Arniinian* Even then it should be remembered that the Arminians, and

much more the serni-Arminians of Europe in those days, were Calvinisis,

although of a more liberal nature*

Cameron's Influence in Scotland*

Before concluding this chapter on John Cameron and his teachings,

it is necessary to try to indicate the broad lines of Cameron's influence

on the theology of Scotland*
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It is very unlikely that he had exerted any influence on

theological thought in Scotland before he returned there in 1622.

His debate with Tilenus and his refusal to append a statement of

approval of the Canons of Dort to the report of this conference, was

in all probability known in Scotland. Cameron's short stay in Glasgow

was not devoid of theological importance. It can be agreed that "the

presence of such a man, oven for that brief period, gave an impetus to

fresh theological investigation." 3y this, it is not suggested that

at that time he had a marked effect on the doctrine held in his native

country, but as another writer commented, "he did enough to quicken

the interest of many in the stressing theological problems of the

day."2
During his time a limited but quite influential group of

theologians in Scotland were steadily moving away from the Calvinist

doctrinal system which they found too rigid. They desired more scope

for free inquiry and a slackening of the Confessional ties. These

divines were the Aberdeen Doctors. To what extent they looked up to

Cameron for inspiration, is difficult to ascertain, but it is probably

correct to say that "among the first to sound the note of this new

1. Milroy, pp. cil.. p. 209.
2. P. MacMillan, The Aberdeen Doctors (London, 1909), p. 107.
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departure, was John Cameron.°1
The influence of Cameron's teaching, especially that on universal

redemption, manifested itself in a clear manner a century after his

death. This type of teaching then found its way back to Scotland via

England. In England, Richard Baxter adhered to and propagated views

on universal redemption commonly known as the New Method, and as one

scholar asserts, "his influence told powerfully in modifying the older

Calvinism of Scotland from the first quarter of the eighteenth oentuiy

onward."^
It is evident from Baxter's own writings that he was heavily

indebted to Cameron and the school of Smumut for his views on the

atonement. Hi3 universalism which closoly resembled that of Cameron,

is summarised as followss

Christ died for all, but not for all equally. Thero are some
benefits, such as faith and repentance which only a part of
mankind actually possess, and hence we conclude that Christ
did not determine that his death should eventually put all
men in possession of faith. And yet He did intend and decree
that the gift of them should be offered to all. 3

Like Cameron, he believed that Cod predestined men to destruction only

on the foresight of their wilful sin, whereas election to salvation is

absolute and not conditioned by God's foreknowledge of repentance.*

1• Ibid.

2. MacLeod, op. ait., p. 61#
3. G.P. Fisher, "The Theology of diehard Baxter," Bibliothoca Sacra.

1852, Vol# IX, p. 161# A recent study covering Baxter's universalism
is done by J.J. Packer, "The Redemption awl Restoration of man in
the thought of Richard Baxter." Unpublished D.Phil. Thesis,
University of Oxford, 1954.

4. G.P. Fisher, "The Theology of Richard Baxter", Hibliotheea Sacra.
1852, Vol. DC, p. 159.
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In England, Baxter and his followers, the "middle-way men," were

eyed with suspicion because thy orthodox group interpreted their

theology ns a departing from Calvinism and a heading for Armiaianisai.1
Various groups in Scotland were even more alarmed by these signs of

"decline in Calvinism" and repeatedly uttered warnings against

Baxterianism which they understood to be a new and refined form of

2
Arainlanism. These warnings alone were indicative of the fact that

Cameron's views revived and were making progress in Scotland.

In all fairness to Baxter, it should be noted that the foundation

of his thought about .-nan's redemption was unquestionably Calvinistic.

Although it is truo that he was tinted with Arninianism it cannot be

denied that those tints were overshadowed by his praise for Westminster

and Dort when he said* "The Christian world has never (had) a bynod of

more excellent divines (taking one thing with another) than this Synod

(i.e. Westminster) and the Synod of Wort.""*
Tli© middle of the eighteenth century brought another resurgence

of universalis™ in Scotland. In 1749 ft work entitled A Treatise on

Justifying Faith came off the printing press. In this book the author,

James Praaer of Brae, asserted a redemption of all mankind. Stated in

1. J.L. Neve, "Arainiaaisn in its influence upon England", Bibliothoca
Sacra. April 1931, vol. LXXXIII, pp. 153-154.

2• Act of the Associate Pre sbytery Coacoraing the Doctrine of .'Grace
^Edinburgh, 1744), pp. vii-viii.

3. T. MeCrie, Annals of English Presbytery, from the Earliest Period
to the Present Time (Ixwidon. 1872^. p.175.
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its briefest end boldest form, Praser's theory is that all men are

fundamentally justified in and through Christ who obeyed and died for

them all. But not all will in the end be saved} only a limited number

chosen to benefit by Christ's atoning vork, will be personally

justified. Prom this it is apparent that Praser's view on the

atonement was nothing but a recapitulation of Cameron's hypothetical

universalis^. Th© dogmatical and ecclesiastical consequences of Praser's

teaching will be outlined in a subsequent chapter.*
To conclude, the judgment of a principal-emeritus of the Pro©

Church College could be cited:

Along with the disintegrating work of the tiev Light movement,
which wob of home growth and which spoke of an uneasy spirit
of dissatisfaction with long accepted truth and of a restlessness
that was in quest of something new, the various streams of
influence that derived remotely from Cameron ore responsible
for tho collapse of the Confessional orthodoxy which hod for
ages found a home in his native country. 2

Substituting "collapse" for "liberalization'', one can find oneself

in general agreement with this statement on Cameron's influence in

Scotland.

1• Infra. Chapter VT.
2. MacLeod, op. cit.. pp. 62-63.
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Ill

TEE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1638

While the spirit of John Cameron vas seeking entrance xnto

Scottish theology during the first quarter of the seventeenth century*

a similar but much more marked movement was tailing place in England •

As the theological and ecclesiastical trends in England affected

Scotland and iuid an important bearing on the General Assembly of

1638, a short review of tho occurrences in England is deemed necessary.1

Liberal Theology in England.

This movement in England, resembling those in France and the

Netherlands, was partly philosophical and partly theological in

composition. It was philosophical in so far as it had its basis in

the revival of Platonic idealism, and theological in so far as it

was motivated by a reaction against Calvinism which was found to be

too rigid in construction as well as derogatory to human values.

Peter lte.ro, a Huguenot professor of tho University of Cambridge,

was one of the first to make this movement perceptible when he

1• More details are given by Harrison, op. cit«. pp. 122-151 f
V.Q. Chadvick, "Arminianisra in England", Religion in Life.
Vol. XXIX, Autumn, 1960, pp. 549-552.
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attempted to introduce liberal theology into ;>is lectures. A series

of complaints listed against him as early as 1581 showed that he was

inclined to views similar to those held by the armiuions a few

decades later.1 An unsparing opponent of this theology, writing

in 1629, was convinced that tlx® Professor's teaching was nothing
2

but Arminian errors. On 29th March of the same year, William Barrett,

a fellow of Caius College, Cambridge, preached a University sermon in

which lie strongly argued against the Calvinist doctrines of
3

predestination, assurance and perseverance. The University took

grave exception to his theology an requested a recta:U.tivn from him.

It was in particular the doctrine of predestination which was considered

to be of the utmost importance. This is clear from the fact that

Article 17 of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England was

quoted extensively in the renunciation which the University laid
4

before Barrett for subscription.

In ah attempt to quell this waxing unorthodoxy, Calvinist

theologians of England, supported by Archbishop John Whitgift, drew

1. h.u.Jt. (19*39—1960 edition) Vol. 1, pp. 11§5-1187.
2. V. Prmne, Tito Church of flnglratfla Old Antithesis to Nov

Arminianiaiae (London. 1629) , p. 124.
3. Chadwick, on. cit.. p. 349} Fatynne, op. cit..,p. 45.
4. Prynne, op. cit.. p. 47. For the text of the 17th Article,

see P. Uchaff, The Creeds of the Evangelical Protestant Churches
(bondon, 1877), pp. 497-498.
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up -the Lambeth Articles which were published in 1595, and which set

forth most of the doctrine twenty-four years later enunciated by

the Synod of Bort. These articles marked the zenith of Calvinist

influence in the Church of England, but at the seme tine it stimulated

and activated the latent opposition to Calvinism. Men like !<ancelot

Andrews, John Overall and Richard Thomson continued to propagate
2

liberal, some would say Arminian, views. These views found fertile

soil, but that they were not readily accepted is clear from the

refusal to grant a licence to Thomson to publish his book Biatriba de

Amissions at Intercisione 0ratine et_Justificationis in England. It

found a publisher in Leiden in 1616. Apart from resisting the

prevailing Calvinist doctrine of predestination, he maintained that
3

Christ died for all and not only for the elect.

Predestination was a well discussed subject. Pryraie provided an

impressive wealth of material on more t an one hundred writers and

their notions on this subject during the years 1550 and 1639, and

concluded that all of them had purposely, copiously, unanimously,

constantly, and professedly defended ih© doctrines then attacked by
4

the Arminians. That this discussion of predestination was not

1. See P. Schaff, Ibid., pp. 523-525, for the text of this dociment
containing nine very short articles.

2. Harrison, o:>. p. 123.
3. Chadwiek, op. cit». p. 550.
4. Prynne, op. cit.. p. 117.
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considered an arm-chair activity of a few theologians but that it was

of importance to every Christian, is demonstrated by the evidence of

Pyynne that a pamphlot containing a number of questions and answers

on predestination which was first printed in 1607, was always "bound

up end sold cum privile.vio with iho Authorized translation of the

Bible till the year 1614 since which uo Bibles of this sort were

printed."1 Those 'certain© questions and anaweres touching the doctrine

of predestination" reflected an orthodox view, inter alia, that "some

are vessels of wrath ordained unto destruction, as others are vessels
2

of mercy prepared to glory." '

Despite all this, Arminianism easily managed to make serious

inroads on orthodox teaching. Judged by the fervent manner in which

Prynne wrote, on© cannot escape the isqxreasion tluit ten years after

the Synod of Port, Arminianism bad become an important element of

English theology. Addressing the Court of Pariiasient in the preface

of his hook lie requested "some inexorable strict and vigilant Acts
3

of Parliament" to strike at the ibuiger of Arainianism* In this appeal

he pictured Arminianism vividlys

Ve see its living and springen up like Hy Iraes heades, its former
over-indulgent decapitations both at Port, at home, being but a

1. Ibid., p. 41.
2« Ibid., p. 38.

3. Prynne, cm. preface, no pagination.
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blood-letting to increase its future vigour, not a fatal1 blow
to bring it to its finall period} because it cut not off those
laattor-veinos which gave greatest, though but hidden life and
growth unto it. 0, therefore, give and strike it ... a finall,
fatal1 and heart-killing blow which needes no iteration? and
bury them this once so deepe, so sure, that they may never neede
a second Funerall. 1

The desired and decisive blow, however, vc,s never struck an< the

funeral of Arsdnian thought never took place. On the contrary, the

Church of England proved morn and more to be fertile soil for the

rovth and flourishing of Arminiimisn.

It is only fair to the Church of England that it be pointed out

that not everything which wus labelled "Arminian* was so in fact.

Very often the tern Arminianion was applied as a word of abuse rather

than an attempt at accurate description. To the English Puritan of

the seventeenth century everything which was not inflexible Calvinism
2

was often termed Arninianisn. A certain degree of -jealousy of the

High Church clergy who held unorthodox views and yet enjo^'ed favour

and possessed power, contributed to give the term Arainlsnism a

3
vituperative connotation.

Liberal theology in England, of which Andaiaa views formed a

substantial component, received a new incentive in the person of

1. Ibid.

2. Various references to the attitude of the Puritans to Arrainianism
are made by I), heal, The history of the lAiritana (London, 1822),
Vol. XI.

3. Illustrative of t is is the well-known anecdote that when asked
what the Arniniann held, an orthodox divine answered, "All the
best bishoprics and deaneries in England!"
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William Laud.^ Laud became a powerful figure when Charles I, who had

gained the throne in 1625, entrusted him with the department of

ecclesiastical affairs. The charge of Arminlanism and i'opery was soon

levelled against the future Archbishop. A royal declaration procured

by him in order to cheek the controversies which arose from the

preaching of the doctrine of predestination, raised clamours; from the

orthodox Calvinists. This declaration, issued in 1628, prohibited all

bishops and priests of the Church of England from preaching or printing

any interpretation of the Articles of the Church which was not in
2

accordance with the literal and grammatical sense of the Articles.

This declaration was seen as another attempt by Laud to give

encouragement and opportunity to the Arminiana to pro]»agate their

erroneous doctrine by suppressing all orthodox books. A petition

against this declaration was presented to the king requesting the

revocation of the declaration by which they "were deterred from

preaching the Saving doctrines of Gods Free Grace in Election and
3

Predestination81. The petition never reached the king but a discussion

in the House of Commons generated much heat and Laud was accused of
4

being not orthodox, nor sound in religion.

That Laud could be termed an Arminian is beyond dispute. Even

1. There are various biographies on the life of Laud. Though old,
the best from a documentary point of view are, P. Hsylyn, Cvurianus
Artglicus (London, 1668)} J.P. Lawson, The Life and Times of
William Laud (London, 1829), 2 Vols.

2. For the text of this Teclaration, see P. Heylyn, op. cit.. pp.
188-189.

3* ihid.. p. 190. Italics in the work of /leylyn,
4. Laweon, op, cit.. Vol. I, p. 458.
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for a sympathetic biographer he was "the Anainian Hiahop Laud."*
In England he was persona non grata in the eyes of the orthodox

CnMnisiit In Scotland he was even nor© in disrepute due to his

attempts to Anglicize the Church of Scotland. He, raure than anybody

else, advanced the episcopal practices in Scotland and on account of

his actions in England which were interpreted rs opposing Calvinism,

ho could not expect to meet with respect and admiration in Scotland.

Arnlnitmlan in rortresn.

Vhen Hoilend was preparing for the Sjynod of Dort in its struggle

against Arminianism, awl when England was experiencing the impact of

liberal theology, Scotland was not going to remain unaffected. A

movement towards a more flexible and "humanized" theology mode itself

felt in the country of John Enox and, Andrew Melville. This now trend

showed itself as a reaction against strict, local Calvinism, and

received an external incentive,in Scotl nd*s case, from wrancep

Holland, and England. It is very difficult to assess the various

influences, but it does not saom incorrect to say that England was

the prime source of Scotland*a Armini&nisa.

Of this tendency nothing was felt in Scotland at the time of the

Synod of Dart. At Alio General -Assembly of Aberdeen held two years

Ibid., p. 468, Italics in the work of Lawson.
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earlier than the Synod of Bori, a new Confession was drawn up for the

purpose of superceding the Confession of 1560,' This Confession of

1616 reveals nothing whatsoever of a liberal theology. On the contrary,

the new one was even more unbending than that of 1560. There is no

need to differ from the scholar who expressed the opinion that "in

this Confession there is an advance in strict Calvinistic orthodoxy.

Opinion which could have been freely held under the Scottish Confession
2

could not have been maintained under that of Aberdeen."

Significant is the Aberdeen Confession's view on predestination.

Here not only the belief is expressed that men are fore-ordained to

eternal life, hut also that the angels vera elected in Christ, which

is art extendi.on of the mediatory work of Christ unknown to the

Confession of 1560. Furthermore, not only election is mentioned, but

also its counterpart, reprobation, Reprobating, according to the

Aberdeen Confession, is not merely a passing over of some, but an

absolute appointment to eternal condemnation.

Vith this Confession which never became one of the confessional

documents of the Church of Scotland due to the policy of King James

for closer union between the English and Scottish Churches, Scotland

moved into line with Sngland which drew up the harabeth Articles in

1595 and with the Netherlands which issued the Canons of Dort in 1619.

1, D. Calderwood, op. cit., Vol. VII, pp. 233-242 gives the text of
the now Confession in full.

2. Milroy, op. cit.. p. 199.
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All three confessional documents were reaffirmations of the orthodox

Calvinist view on predestination and salvation. A historical difference

is tliat the Lambeth Articles and Canons of Port originated as a reaction

against liberal theology, but this cannot be said of the Aberdeen

Confession.

In 1613, the same year in which the Synod of Port was to assemble

to give judgment on the Arminian issue, an Assembly was held at Perth,
the decisions of which contributed largely to the severe judgment on

episcopacy and Arminianism twenty years later.1 The decisions of the

Assembly were a further step of the king to bring the Church of Scotland

in conformity with the Church of ling land. The adoption of the Assembly
2of the well-known Five Articles was the high water mark of James's

liturgical policy, but it was no less a serious miscalculation on his

part, for as a historian remarked, "one result of the appearance of

the Five Articles was to crystallise opposition to any alteration in
3the liturgy." This statement is true, but the effects of the Five

Articles spread even further for they generated resistance to all

Anglican innovations, whether liturgical or dogmatical, and straightened

1. Full details of this Assembly and its proceedings are given by
Caldervood, op, cit.. Vol. VII, pp. 289-342.

2. The Five Articles required (1) that the sacrament of the Body andBlood of Christ should be received kneeling, (ii) that this sacrament
might be administered to the sick privately, (iii) that baptism
might be administered privately when necessary, (iv) that children
eight years old should be presented to the bishop for confirmation,
and (v) that certain days connected with Christ's life and death
should be duly commemorated.

3. Donaldson, op. cit.. p. 209.
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the way for the subsequent abolishment of practices and theology to

which the episcopal clergy adhered*

Hi© alterations attempted by the Five Articles were not of a

doctrinal nature, neither did the Articles encourage Arminianisa in

one way or another* There was no connection whatsoever with the

decisions of the Synod of Uort, but according to John Spottiawoode ,

archbishop of St* Andrews, who presided at the Perth Assembly, the

opposers of the Five Articles deliberately made use of the even dates

and the same number of articles of both Assemblies to strengthen their

own position* They did this, the Archbishop asserted, by proclaiming

the false report "among the vulgar sort" that the Synod of Bort had

condemned the Five Articles of the Synod of Perth, but the falsehood

was revealed, and the connection between Perth and Bort confuted*1
Armininnisra made little progress in Scotland till after the

ratification of the Five Articles of Perth by Parliament in 1621 when

the prelatic party felt that they had become more or less rooted*

From then on they ventured to disseminate their opinions openly*

Baillie related how the "unhappy seeds of Arrainius" sprung up in

St* Andrews, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Glasgow, the four University

cities of Scotland* He specifically mentioned James Wedderbum who

became Professor of Oivinity in St* Mary*s College, St* Andrews, in

1, J, Spotswood, The History of the Church of Scotland (London, 1655),
p* 540*
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1617, and not long afterwards "did stuffs his dictates to the young
i

students in Divinity with these errours."

In 1629 the University of Edinburgh encountered the force of

Anainlands® when Thomas Sytlserff and John Maxwell, described as " the
2

two most ambitious of the clergy of Edinburgh at that time",

nominated their choice for the prineipalship of the University. For

this purpose they put up as candidate a certain Robert Monteith who

had taught Philosophy for some time at Sausvur. He was reputed to be

well-known for his attachment to Arminianism. Three Calvinist ministers

who had no objection to episcopacy, vigorously opposed Moat©ith'a

nomination and at last succeeded in getting James Fairly appointed on

24th July, 1629.3
Archbishop William Laud, more than any other, was instrumental in

propagating Armininn views, not only in England, but also in Scotland.

This he did, as one scholar saw it, "through his influence rather titan

through his arguments ... and it was soon discovered that the surest

path to proferment in either church was, to espouse his favourite

tenets."^ At the same time Laud was regarded with much more titan

1. R. Haillie, Ladonsium ^utok°ct«k:ft°- tS m yh Canterburians Self-
Conviction. (AnsteindaW, 1640), p. I t .

2. A. Dover, history of the University of Edinburgh (Edinburgh, 1317),
Vol. X, p. 171.

3» p. 172.
4. J. Lee, Lectures on the History of the Church of Scotland, ed.

V. Lee (Edinburgh, 1860), Vol. II, p. 226.
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suspicion by many Scottish ministors. In their ©yes Laud was not only

tho embodiment of an Arrainian spirit but also the manifestation of a

Romanising proclivity.1 As Rome was at that time making a deliberate

attempt to extend her sphere of influence in England, Laud's attempt#

to bring the Church of Scotland and the Church of England closer to

each other was met with real anxiety and resolute disapproval from
2

many in Scotland•

The clergymen who were consecrated as bishops during the four or

five years preceding the Assembly of 1638, did nothing to ease the

anxiety or to alleviate the resentment, John Maxwell, who as minister

in Edinburgh had shown his affinity to Arminianisra as mentioned above,

preached a sermon in the same city in 1630, of which it is said, was

3
"the new theology at its best." In 1633 he was consecrated and

appointed bishop of Ross.

William Forbes became bishop of Edinburgh in 1634. In the

1. Wodrow recalled John Row's opinion on Laud, i.e. "If ye part Laud's
religion in four, two parts will be found Arrainian, a third part
Popery and scarce a fourth part Protestant." Wodrow himself went
even further in saying that "any man may think it ominous that the
Bishop of Canterbury, altering orbis mm. his name WILL, LaV"D
is just 666, the number of the nam© of the beast," Selections from
Wodrow's Biographical Collections, ed. R. Lippe (Aberdeen, 1890),
p. 254.

2. B.S. Hopkirk, "A Study of Accomodation movements between Presbytery
and Episcopacy in the Seventeenth Century in Scotland, England and
Ireland", unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of Edinburgh, 1946,
dwells on this.

3. Jtethieaon, op. cit.« Vol. I, p. 330.
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appointment and promotion of bishops during this time, it was considered

to be a ground for disqualification to be in disagreement with Laud's

ecclesiastical and dogmatical views# This is the reason suggested by

Wodrov why William Forbes and not Adam Bellender^, Bishop of Dunblanef

was elected bishop of Edinburgh when that bishopric became vacant#

Wodrow was convinced that the discrimination was partly due to

Bo11enden'3 refusal to accept the English Liturgy, "but," he continued,

"the great point was that of doctrine # • # I guess the Bishop of

Dunblaine had a sermon in the old strain of the doctrine of the Church

of Scotland and probably against the Papisticall and Arminian doctrines
2

# . # " John Row, the seventeenth century historian and contemporary

of William Forbes, was in no doubt that Forbes preached "unsound

heterodoxe doctrine."^ Be recorded that Forbes had. preached inter aliai

that "Christ died for all, intentionablie to redeem all} — there is

Universal grace} - the Saints my fall from grace finallie and

totallie # # # Such theological views were not likely to receive

enthusiastic applause in Scotland#

In the seme way, the other episcopal appointments caused grave

concern# It was not against bishops as such that the growing aversion

1# Hie name is also written Ballantyne or Bannntyne#
2# Selections from Vodrows Biographical Collections, pp# 119-120,

Biographical details of William Forbes on pp# 245—269#
3# J# Row, The History of the Kirk of Scotland from the year 1558

to August 1637 (Edinburgh. 1842). p. 372.

4. Ibid.
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was directed but against their practices and preaching. That a number

of the younger prelates harboured Arminian sentiments is beyond doubt*

One historian vent even further in asserting that "all the ritualistic

prelates, especially Wedaerburn, were avowed Artainlans", ^ and another

expressed It as his opinion that the younger bishops "sot themselves

to emulate Laud, and almost surpassed him in their ardent advocacy of

Laud**2
These statements on the Arraini&nism of the bishops in Scotland,

although not free from exaggeration, are to a great extent confirmed

by a supplication prepared for the attention of the king. A part of

this petition, drawn up in 1634, roads t

There is now a general1 feare of some innovation intended in
essantiall povnts of religion; and that this apprehension is
much increased by the reports of an allowance given in Xngland
for printing of books full of Poperie and Arminianisme, and by
preaching of Arroinianisme in this caunirey without censure ... 3

The king's indifference to the plea not "to introduce, upon the doctrine

or discipline of this our mother Kirk, any thing not compatible with

the honour and freedome thereof"did nothing to diminish the deepening

disapproval.

Undoubtedly, Arusinianisra acquired some ground in Scotland. Among

1. Mathieson, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 330.
2. V.M, Mother .inn ton, History of the Chuych of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1848), Vol. I, p. 264.
3. Bow, op. cit.. pp. 377-378.
4. Ibid., p. 381.
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the stony who watched with anxiety the propagation and progress of the

liberal theology was Samuel Rutherford.^ In addition to hie public

testimony against what he believed to be a divergence from the true

doctrine of the Reformed Church, he copiously discussed and mercilessly

attacked the teachings of the Arminians in a book published in Amsterdam

in 1636. This learned work, Kxerc.itationes Apolftgeti.caq ftilfaBi

Gratia. caused profound indignation among the bishops because, as one

historian interpreted it, "the arguments in that book did cut the sinews
2

of Anaini&nism." * this made "the Arminlan Bishops to gnaw their tongues

and gnash their teeth for bitterness and indignation of spirit, but they
3

could make no answer to it," commented another writer. In June 1636,

Rutherford was summoned before the High Commission Court for non¬

conformity, for preaching against the Perth Articles, and for writing

this book. That the latter was the real ground for the summons was

the opinion of Rutherford himself. He expressed this in one of his

letters, saylng}"The cause that ripened their hatred was my book
against the Arminians, whereof they accused me on those throe days I

appeared before the®."4 He was banished to Aberdeen, at that time a

1. There are various biographies on liuthorford, e.g. J. Murray, The
life of Samuel Rutherford (Edinburgh, 1884},| A. Thomson, Samuel
Rutherford (Edinburgh. 1884)j R. Gil®our, ?r.: uel Rutherford
(Edinburgh, 1904).

2. A. Stevenson, The History of the Church and State of Scotland
(Edinburgh, 1754), Vol. I, p. "149^"""

3. Row, on. eit.. p. 396.
4. Letters of Samuel Rutherford, ed. A.A. Bonar, (Edinburgh, 1891),

p. 141.
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stronghold of episcopal and liberal theological views. There liobert

B&ron, or® of the Aberdeen Doctors, according to Rutherford's own

testimony, often disputed with him about Arainian controversies.^
Another controversy which assumed serious dimensions was taking

place simultaneously. In 1637 the Scottish book of Common Prayer
2

appeared, but not without reason it became known as Laud's Liturgy.

Without elaborating now on its origin and contents, it is sufficient

to any that John Maxwell, bishop of Ross, and James We&derburn, bishop

of Dunblane, were instrumental in the preparing thereof. This new

Liturgy evoked widespread anger, manifested by an avalanche of petitions

for its withdrawal. One of them, a lengthy supplication signed by

nobility end clergy, stated that "this new Book of Common Prayer is

urged and introduced in a way which this kirk hath, never been aqua inted

with, and cont&ineth many very material points contrary to • • • the
3

religion and form of worship established ... since the reformation."

The unsympathetic response to these petitions caused further unrest,

protests, riots, and even bodily attacks on some of the bishops and

memb rs of the Privy Council.^

1• p. 239#
2. Wa, McMillan."The Anglican Book of Common Prayer in the Church of

Scotland. R.S.C.H.S. (Edinburgh, 1932), Vol. IV, pp. 138-149, and
H. Vati, "William Laud and Scotland" H.S.C.H.S.. (Glasgow, 1941),
Vol. VII, pp. 171-190, discuss this issue in more detail.

3. The Register of the Privy Council of Scotland, series II, Vol. VI,
p. 699.

4. Stevenson, on. cit.. Vol. XI, Chapter I, describes the commotions
which followed the introduction of the new Liturgy in St. Giles
Cathedral, Edinburgh on 23rd July, 1637.
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This tonse situation lasted throughout the second half of 1637 and

even the new year brought no conciliation between the conflicting parties.
What 1638 did bring, was a series of counter moves by the antagonists
of the various innovations in the church. The first of these counter¬

actions was the National Covenant, and the last in 1638 was the

General Assembly. The National Covenant, a document drawn up by
Alexander Henderson,^ minister at Leuchars, and Archibold Johnston of
wariston was a call both to attention and to action. It recalled the

religious heritage of Scotland and recapitulated the errors of Home,
and it called upon the country to resist the innovations and evils

introduced in the church to the "ruine of the true Reformed Religion,
2

and of our Liberties, Laves and Estates." The Covenant having been

read, was subscribed by leading nobilities and barons on 28th February,
1638, in Grey.friars Church in Edinburgh. Ministers and commons signed
the next day, and soon thereafter copies were carried to towns and
villages throughout the country and offered-sometimes with compulsion -

3
for subscription.

It is significant that the Covenant did not condemn episcopal
government. Donaldson is of the opinion that "it was obviously the
intention to revert to the moderate episcopalian regime which hod

1. A biography by J.F. Thomson, Alexander Henderson, the Covenanter.
(Edinburgh, 1912), is one of th© more satisfactory works on
Henderson.

2. Hocords of tho Kirk of Scotland. ed. A. Feterkin, (Edinburgh,
1838), Vol. I, p. 12. (Infra abbreviated! tt.K.S.)

3. Stevenson, ou. cit.. Vol. II, pp. 284—294.
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existed during most of the period between the Reformation and King

Charles's innovationsBe it so, it was also obviously the

intention to resist and remove "innovations and evils"• Resulting

from these actions and reactions, the stage was prepared for the

meeting of the General Assembly in Glasgow where such an intention

was to be executed in no uncertain way*

A-ite-Aa-iembly Activities*
1

The Covenanters now eager not only to fulfil their promise

contained in the Covenant to purge the kirk of novelties and evil,

but also desiring to settle the ecclesiastical controversies,

insisted on calling a church assembly* They found several "causes
2

noted by divines for the utility and necessity of councils*" These

reasons, sufficient to convene a chureh assembly were:

(1) for suppressing heresy and controversies about points of

doctrine,

(2) for redressing abuses and enormities,

(3) for appointing, restoring or preserving the discipline

of the Church,

(4) for the pe:-ce and unity of the church,

(5) for the mutual comfort and benefit by acquainting each other

with the state of the particular congregations,

1. Donaldson, on, cit*. p. 314.
2. Stevenson, op* cit*. Vol. XI, p. 390.
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(6) for the confirmation of truth to those in doubt,

(7) for restoring faithful pastors who were thrusted out by

adversaries of the church, and

(8) for punishing heretics or those who introduce innovations

into the church,1
These justifications for convening ecclesiastical assemblies,

constituted in fact a plan of action for the forthcoming assembly,

the Covenanters were thoroughly convinced that all the above-mentioned

abuses, shortcomings, and evils were prevalent in the Church, One

specifically mentioned was that "the doctrine is corrupted by
2

/rminian and popish errors," Intimately connected with this was the

further complaint that "Armlnian and popish teachers both in kirks and

schools are rather rewarded and preferred than censured and controlled.""*
Considering the determination of Scotland to have an assembly at

alleost, the king could not refuse without losing face and friends.

King Charles consented, stipulating that it should be a purely clerical

body, but the more ardent Covenantors insisted on the presence of elders

with voting right at the assembly. This being accomplished, the result

was a packed assembly,* The eleotion of elders as commissioners to the

1. Ibid., pp. 390-391.
2. ib£d„ p. 391. Italics in the work of Stevenson.

Ibid., pp. 391-392, Italics in the work of Stevenson.
4. According to the list of "commissioners from the presbyteries both

ministers and ruling-elders', 140 ministers and 93 elders attended
the Glasgow Assembly, It is not without significance that the
Presbytery of St. Andrews — St. Andrews being resolutely opposed
to the Covenant - was ^presented by 3 ministers and 7 elders.
Stevenson, op, cit., pp. 474—481.
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assembly was one of the cm in reasons for considering it unlawful and

devoid of authority.* The Tables in Edinburgh who exercised the power

were also accused by the opposers of the assembly that they had acted

in a dishonest, partial and illegal way by submitting private

instructions to every presbytery "prelimiting the election of members
2

to the assembly." This was denied by the Assembly, but that all

attempts were made to constitute an assembly sympathetic to the ideals

of the Covenanters, seoras undeniable.

Four weeks before the opening of the General Assembly, the Pres¬

bytery of Edinburgh considered a complaint against the bishops. A

declaration in the form of "a terrible lybell"' was directed against

"the pretended Archbishops and Bishops in the Kingdoms" and was signed

by noblemen, barons, ministers, burgesses and commons. They desirodt

That the Church may bee restored to her priviledgea and liberties,
and freed from manifold scandals, from the corrupters of Doctrine
with Poperio and Arminianisme, of the Sacraments with Superstition
and Wil-worship,,and of the Discipline with tyrannie, and from
the ovorthrowers of the peace of this Church and Kingdom© by
their usurpations and lies, their violent humours, and falsehood
for their owne worldly ends, may be tried and censured accordingly* 4

From this it is clear that deviation from sound doctrine was one of

the general charges against the bishops. What the authors of the libel

1. A barge Declaration concerning the Late Tumults in bootland from
their First Originals Tumrion. 1639), pp. 265-267.

2. Stevenson, on. ext.. Vol. II, p. 547| A barge Declaration, pp.
281-234. ~ •

3. J. Gordon, Histozy of Scots Affairs from MbCAXAVlI to MUCXLI. ©ds.
J. Robertson and 8. Grub for the Spalding Club (Aberdeen, 1341),
Vol. I, p. 126.

4. A Large Declaration, p. 210. The full complaint is found on pp. 209-
219. See also J. Spalding, Meaorialls of the Trubles in Scotland and
in England A.D.1624 - A.D. 1645 ed. J. Stuart for the Spalding Club
(Aberdeen, 1850), Vol. I, pp. 116-117; Gordon, on. cit.« pp. 126-128.
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understood by Aminianism is clarified when they describe it as the

teaching of conditional election, free-will, resistibiliiy of effectual

grace, the universality of Christ*® death, the merit of it ia heaven

and hell, and the apostacy of the saints.*
On 24th October, 1638, the Presbytery of K&inburgh resolved to

refer iho complaint to the General Assembly to be held in Glasgow on

21st November. At the name time the Presbytery issued the following

statements

And w© ordain© the publishing of this complaint, and of our
reference of it to the Assemblie, to be fully read by all the
Pastors of the Preabyierie upon the next Sabbath before noone out
of their Pulpits with a publike warning and cytation to the
offendants complained upon ... to bo present at the said Assemblie,
to answer to this complaint in generall, and to the particular heads
of it, (and) to undergo the trial1 and censure of it. 2

Copies of the said complaint were presented to Presbyteries within

the boundaries of which the bishops had their cathedrals or residences.

The Presbytery was then required to serve the complaint on the particular

bishop.^ Several Presbyteries also prepared charge-sheets against

ministers under their jurisdiction who "had been scandalous in their

1. A hararc Declaration, pp. 215-216.
2* A Large Declaration, pp. 219-220. The discussion of the question

whether the actions of the Presbytery of Edinburgh wore ultra vires
and ecclesiastically illegal because the Presbytery had no juris¬
diction over the bishops, falls outside the scope of this study.
The barae :;eclr.ration. pp. 220-221 and Gordon, op. ext.. Vol. I,
p. 126, maintained that the proceedings were unlawful. Stevenson,
on. cit.« Vol. II, pp. 456-461, argued against this.

3. Stevenson, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 460.
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conversation or had vented Arninian or popish doctrine."1' Some of these

cases vera dealt with directly by the respective Presbyteries, but others

were referred to the General Assembly. A typical case was the on© of

John Crichton, minister of Paisley, against whom his parishioners filed

& complaint. One of the charges was preaching of Arminianism, and in

particular, -universal redemption. The Presbytery referred the complaint
2

to the ensuing General Assembly to pronounce sentence.

Initial r-roccetlinffl.

On Wednesday, 21st November, 1638, the General Assembly convened

for the first time since the Assembly of Perth in 1618. Ifultitudes

thronged the streets of Glasgow so that the delegates to the Assembly

could hardly gain access to the building without the assistance of the

miigisirates and towngu&rd*. Alexander Henderson who was well fitted to

preserve and perpetuate the traditions of John Knox and Andrew Melville
3

was elected to occupy the moderator*s chair.

At the sixth session the gloony destiny of the bishops who were

suarr.aned to appear in order that they might be "tried and censured", was

heralded by the Assembly's initial proceeding. The bishops did not

1. Stevenson, op. cit«. Vol. II, p. 461.
2. J.C. Leos, The Abbey, of Paisley (Paisley, 1878), pp. 288-294.
3. Stevenson, op. cit.« Vol. II, pp. 470-471 I ft. Saillie, betters and

Journals. Vol. I, pp. 123-128.
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answer this call to present themselves to the Assembly, but caused a

protestation to be sent# This remonstrance was read but the Assembly

rejected it with centra-arguments and with contempt.* In this statement

the bishops made it clear that they considered the Assembly convened

at Glasgow to be "most unlawful and disorderly, and their proceedings

void and null in law."^
Only two of the many objections of the bishops against the Assembly

need be recalled here. These two can be considered as the essence of

the protestation, while at the same time, the replies to these

objections give a remarkable insight in the extent of the Assembly's

identification with the Synod of ®ort. These two objections were J

(1) that the Assembly as a party was already unfavourably disposed

towards the bishops and could not act as an impartial judge, (2) that

lay-elders should not have a decisive vote in the Assembly, for such a

ractioo would not be consistent with Scripture, with the ancient
3

Christian Church or with reason#

In replying to the first reason for opposing the Assembly, the

Assembly pointed out that the same objection hod been raised by the

Arminiaas at the Synod of Tort, and that Bort had answered that if such

1 # lho reelingtour and Protestation of sorae-timoB i-re tended i'tenons
'resented in Face of the Last Assembly, 'iofutort and found Futile,
but full of Insolent Reproaches and Bold Assertions (Edinburgh,
1639) J A Large- heclaratlop. pp# 248-255#

Ibid., pp. 254-255.
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an argument was to be accepted* not even Arms, heaturius and Eutychus

could have been conoermed as heretics.1 The Moderator* consenting on

this* read from the Acta Uynodi of fort the opinion of the delegates
from (treat Britain* namely* that although members of the Synod had

previously expressed themselves to be against Armini&n doctrine* they

could nevertheless sit as judges because they were lawfully called by
2

the church for that purpose. The obvious conclusion was that where

fort led* Glasgow could follow.

Walter iialcanqual who had been present at the famous Synod of

161B/1619, could not consent to the drawing of such a complete parallel
between fort and Glasgow. He argued that there were two points of

marked difference. The first was that the matters discussed at the

bynod of fort were of a doctrinal nature while those before the Assembly

of Uiasgow were concerned with church government. This required a

different approach, for as iialcanqual maintained* points of doctrine

were unalterable* but church policy could bo changed at the will of

the church, daicanqual asserted that the controversy with the bishops

was not on doctrinal points* and that there was no necessity of

prematurely declaring any judgment as was dene by members of the

1. Stevenson, on. cit«. Vol. II, p. 527.
2. A Large Oeclaration. P« 272; Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 176.
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Assembly, The second difference which Balcanqual saw was that while

delegates to the Synod of Port had prematurely expressed their views

by discoursing, writing, and preaching, they had not hv any judicial

act or the equivalent thereof, such as a covenant, bound themselves

against the accused group as was done by delegates to the Assembly of

Glasgow, Thus, according to Bnleanqual, the members of the Assembly

absolutely disqualified themselves from being judges of the bishops.^
At this soint the Moderator, under the impression that Halcanqu&l

had asserted that tho Five Articles discussed at Dort were of a

fundamental nature, stated it as his opinion that they were not

fundamental and that the Synod of hort had not declared the Arainians
2

to be heretical, but only erroneous. This moderate view of the

Moderator was not shared by the whole Assembly, In this respect, the

barge Declaration made the following observations

There were many ministers of tho Assembly, who did hold them
to bee fundamental points and most uncbristianly and uncharitably
had preached, that the Homonstrants tenets did destroy the very
foundation of faithj and whosoever sided with them in the five
Articles, could not possibly bee saved, 3

Robert Baillie thought it "rash to make all the articles of

Arainius's errors fundamental," but at the same time he considered

1, A UiTf"® Declaration, pp. 272-274? Gordon, op, cit.. Vol. X, pp. 176-
178? R. Bailiie, betters urn', doura&lg. Vol. I, pp. 140-141? R.K.S.,
Vol, X, pp. 141-142. There is a difference of opinion whether
h&lcaaqual had in fact said that the errors of the Aruinians were
fundamental. Of the sources quoted above, the Large Declaration.
p. 274, and Gordon, op, cit., Vol. I, p. 178 maintain that Balcanqual
did not assert that the five points were fundamental.

2. B.K.S.. Vol. X, p. 142.
3. A large tecjuration, p. 142.
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the Moderator "incircusispect to absolve all the Arminian errors without

a distinction of the cryrae of beresie".1 There were also others who

were inclined, to a harsher vordici on Arraiaiarvisra. Such an opinion

was expressed by David Dalglieah of Cupar, who replied that "our

Bishops were mainlie challenged for Arralnianisrrte and Poperie, which the
2

Doctor acknovledgecd to bo fundamental1 errors."

Whether this was acknowledged by Balcanqual or not, the point here

is that Dalgliesh found himself in agree"ment with such a view on the

fundamental character of the Armini&n deviations. One cannot fail to

soe why a group in the Assembly wanted it to be placed beyond all

doubt that the differences between the Aminiens and the Synod of Port

were essential and incisive in nature. This dominating group consisted

of two sections, but they were one in their judgment on Arminianisra as

fundamental errors or even heresy. One part of the group adhered to

this view because they were convinced that Arminian doctrine was

detrimental to the foundations of faithj the other part propagated this

view because they feared to minimise the gravity of the errors of

Arsinianiera would lead to a less severe sentence on the bishops.

The other important objection, viz. against the presence of

voting ruling elders, was also dealt with by the Assembly. In the

official reply references woro made to the ecclesiastical position in
3

Franc© and Holland. The Moderator also dwelt on this objection and

1, R. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 140.
2, Ibid.

3, Stevenson, op. cit.. Vol. II, p, 324.
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directed the attention of the Assembly to the Synod of Dort, where the

elders took a responsible pert in the proceedings. This Halcanciual

readily admitted, hut added that the elders at Dort were men "learned

end judicious".* Dalcenoual v«s not sure at all that such a testimony

could he giver- in favour of the Scottish elders. The bprge Declaration.

2
in which the hand of Balennqunl could be seen, referred to the trial of

David Mitchell where all the witnesses were lay-men, and pictured them

as "men of such meane and ordinary understanding that it was improbable,

if not impossible, that they should understand the doctrines wherewith
3

he was charged.*

Although the common saying, scratch a Scotsman rnd you might find

a theologian under his skin, could have been true of many seventeenth

century lay-elders, Balcannual*s complaint was not without ground. To

many the word Arminian was enough to evoke emotions of dislike which

could easily colour or obscure their judgment. This would undoubtedly

also apply to many ministers, but their theological training would

enable them to discern between the mere designation of and the

theological attributes of Arrainianism. This ability to discriminate would

lead the theologian to a more balanced judicium. Whether all desired to

be guided by dogmatical criteria cannot be asserted.

1. K.K.S.. Vol. I, p. 144.
2. Gordon, op. cit., Vol. X, p. 179 confirms that dalcanqual had a

"great hand" in drawing up the Great Declaration.
A Large Declaration, p.206.
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To conclude from the many references to Dort that the Glasgow

Assembly considered themselves to be virtually a second Synod of Dort,

is an overstatement, but it is not to be denied that in many respects

they desired to walk in the footsteps of the great Synod of 1618. Prom

the outset it was decided on a proposal of Robert Baillie to "follow

the course of Dort", at least as far as some matters of procedure were

1
concerned* This following of Dort is in no way amazing* During the

previous twenty years no General Assembly was held in Scotland* Even

the six Assemblies which were convened during the years 1606 to 1618

were declared by the Assembly of 1638 as having no ecclesiastical
2

authority, find as unfree, unlawful, and null and void* On the other

hand the memory of the Synod of Dort and the struggle against Arminianisra

was still vivid, and as Scotland felt herself threatened by the same

danger, it was natural that the Glasgow Assembly should turn to the

Synod of Dort in which they saw an example of correct procedure and
3

in which was found a yard-stick of sound doctrine*

The most important of these household matters were the trials

against the bishops and ministers* At the eighth session the complaint

1* St. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol* I, p* 123*
2* » Vol* I, p» 2d, pp* 161—162*
3* It cannot, therefore, be agreed that "whatever the Synod of Dort,

had or had not said or done, really mattered little to the
Assembly" since "the Assembly had already determined to be master
in its own house," N, MeIdrum, "The General Assembly of the Church
in Scotland in the year 1638", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University
of Edinburgh, 1924, p* 95*
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against the bishops vas read. The libel against Thoms bydserff, bishop

of Galloway, containing the complaints ces»on to ail tho bishops as veil

as a number of particulars appertaining to himself,, vas the first to be

placed before the Assembly.1 It vas decided by the Assembly that some

of the complaints were so obvious that they needed no or little proof,

but others, such as errors in doctrine, would require special
2

investigation and sufficient evidence to substantiate the claim.

On 1st December, at the tenth session, the Assembly paid attention

to the various complaints against a number of ministers. Evidence was

heard that David Mitchell, minister in Edinburgh, had for a long time
3

pireached "Armiaianisme in. all the heads and sundrie pcynts of Poperie."

Patrick Panter, Divinity Professor At St. Andrews, was also one of the

accused. DaiHie described hiss as "one of tho best poets" and a man with

a "bonny spirit", but one who should never have been a Divinity Professor.4
The charge against him vas that he had disseminated "many erroneous and

i'apisticall Poynts of doctrine."'* fiaillie*s Journal explains what these

charges voire, namely, adhering to popish views on justification,

approaching Pelagian!am in the conception of sin, and Maintaining "other

1• R.K.S.. Vol. I, p. 151; R. Baillie, betters and Journals. Vol. X,
p. 148.

2. R.K.b.. Vol. X, p. 152.
3. R. Baillie, betters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 149.
4. R. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. X, p. 149.
5. R.K.8.. Vol. I, p. 155.
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points of Arminianismo".1 On the same day the process of Alexander

Gladstones of St. Andrews was read. Baillie's picture of hia as "a

monster of drunkenness and atboistick profanitie" glees at the same time
2

the sum total of the charges against him.

The processes being heard by the Assembly, the Moderator thought

it fit that judgment should be postponed in order to give some ministers

acquainted with the Artninian controversy, the opportunity to explain
3

it to the Assembly. The Moderator was fully aware that many of the

members of the Assembly, both elders ant! ministers, were not familiar

with all the theological differences betwoon orthodox Calvinism aw!

Arminianism. Indeed, after the word Arminianista had been loosely and

carelessly used for some days, it became apparent that a lucid

explanation of Arminianisra was urgently needed.

Arminianiaffi Elucidated.

The Moderator, during the tenth session while the case of David

Mitchell was under discussion, used the occasion to note that there were

two kinds of Arminianism. One was that which troubled the Low Countries

and which was "nothing but the way to Sociniasisme, and Socinianismus

inchoatus is Arsiinianiamus eonsociatus." The other kind of Arminianism

1. 8. SJaillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 149.
2» Ibid.. p. 149.

Ibid., p. 150.
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was thai which was advocated in England and Scotland, ami directed to

popery, or was, as the Moderator put it, "inchoatus papisms". He

lamented the fact that the doctrine taught by the ministers of the Kirk

of Scotland, had become polluted by Aminianism and popery to such an

extent that the only factor required to complete the process of

deterioration was the Pope himself,*
This was only the beginning of Win discussion of Arrainianiam, At

the next session the argumentation and refutation of Arminianista assumed

a more theological character than the short introduction given by the
2

Moderator. David Dickson, ot that time minister at Irvine but after¬

wards Professor of Divinity in Glasgow and in Edinburgh, opened the
J

debate with "a long harangue of Arrainianiarae." He maintained that

the whole erroneous structure of the Arminions rested on four pillars,

namely,

(1) that their views on election made man the ckoser of God,

(2) that Christ's death opened a universal possibility of

salvation intended by God's grace and which extended to all,

(3) that in their attempt to safeguard nan from being conceived

of as a stock or block, they put the matter of salvation in man's own

hand,

(4) that they denied the doctrine of perseverance. In this respect

1. H,K«S,« Vol. I, p. 155.
2. For biographical details, see H.M.B. Reid, The Divinity Professors

in the University of Glasgow (Glasgow. 1923/, pp. 1-74.
3. B. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. X, p. 150.
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it is recorded that Dickson had saidi

They sever poor simple man and setts him alone with the staff
of his frie will tottering in his hand, and the i'ivell, the
world, and sin tempting him5 and then they dispute with him,
saying,that there is no assurance of perseverance, and that
the saints may fall away and all the rest of it* 1

He elaborated somewhat on these erroneous views and then proceeded

to state what he called "our doctrine"* This doctrine claims that

there is a number elect-d by God for his special purpose* This election

does not rest on foreseen good works but solely on God's will and grace*

To redeem ti is number of chosen ones, Christ came* Dickson agreed that

"our hord made no blind block," but at the same time Christ's death

does not offer salvation to everybody, for he "had his scheepe before

his eyes and was content to lay downs his lyfe for them*" Tit© power of

the Gospel of grace enables man, while keeping himself in freedom of

will, to turn to God to receive the mediator* Those bought by Christ

will never be forsaken by hi®, but he will lead them through all doubts,
2

difficulties and temptations*

To Dickson the preaching of error was, as he himself, testified,
3

like the selling of poisoned bread that slays the eater* He did his

best to supply both the antidote and vholesome bread by putting before

his hearers the arguments against Arminianism while outlining at the

same time the orthodox doctrine* Baillie was well pleased with "the

1* II.K.S*. Vol. I, p. 156,
2. R.K.3.. Vol. I, pp. 157-158.
3. K»K»S.. Vol. I, p. 156.
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witt of the man and his dextrous expression.By his graphic way of

explaining and refuting Arainisnisa, Dickson succeeded in bringing this

theological problem nearer to his audience*

Following Dickson, Andrew kamsay, minister in Edinburgh, added his

contribution to the discussion. To him the crux of the Aruinian

controversy was "whether our salvation runs upon the hingers of our

owne will of upon Gods Grace?" His exposition on the subject of

salvation was presented under five points, 0) it is ordained,

(2) as it is purciiased, (3) as it is offered, (4) as it is applied, and

(3) as it is perfected* Like Dickson, he stressed the point that man's

salvation does not depend on foreseen faith or good works, neither on

the will of man but that salvation is fastened by the golden chain of
2

God's election, grace, and mercy* "

The Assembly was well satisfied with these two speeches on

Armini&nism, and the speakers received thanks from the chair and applause

from the floor* Gordon, sceptical about the clarity of the speeches,

commented somewhat sardonically on the audible approbation but possible

lack of comprehension, and remarkedi

llie most pairt of the ruling elders • • • with a devout ignoraince,
applauded thes deep poynts with ane implicit® faithe, although
many doubted if all of them understood either the Arrainian
tenents, on the refutetoryo arguments* thereof! Out that was
all one, they were sure to saye with the reste* 3

1* U* du.illie, Letters and Journals. Vol. X, p* 150*
2. H*K*S*. Vol. I, p. 159.
3. Gordon, op* cit*. Vol* XI, p. 47.
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ihe objection raised by Bale&aqual regarding the elders' lack of
t

understanding of the doctrine in question, and repeated here by

Gordon, was confirmed by DaiHie in his reference to the case of James
2

Affleck# The latter, a minister in the presbytery of Ihiadee, was

acquitted, but "the gentlemen, who understood not veil, thought every¬

thing here capitail hereaie,H* However, whether the whole Assembly grasped

the theological distinctions or not, they were glad that the errors of

the Arsaini&ns were brought to light,4
The Moderator in his thanks to the speakers used the occasion of

stressing the two points of election and universal ism, "The question is,"

he said, "whether we doe believe because we are chosen to faith? They

say God chooses men because they believe. Wo say this - That we are

elected comes from Gods free grace," The other touch disputed point, the

Moderator said, was the question of universalis!#, The Aiainituas maintain

that "Christ hea died pro omnibus, for the behove and benefit® of all,"

Against this Henderson placed the view that Christ died vice osmium

"that is for all series, and if it be tana vice electorum. they must be

saved in whose place Christ hath died,"* If by these distinctions the

Moderator had not elucidated Arminianism for the benefit of the elders,

he had at least supported the two preceding discourses in emphasising the

erroneous ways of the Arminians,

1, Vide suora. p, 80,
2* Vide infra, p. 93.
3, ft, Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol, I, p, 154,
4- B»K.S.. Vol. I, p. 159.
5. B.K.S.. V0i. x, p. 159.
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With the warning voices of Dickson, Ramsay, and Henderson still

ringing in their ears, the Assembly's attention was again drawn to the

case of David Mitchell, his process having been read and briefly

discussed, the Moderator declared:

This is a sufficiexrt ground of a sentence against him, that his
doctrine is the doctrine of the remonstrances that they avowed
at the Couuseli of Dort, coutran? to the doctrine of all the
reformed Kirkes, whose Commissioners were there} and consequently
to the doctrine of the kirk of Scotland, for he defends universal!
grace, resistabilitie of Grace - efficacie of Christ's death -
apostacie of the Saints; so he is both convict of heresie, and
obstinatelie glories in the venting of it; and so in respect of
his false doctrine and declinatour, merito ejicieudus. t

this statement is quoted here in full because it brings two

significant points of view to light. The first is tli&t the Moderator

considered the charge of Arminianism a sufficient ground for condemnation.

He went oven further by asserting that the cliarge of Arminianisa is

tantamount to a charge of "heresiei' This assertion is a far cry from

his statement of a few days before that the Arminians were only erroneous

and not heretical. Was he undar pressure from men such as Balgliesh, or

had he become convinced of the heretical quality of their teachings

while listening to the speeches of Dickson and Ramsay? While the

answer remains unknown, the sudden change of attitude of Henderson

remains remarkable.

Another aspect brought into prominence by the Moderator's

statement is the position of Scotland in relation to Dort. Rot only

1. , p. *160.



did the Moderator consider it necessary and just to condemn arainianism

in the same way as Dort had done it, but ho also construed the professed

doctrine of the kirk of Scotland to bo anti-Arminian due to the fact

that her corsnisaioner was present at the -ynod of bort* Although

Ualcanqual, appointed by the king to represent the Church of Scotland

at the bynod, had not been commissioned by the kirk, and had not reported

to the kirk on the proceedings and decisions, the Moderator implied that

the Church of bcotiand had on account of the presence and standpoint of

Scotland's representative, accepted the decisions of bort and had

virtually incorporated the dogmatical views in their doctrinal system*

It also seems likely that Henderson was inclined to the thought that

the hynod of i'ort was ecumenical, and its dogmatical views more than

only guide—lines* This view manifested itself again later in the course

of the Assembly's proceedings and also in following Assemblies where

clergymen on trial were required to subscribe to the Canons of bort*"

After the Moderator's summary of the charges against bavid Mitchell,

the Assembly pronounced judgment by voting '(unanimously lor his deposition*

the Assembly was yet to hear another discourse on the rise, growth

and errors of Anaiaiaaissa* This time the speaker was Robert Baillie. He

would have gladly been spared the doubtful honour, for as he recorded

1• Vide infra, pp*93-95#

2* iisLsh> 9* 1<pt
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himself, "Arrainianisme is a deep, and large and intricat subject."1 For

the task of elucidating Arrainianism, Baillie was indeed very well

equipped. ue had been in the fortunate habit of collecting as much

material as possible on and by the Arrainians in Holland, ranging from

the Acta rteaonstrantiuro to the Be Deo of Coenraad Yorstius; from the
2

Apologia iteraonatrantium to the Historia Pelagians of Gerard Vosaius.

On Tuesday, 4th December, Baillie delivered his long and learned
3

discourse on Arminianism. Be briefly sketched the origin and progress

of Arminianism in Holland and England. The beginning of Arminianism in

Scotland was marked, according to him, when the English court began to

meddle with the affairs of Scotland.^ Like the Moderator, Baillie saw

a difference between Dutch Arminianism and British Arminianism. He put

it, however, much more crudely than Henderson when he remarked that "the

Arminian spirit in Holland leads men to hell another way than here in

Britaine."'* He continued his discourse in a more theological way, by

1. R. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 150.
2. In a letter to William Spang, Scottish Minister at Catapvere, Millie

asked Spang to send him these books from Amsterdam as well as other
books, E. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 10.

3. K.ll.fl. Vol. I, p. 161, This discourse was published as An Antidote
against Arminianisrao (London, 1641). A part of the preface of this
book reads* "In first birth it was a speaeh delivered upon a short
warning in the General Assembly of Glasgow, 1638 and there not
mislik't. Hince, that time it hath not increased stuck in stature."
(no pagination). In 1652 the book was reprinted under tie title
A Scotch Antidote against the. CnsUab Infection of Arraininnlsrac.

4. R. rialHie, An Antidote against Arminianisae (London, 1641), p. 18.
5- IBid.
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stating that Iuteh Arminianism inclined to Socianisra while the British

counterpart leaned towards homer,isir.

After this differentiation Baillie proceeded to explain to the

Assembly the contents and meaning of the five Arminian articles which

formed the substance of the discussions and decisions of Port. At the

same time he put forward the orthodox view supported and illuminated

by texts from Scripture and from the writings of Augustine. In the

same manner as his co-speakers on this subjectf he emphasized that

election had no antecedent cause in man, but was rooted in God's mercy,

that Christ gave his life not for the universe as such, but only for

the elect, that the grace of God quickened man's nature to make the

heart ami will of man responsive to His call, and that God enabled the
2

believer to persevere to the end.

All these truths, Baillie maintained, were the teaching of the

Confession of the Church of Scotland. Therefore, they who preached

and taught anything else were divorcing themselves from Scripture, from

Augustine and from the Confession of the Kirk, and were consequently

censurable.^
These three speeches and the Moderator's additional remarks whereby

the doctrine and danger of Arminianism were elucidated by learned and

1. Ibid., p. 20.
2. .Ibid,, pp. 23-83.
3. Ibid., pp. 110-112.
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sincere men. offer sufficient proof that the Assembly took a serious

view of the charges of Arruinianiam against the clergymen. This does

not mean that having received more light on Aminianism, it ipso facto

followed that the Assembly was induced to give the accused a fair

hearing and an objective judgT>ent. The reverse might ss well have

happened, namely, that the severe stress on the defect doctrine and the

dreadful danger of Arminianism would lead the Assembly to discard

indiscriminately everything and everybody connected with the tern

Arminianlsa.

Trials and He-positions^
The discourses on Aralnianisa having straightened the 'fay. the

processes against the clergymen were accelerated. John Crichton,

minister at Paisley and cousin of Robert Baillie, was the first to be
2

censured after the speech of Baillie* "Jot less t an 4B points of

Arminianisa and popory ware listed against hia. The Arrainian charges

included that he based election on foreknowledge, that he preached

universal grace, that h« maintained free will in salvation, and that he
3

held that justifying faith raight bo absolutely lost.

1. This does not purport to be an exhaustive description of the
trials. Puller details to be obtained from R.K.S. Vol. 1, pp. 162-
130; Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. II, pp. 47-59, 95-102, 131-152f
H. Baillie, betters and Journals. Vol. Z, pp. 150-169} Stevenson,
op. cit... Vol. II, pp. 603-644.

2» laEaS., Vol. I, p. 163.
3. Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 57-58.
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These views were in direct opposition to what Pickson, Ramsay,

Baillie, and Henderson had described to the Assembly as scriptural and

in harmony with the Confessions* There were also ether charges against

Crichton, e.g* that ho had said that the ecclesiastical and

theological differences between churches, and between Arainians and

Uomarians were but a "mouthful of moonshine* and that reconciliation

could be effected* Another complaint against hi® was that he had

"baptised a chyld® on an ordinary® day© in his bedde, for lasinesse for
1

to ryse, without any prayer, with his night cappe on," How seriously

the Assembly took these latter charges cannot be ascertained* But what

they felt certain of was that Crichton was "are professed Arminiane and

2
a popish champion," He was deposed from ell functions of the ministry,

3
and his place declared vacant*

For another minister, James Affleck, who was also accused of

holding "several poyntes of Arminianisrae", the end was a more happy

one.^ Various private meetings were arranged with him in which Samuel

Rutherford played a leading role in order to convince hi® of his

erroneous ways and views. Although he managed to clear himself on most

of the charges, the investigation committee was not completely satisfied*

They thought it necessary to put him to another test* What they requested

'• Ibid.- P. 58.
2. The Historical Works of Sir James Balfour (Edinburgh, 1824),

Vol. II, p. 308.
3- R.K'8. Vol. I, p. 163.
4* Gordon, op* cit* Vol* II, pp. 96-97.
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1
was nothing leas than subscribing the Canons of Sort. That the Church

of Scotland felt itself close to the Synod of Sort Is not to be disputed,

but for a Church which had not had an own appointed representative at

the Synod, and which had not received any official report on the Synod,

and which had never incorporated the Canons of Port into their own

Confessions, to expect a formal subscription to the dogmatical decisions

of Port, seems unusual if not unprecedented. But this only contributed

further evidence to the already established fact that Scotland considered

herself ecclesiastically and dogmatically very near to Holland and was

not only willing but also eager to draw on the Hutch theological

resources. In their appreciation of the 8>ynod of Dort, they caaie very

close to the view of holding the Synod as virtually a heformed Kcumsnie&l

Synod with decisions transcending the boundaries of the Netherlands.

In the case of Jamas Affleck, it is not evident whether the Canons

of Dort held before hira should be taken as a criterion of orthodoxy

or as an ultimatum, i.e. subscription or deposition. Perhaps it was

both. His dilemma could then be rendered as followst to prove his

adherence to orthodox doctrine by subscribing to the decisions of Dort,

or to experience the possibility of deposition becoming a reality.

Affleck's first reaction, was to plead ignorance of the contents and

1. K. Baillie, betters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 173. It should be
noted tliat here 1 am not adhering strictly to a chronological
sequence of events. This "test" was pit to James Affleck twelve
days after his case had opened.
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extent of the Acts of Dart. Whether he did in fact sign the Canons

signifying bis agreement vith the Articles is doubtful. It seems that

he did not, but instead "he offered willinglie to subscryv© our Covenant,
1

vith the Assemblies decalartion," as Daillie noted in his Journal.

Such an arrangement substituting 7>ort for Hdinburgh undoubtedly met

with the committee's approval, because the subscription of tho Covenant

implied a dissociating from and a resisting of the "innovations and

evils" of which Armini&nism was considered as one of no mean importance.

there was, however, another minister on trial of whom it can be

said vith considerable certainty that he signed the Canons of Dort. B©

was Robert Hamilton of Lesir.aha.gov. One of the many charges was that
2

"he had preached Arminiaaisme", and in particular, universal redemption.

His trial vas deferred until the next General Assembly at Edinburgh in

1839, where after private discussions with Rutherford and Baillie,

Hamilton declared that he was willing "to subscryve the Cannons of the

Synod cf Dort and to revoke all his Arraini&n tenets that he had

sjentioned.*^
There is no need here for an enumeration of all the ministers

tried and deposed, nor for all the accusations against them, but the

following could be mentioned briefly. John MacMatfc was found guilty of
_

1. Ibid.

2» B«K.S. vol» I* P« 132»
3. H.K.A. »'oi. 1, p. 263.
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deserting his parish and of preaching Arminian doctrinef and was

deposed.^ Henry Scrimgeor, like Robert Hamilton of Lesraafeagow, was

penitent, "id oat'11 remarked Gordon not without humour, "had subscryhed
2

the Covenants," and he was pardoned. In the greater part of the

eases it really appears as if the aim was to draw up a list of charges

as long as possible and covering all possible crimes in order to place

the accused from the outset in a position as precarious as possible. The

accusations against Thomas Forrester, for instance, ranged from the

theological charge of maintaining "all the poyntes of Arrainianisme"

to the store down to earth complaint that "he commonly used to dryve

his eowas? through the churche to eate grnsae in the church© yard#,
3

yea, and that he had caused milk his cowes in the churche," One can

easily imagine that in Scotland where the cow is not looked upon as a

holy animal, and the sacred places not considered & suitable haunt for

such beasts, that such and similar practices by the local minister

would generate a storm of protest - especially from the sexton! One

cannot, however, fail to observe the triviality and often incredibility

of many of the charges, not to mention the appalling list of moral

offences with which so many of the ministers and bishops were charged.

With this it is time to revert to the trials of the bishops or

as the Assembly called them, "pretended bishops". Being in receipt

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 172} H. haillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I,
p. 165. "

2. Gordon, pp. clt.» Vol. II, p. 151.
3- Ibid.
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of the details of the charges furnished by the respective Presbyteries

within which bounds the bishops resided, or performed or neglected their

duties, the Assembly proceeded to execute judgraent. Thomas -ydserff,

Bishop cf Galloway, of whom the Assembly was convinced thai beside

his other faults, fee hac preached "false doctrine, ArminianxsMe and

Papiatrie", was deposed and excommunicated* This judgment was to be

followed by a long treln of similar verdicts*

Even the archbishops did not escape censure. John bpottisvoode,

Archbishop of St* Andrews, was the first of the two archbishops to
2

whom the Assembly's attention was directed* This seventy-*hree year

old clergyman was found guilty, among other "crimes", of "carding and

dyceing in tyma of divine service, ryding through the countroy the whole

(Sabbath) day, tippling and drinking in taverns till midnight, falsifieing

with his hands the acts of Aberdeen Assemblie, lye lug and slandering our

old Assemblies and Covenant in his wicket book • • * Add to this

the other charges of adultery, incest, and simony, the list of

accusations against the aged Archbishop assumed dimensions verging on

incredibility if not absurdity.

The complaint of "preaching of Arminianistae" also found its way to

1. ft.K.S. Vol. I, pp. 165-166.
2. For his life and work consult, J. Perry, "John Spottisvoode,

Archbishop and Chancellor as Churchman, historian, and Theologian",
unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Kdinburgh, 1950.

3. &. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 155.
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the charge-sheet of Spottiswoode.^ It is, however, not proved that he

was holding Aminian views, fcodrow writing in more peaceful times -

for in the heat of the battle the truth is often distorted or mis¬

represented for the sake of gaining iomo partisan advantage - stated
2

expressly that the primate did not appear to have favoured Arminianism.

It seems as if he acquiesced to Laud's Liturgy without accenting Laud's

theological views. It would not be unjust to conclude that although

Spottiswoode was not spotless in his moral conduct, he did not stray

from the Calviniat Confession of his church.

On the same day the bell tolled for the Bishop of Brechin, Walter

Whiterfard, who was also, inter alia, found censurable on account of his
3

"preaching of Arminian and popish tenets." From there on the violent

wind emanating from the Assembly shook the remaining bishops from the

ecclesiastical tree. The lengthy list of misdeeds of David Lindsay,

Bishop of Edinburgh, was considered weighty enough to call deposition and

excommunication upon him. Adam Belienden, Bishop of Aberdeen, previously

from Dunblane who was refused the bishopric of Edinburgh because, in

the opinion of Wodrow, he was not enough of an Arminian, was also

deposed. Before 1616, he had been an outspoken opponent of episcopacy,

but then he changed his opinion and sided with the episcopals. This

"apostacy" combined with his groat zeal in pressing the Canons and

1. E.K.3. Vol. I, p. 166.
2. Life of John Spottlavoode. ed. J.l'.S. Uordon, p. 493.
3. Stevenson, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 617.
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Liturgy of 1637, seem to have swung the scale to his detriment.^ John

Maxwell, hishop of Boss, was found guilty of various doctrinal ■illtlllfl.
Evidence was given that he had defended "many grosse errors of peperye,

and all the heterodoxies of the Arninians publickly both by himself and
2

his associatis."

Together with the visual charges of morel and liturgical trans¬

gressions against James Wedderbum, Bishop of Dunblane, it was also
held against him that he had praised "the wryttings of papistes and

j
Arralnians", and had recommended them to his hearers. Among those

alleged to have been infected by his Arminian teaching were his students
4

at St. Andrews. This undoubtedly was considered a heavy count against

him, but of an even more serious nature was the complaint that he had

been one of the chief authors of the controversial Service Book and one

who had enthusiastically implemented the innovations of the Archbishop

of Canterbury. The Assembly without hesitation passed the same sentence
5 t

- deposition.

The Bishop of Orkney, Qoorgo Graham, toe under heavy moral charges,

"yet for his mislyke of their late novations and letter of submission
6

to the Synod" h© was deposed but not excommunicated. . ..

1. Selections from Wodrouta Biographical Collections pp. LX-LXi.
2. Gordon, op. cifr.. Vol. I, p. 136.
3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 137.
4. R. Oaillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 168,
5« Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. II, pp. 136-137.
6. H. iifi.illie, betters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 164.
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probability, no complaint of Arminianisa was brought up against him.

Judging "rom the trial of John Guthrie, Bishop of Murray, he must

have made a distasteful impression on the venerable Assembly. Hot only,

according to the charges, had he sold churches, but he was also wa

pretiie dancer" which he displayed very clearly when "he danced, in his
1

shirt" at his daughter's wedding. To add to his charges, it was

alleged that "he had suffered one Mr. John.) Poster to teache
2

Arainlanisme". All these charges were more t tan sufficient for the

Assembly to unfrock him,

Patrick Lindsay, Archbishop of Glasgow, faced a variety of charges
3

on the strength of which he was deposed. He was given time to submit

himself to the Assembly or to be excomtunicaied, but on 13ih boceraber

he was excommunicated for his contumacy.^
The next bishop to await trial and deposition i~ absentia, like all

the other bishops, was James Fairly, Bishop of Argyle. His Arminian

doctrine, it was said, trade itself visible particularly in his teaching

on universal grace try which God intended to save all. His Arminian

views were thought strange by those who knew hira long before and who

considered him as rather orthodox. They interpreted his change of view

1. K.K.B. Vol. II, p. 139.
2. Gordon, oo. cit.. Vol. II, p. 139.
3. Ibid.. Vol. II, pp. 140-141? B.K.8.. Vol. I, p. 172.
4. Gordon, op. ext.. Vol. II, p. »41.
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as an attempt to obtain promotion.1 If the judgment of the Assembly
2

that he was "a preacher of Arminianisrae" was correct, then Fairly

had in fact changed considerably as far as theology was concerned, for.

as previously mentioned, he was elected Professor of Divinity in the
3

University of Edinburgh by virtue of his orthodoxy.

The trials of the bishops were now drawing to a close. Only three

were left. Neil Campbell. Bishop of the Isles, was only churged for

"breach of the caveats'* but this was considered enough to depose him
4

from the ministry. Alexander Lindsay. Bishop of bunkeld. and John

Abernethy, Bishop of Caithness, received 3ome mercy from the hands of tho

Assembly because "both had submitted themselves to the Synod." They

were deposed provisionally and to be restored on evidence of sincere

repentance

The next day on 13th December, 163b, the sentences on the bishops

were officially pronounced. On that occasion, Alexander Henderson, the

Moderator of the Assembly, preached his solemn serraon on Psalm 110tl,

"The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at rcy right hand, until I make

thine enemies thy footstool."^ In his sermon he did not attempt to

1. Cordon, on. cit.« Vol. II, pp. 141-142. One can agree with the
modem historian's statement, "To vacancies as they occurred Laud
could secure the nomination of men who shared his views" (J.U.S.
Burleigh, A Church History of Scotland. London, 1960, p. 212), but
it is not possible to ascertain how many clergymen were willing to
change their doctrinal views in order to gain promotion.

2. it. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 165.
3. Vide supra

4. K. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 165.
5- Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 166.
6. This sermon was printed under the titlet The Bishops Boom. (Edinburgh,

1762).
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exercise scrupulosity, but he was sure to voice the opinion of nearly

the whole Assembly on the bishops in asserting that "we may boldly say

they have been the greatest enemy that God lias had in this Kingdom."1
Before reading to the Assembly the summary of the charges on which the

bishops were found guilty, the Moderator anticipated that on hearing the

indictments, "your heart shall quake, your hair shall stand and your

2
fltsh creep," was read. In this recapitulation of the proofs against

the bishops was included "preaching heresy and corrupt doctrine, Popery,

Arminionism" as well as charges embracing church government and
3

administration, liturgy, doctrine and morals.

On eight of the bishops who by their conduct had declared themselves

"to be strangers to the communion of the saints, to be without hope of

life-eternal, and to be slaves of sin" the Moderator pronounced the

sentence of excommunication. On four bishops the sentence of deposition

without excom-unication, previously decided on by the Assembly, was then
4

also officially declared, while two bishops were provisionally deposed.

The bulk of the work of the General Assembly of 1638 was herewith
5

completed. A week later the Assembly was concluded with "great

1. Ibid., p. 25.
2» R.K.3. Vol. I, p. 178.
3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 179.
4. The Bishops Doom, pp. 29, 41, 42.
5. Several processes of clergymen were heard by the Assembly after this

date, but as the subject of Arminianism was not one of the points
mentioned or discussed, except in the cases of Robert Hamilton and
Patrick Pantsr to which already references were made (vide supra.
p.82 and pp.94-95 )» there is no need for further dwelling on this.
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comfort and hisable joy." Tha reason for this consolation and gladness

was obvious, and it was expressed by the Moderator* "We have now cast

down the walls of Jericho."*

Anti-bishop or Anti-Aminian?

five question can justly be asked what walls were demolished by the

General Assembly of Glasgow in 1638. Van their buttering directed, against

the stronghold of episcopacy as such or at the "innovations and evils"

in the church? To try to answer this question, one should first look at

two manifestoes. The first is the National Covenant of Scotland, publicly

promulgated on 28th February, 1638. As mentioned before, this document

was significantly silent on the issue of episcopacy. A year later, on

4th February, 1639, another manifesto was published, this time for the
2

attention of "all good Christians within the Kyngdom® of Knglande."

No uncertain note was sounded by this declaration in affirming that as

far as Scotland was concerned, episcopacy was "contrare to their laves
3

and church constitutions and over so,"" The ui&nifesto also foresaw

the grave possibility that "the setting upp of bishops will qvytte the

cost of so much Christian bloode." 4 Between the dates of issue of these

two documents lies the date of the Glasgow Assembly where bishops were

1. Stevenson, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 676.
2. Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 191.
3. Ibid.. Vol. IT, p. 193.
4. Ibid.
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deposed and episcopacy abolished. The Assembly did what the Covenant

had envisaged, i.e. to resist the innovations and evils introduced in

the church, but it also did what was not contemplated by the Covenant,

i.e. to abolish and abjure episcopacy.1
It could be put forward as a possibility that the absence of any

reference to episcopacy in the Covenant was a stroke of diplomacy in

order not to lose support nor to reap the hostility of the higher

authorities who were vested with power and influence. It is also

conceivable and possible that there was at the time of the appearance

of the National Covenant no national prejudice among the ministers

against episcopacy. The majority of them had never experienced any

other ecclesiastical government and was at least content. Apart from

a group which followed Andrew Melville who believed that episcopacy was

unscriptural, and David Dickson who alluded to it as "a bloodie sin
2

before God", it seems that the ministers of the Church of Scotland at

the time of the signing of the Covenant did not have much objection

against episcopacy aitaplieiter.

Prior to the Assembly, "evils and Innovations", and bishops in the

church were, on the whole, recognised as two separate entities. While

the evils were inevitably to be removed, bishops were at least not

intolerable. However, it happened to be that the errors and corruptions

1. See Baillie's report of the Assembly's proceedings and his own
position on episcopacy, Letters and Journals. Vol. Z, pp. 156-
160. "

2* K«K«S.. Vol. I, p. 173.
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wore introduced while the church was operating on an episcopal system.

Moreover» the bishops were most enthusiastic in professing, practising

and propagating these evils, and novelties. In such a way episcopacy

and evil became intimately associated so that the conviction grew that

it would be insufficient if not impossible to attempt to check error

and evil without removing the source and supporters. In the

subsequent process of doing away with ecclesiastical perversions, the

Assembly dismissed the bishops and discarded episcopacy.

Seen in this framework, the assertion that the "assembly was bent

on nothing short of abolishing episcopacy"* is very true indeed, but

one should not neglect to observe that abolishing episcopacy was not

the aim and end in itself. The purpose was to remove and remedy

intolerable errors, evils and encumbrances, and in that uncompromising

process episcopacy was swept away.

One of these intolerable errors was Arminianism. The general

accepted view that the chief aim of the Assembly was to do away with

episcopacy, had the effect of pushing the whole question of Arminianism

into obscurity. The proposers of such a view hold that the various

complaints, even the charge of Arminianism, against the bishops should

not be taken seriously, because these charges were only accumulated to

augment the eviction of them against whom the main charge, although

1. Burleigh, op. cit., p. 220.
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unwritten, was that they were bishops. This incorrect view of history

was expressed, among others, by John Cunningham, writing hat "it is

certain that the great sin of the bishops? was simply that they were

hishops.Apart from the above-mentioned considerations contrary to

such a view, one should not lose sight of the fact that the number of

ministers deposed hy tho same Assembly approximated the number of bishops

removed. Following Cunningham's remark on the great sin of the bishops,

it would not be only historically incorrect but also absurd to say that

the great sin of the ministers was simply that they ver© ministersJ

The charge of Arninianism against the bishops and ministers should

be taken seriously in attempting to assess the decisions and acts of the

Glasgow Assembly. The abundance of references to Arainianisra in the

complaints before the Presbyteries and the Assembly, the long explanatory

speeches before the Assembly, and the references to Dort point to the

fact that the Assembly became convinced that the obnoxious weed of

Arminianism had become rooted in Scottish soil.

Robert Bailiie who was well-informed on Arminianista and who was

not likely to label a doctrine as Arminianism if it was not ao in fact,

was watching the growth of Arminianism long before the 1638 Assembly.

In a letter dated 29th January, 1637, he referred to the dogmatical

1. Cunningham, The Church History of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1859), Vol. II,
p. 104. This is echoed by MeIdrum, op. cit.. p. 138t "Their main
crime consisted in their being bishops, and that was enough to
condemn them."
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stand of his cousin, John Crichton, who on predestination was "fully

with Aroinius."^ Writing two years later on 12th February, 1639, he

reflected on the Glasgow Assembly and pictured the position in the

following wayi

The way of our (Cmaterburian) partie is avovedjy to full
Arminianisme and really to so much Poperie as the Pope
requires for the present, yea, much more) it hes been proven
at our Synod that numbers of our brethren hes preached the
most of the Canterburian tenets. 2

In his account of the Assembly written in June 1639, he repeated

the same opinion in other terms and saidi

Since we did finde the articles of Arminius, with many poynts
of the grossest poperie, in the books, in the preachings, and
in the discourses of our bishops and ministers, we were resolved
to have these doctrines censured as they did deserve, without
any aparsing for respect to any person who did maintain them. 3

Two inferences could be drawn from the proceedings of the Assembly

and the above observations of baillie. The first is that the teachings

and activities of the episoopals were often considered as a

conglomeration of Arminianism and Romanism. The second is, and this is

of importance, that it became publicly apparent that a minority group

in the Church of Scotland had left the main road of uncompromising

Calvinism for the by-roads of accommodating Arminianism.

In this respect it is not irrelevant to note Cunningham's

1. R. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 10.
2. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 113.
3- Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 120.
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statement of Arminiauisa as gn u«philosophic system appealing to the

feelings, and Calvinism as metaphysical and appealing to the pure

intellect. If this distinction is debatable, then even more disputable

is Cunningham*s conclusion that due to "the bcotch cast of intellect",

Arminiunista could hardly find ingress to Scotland.1 The intellectual

qualities and abilities of the people of Scotland are not questioned

if one suggests that there were other reasons why the Kirk rejected

Artuinianism. Perhaps the main reason, as also expressed in the speeches

before the Assembly, was that the Calvinistic view was believed to be

more scriptural. The point to be stressed bare is that Arminifmiara did

appear in Scotland, and although it was at its beginning like a little

cloud, it grew rapidly and was one of the elements causing the storm

at the General Assembly in Glasgow.

One could justly criticise the attitude as well as the procedure

of the Assembly in shaping the destiny of the bishops and ministers.

It can be argued that the debate on Artuinianism was one-aided, and that

nobody carod to explain the intention of Arminiue in deviating from

orthodox Calvinism. It is also true that the bishops were tried and

judged in their absence and could not defend or exonerate themselves.

Gordon's complaint that the Assembly had condemned bishops and ministers

for Arminian teaching before Arminianism itself was condemned by the

1• Cunningham, on. clt«. Vol. II, p. 140-141.
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1
Assembly, is also to bo taken seriously. The approval of the speeches

on Arminianism and, therewith, the condemnation of Arminianism was

implicitly signified by the loud applause offered to the speakers, but

never did the Assembly cause an official document to be drawn up,

setting out and condemning the Arrainian tenets. To these objections

could also be added that the charges of Arainianisa against the clergy¬

men were often vague and undefined. A further point of criticism raised

by Gordon, that nothing could be found against any minister who had
2

signed the Covenant, also seems to contain truth.

Vhile granting the relative strength of these arguments nothing is

detracted from the fact that the Assembly in the process of cleaning

up the ecclesiastical house, came to be faced with Arninianism, and as

it was considered a defiling factor, it was expurgated together with its

exponents. Considering all these factors, one is inclined to conclude

that the disposition of the Assembly was not anti-bishop in principle,

but resolutely anti—Arminian. This does not mean that there was no

aversion to the bishops. On the contrary, there were strong feelings

against them, not because of their ecclesiastical position as such,

but rather by reason of what they held, what they did, and for what

they were feared.

It can be put forward as a hypothesis that if the bishops not

1. Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 50.
2« Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 142.
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linked up with the liturgical changes in Scotland, not involved in the

political struggle under the principle expressed in the dietuia, "Ho

bishop, no king", not feared as being conducive to the advance of

humanism, and not believed to be adherents to unscriptural tenets,

they would not have been removed by the Assembly.

Admittedly the emphasis of the Presbyteries and Assembly on the

erroneous doctrine of the bishops was not always and not altogether due

to a desire for pure doctrine. In some cases it really appears as if

the aim was to compile a list as extensive as possible including every

possible misbehaviour and misbelief. Very often the charge of maintaining

Anainiau tenets was included in the list. In the case of John bpottis-

voode this complaint was unjustly raised against him, ana it might very

veil be that he was not the only one of the bishops who was charged

with a doctrinal "crime which he never had committed.

The bishops were considered to be vehicles and instruments of all

"evils and innovations", ami as the Assembly of 1638 desired to maintain

the identity of the Church of bootland, and to protect her from dangers

from within and without - including the hazard of Arminianisia - the

episcopalians were sentenced to relinquish their bishop seats to wander

in the ecclesiastical desert.



IV

THE ABERDEEN SCHOOL OF THOUGHT

The decisions of the Glasgow Assembly did not terminate strife ,

neither did it herald the approach of political and ecclesiastical

tranquillity. There were still many opponents to the ideals of the

Covenanters» Two of the strongholds of resistance against the

Covenant principles were St, Andrews^ and Aberdeen,

In 1495, the same year in which Pope Alexander VI issued the bull

of excommunication against Savonarola for heresy, he also signed another
2

bull sanctioning the erection of a university in Aberdeen, Scotland,

Where the academies in Scotland were essentially ecclesiastical, the

founding of a university in far-off Aberdeen was a picturesque way of

marking the influence and expansion of the Holy Roman Empire,

With the advance of the Reformation in Scotland, the University of

Aberdeen, just like St, Audrevs, would not readily yield to the

innovations. In 1569 the professors who declined to subscribe to the

principles of the Reformation were deposed without much ado,"* Seventy

years after this vhen the Covenanters knocked at the gates of the city of
4

Aberdeen, the new reformers were also refused entrance.

1, C.J, Lyon, history of St, Andrews {Edinburgh, 1843), Vol, II, pp«
372-3T6 gives the reasons of the University of St, Andrews for
refusing to sign the Covenant,

2, J,M, Bulloch, A History of the University of Aberdeen (».ondon,
1895), p. 18.
Ibid., p. 111.

4, Grub, op, eit«. Vol. Ill, pp, 13-15.
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The spear-point of the resistance to the Covenant was a group of

distinguished divines known as the Aberdeen Doctors. Three of them

were at that time professors at the University of Aberdeen, namely,

John Forbes, Hobert Saron and Williara Leslie; the other three, Alexander

Hoas, Alexander Scroggie and James Sibbald ware ministers in the city.

In order to persuade Aberdeen to submit to tie Covenant a strong

delegation among whom were the Karl of Montrose and the ministers

Alexander Henderson, David Dickson and Andrew Cant, arrived in Aberdeen

on 20th July, 1638. Immediately on their arrival, they wore presented

with a paper containing a series of questions regarding the lawfulness
2

of the Covenant, and the authority by which it was imposed. This paper,

later printed as General Demands concerning the said Covenant, was signed

by the above-mentioned six doctors as well as by Dr. William Guild, also
3

a minister in an Aberdeen parish.

As the general opposition to the Covenant was largely due to the

preaching of the Aberdeen Doctors, the visiting ministers launched a

eounier-attack. After Alexander Boss had preached, as Bow said, "a

terrible sermon again!s all the poynta of the Covenant", Henderson and

his two co-ministers in turn preached on 22nd, 28th and 29th July and

1. For s fuller account of this group of Scottish theologians, see
B. MucMillan, The Aberdeen Doctors (London, 1909).

2. A brief abstract of the fourteen questions are given by Grub,
op. cit.« Vol. Ill, pp. 14-15.

3. Grub, op. eit.. Vol. Ill, p. 13. For details of further papers
printed in the dispute between the Aberdeen Doctors and the
Covenanters, consult J. Spalding, The History of the Troubles and
Memorable Transactions in Scotland (Aberdeen 1829, New Edition), p.
54.™
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produced arguments for subscribing the Covenant.1 The response was by

no taeans overwhelming. No more than fifty were willing to bind them¬

selves to the toto3 of that docuoentf but one of them was William Guild,

"a weak time-serving roan, who soon yielded to the arguments and threats
2

of the Covenanters."

A letter from the king to the Aberdeen Doctors thanking them for

their discreet and poaceable opposition to the Covenantors did not offer

or promise more than royal moral support."5 In March 1639 while the

Covenantors were mustering their forces to persuade Aberdeen to submit

to their will, the Aberdeen Doctors took flight fearing that they would
4

be compelled to subscribe. On 10th April, the Council of Aberdeen

resolved to subscribe the Covenant after James Row had preached on Acts

5*38, and the presence of an army of 6000 Covenanters in town had added
5

more weight to the sermon.

The Aberdeen Doctors escaped the signing of the Covenant but could

not avoid ecclesiastical censure. In the processes against them dealt

by the Aberdeen Assembly in 1640, the accusation of Arminiaaism was

often heard. This together with the frequent assertion that the Aberdeen
6

Doctors shared in the Arminian movement against Calviniaa scholasticism,

necessitates a somewhat closer examination of the Aberdeen school of

1. Sow, op. elt.. p. 494.
2. Grub, op. cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 13.
3. For the king's letter, see Spalding, op. cit.. p. 55.
4. Spalding, op. cit.. p. 89.
5* Tiow» ot>. cit.. pp. 513-514.
6. MacMillan, pp. cit.. p. 108.
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thought and the exjionont.s thereof.

Although one normally understands by "the Aberdeen lectors" only
the six theologians whoa© names are mentioned above, the study of the
Aberdeen school of thought should include another throe eminent and

learned men, namely Patrick Forbes, William Forbes, and William Guild.

These nine divines, jointly and severally, played an important role in

shaping the theology of their day and in their city, a theology which

outlasted their day and which echoed outside their city.

Patrick Forbes (1564-1635).*
In writing the history of the Aberdeen theologians, the name of

bishop Patrick Forbes presents itself. It was he who attracted brilliant

scholars and notable men to Aberdeen, the most famous of whoa wore the

Aberdeen Doctors. As it is also maintained that the advantage which

the Aberdeen Doctors had over the Covenanting party was duo to the

2personality and influence of their late beloved bishop, it would not be

unprofitable to direct some attention to this theologian.
Patrick Forbes received his theological training from Andrew

Melville, the distinguished scholar of the strict school of Calvin, who
became principal of Glasgow College in 1574. When Melville accepted a

chair in Theology and the principalship of St. Mary's College, Forbes

1. V.G.3. Snow, The Times. Life and Thought of Patrick Forbes. Hjshepof Aberdeen. 1618^1635 (London, 1952), gives full details.
2. G. Burnet, The ^ifo of William ledoll (London, 1635), preface.
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also moved over to St. Andrews. Even when Melville vent into exile in

1583 by reason of the controversy between him and the king, Forbes

accompanied him.1 This close association with Melville, the staunch

C&lvinist, accounted largely for Forbes's strong adherence so orthodoxy.

Ik 1611 (or early in 1612) Forbes accepted a call and was ordained
2

minister of Keith by on® of the newly appointed bishops. It is

suggested that the reasons for his late ordination were the responsibility

of entering upon a pastoral charge in unsettled and controversial times,

and his deep respect for the presbyterian principles due to the influence

of Melville.3
During the Aberdeen Assembly of 1616 Forbes cam© to the fore as one

of the recognised leaders of the Church. He was on the committee which

revised the draft Liturgy and the recently prepared Confession, the

latter which stressed the Calvinist doctrine of predestination even more

4
tian its predecessor of 1560. At this stage the doctrine of the Kirk was

not as yet in dispute - episcopalians and presbyterians alike were good

Calvinists.

When the see of Aberdeen became vacant at the end of 1617, the

Scottish bishops advised the king to appoint Patrick Forbes. This was

duly done and on 17th May 1618, Forbes was consecrated at St. Andrews

1. J. Melville, Autobiography and Diary ed. R. Pitcairn (Edinburgh,
1842), p. 170.

2. Snow, on. cit.. p. 47.
3# Ibid.« p. 48.

JM&-# PP* 52-53.
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as bishop of Aberdeen.1 This appointment, apart from the personality,

ability and learning of Forbes, was a conciliatory move by the king and

his advisers to inspire confidence amongst all sections of churchmen

in the king*s ecclesiastical policy. For this purpose the nomination of

Forbes who had sat at tho feet of Melville but who was known as a

moderate asm and a supporter and defender of episcopalians, was the

appropriate one. This position as bishop of Aberdeen he filled until

his death three years before the Glasgow Assembly of 1638.

The main contributions of Forbes to •tee Aberdeen school of thought
F

can be listed as follows,

(1) His ardent opposition to Roman Catholicism* bowhore in Scotland

was tee strength of the impact of the Church of Rome felt more severly
2

than in Aberdeenshire during this time. At the same time, no one

proved himself a stronger adversary of Rome than Patrick Forbes. In

various writings ho mercilessly exposed tee practices and preaching of

the Roman Church and did not hesitate to describe the Pop© as a wolf
3

in sheep's clothing and to equate him with tee antichrist.

(2) His unwavering adherence to Calvinism* It has already been

pointed out teat he cooperated in tee final stages of tee 1616 Confession,

the contents of which fee whole-heartedly endorsed. There is no evidence

that he deviated from these views. The Arminian influences which touched

1• Ibid., pp. 69-70,
2. D. Mckean, The Counter-Reformation in Scotland (London, 1931),

pp. 107-109.

3. For his works against tee Roman Catholics, see Snow, op. cit.«
pp. 142-14-1.
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and tainted some of the other bishops - and which were not absent fro©

sorae of the doctrines of some of the Aberdeen hectors - were not to be

found in the teaching of Forbes.

(3) his preference to episcopalis©: Forbes accepted episcopalism

from a practical point of view. With this he did not disparage

presbyterionisia, because he held that the episcopal government was of

the melius assc. rather than of the esse of tho church. He regarded the

chain of truth as essential in the church ami not a more lineal succession

through a chain of bishops. His preference for the episcopal system

was rooted in tho belief that such a system could offer a closer unity.^
(4) His practical piety: He believed that tho Word was the only rule

covering the whole life and that the authority of tho Bible was supreme.

With courage and ability he exerted himself to apply the teaching of the
2

Bible to everyday life and its problems.

rfilllaa Forbes (1585-1634).3
Although William Forbes was not one of the Aberdeen Doctors, he was

not without influence while staying at Aberdeen. His thoughts constituted

a part of the whole of the complex Aberdeen way of thinking.

1. Patrick Forbes, A defence of tho Lawful Galling of the .Ministers
of the Reformed Churches (Middelburg, 1614), gives a clear outline
of his views on church government.

2. Snow, op. cit.t pp. 157-160.
3. biographical details by D. Irving, hives of Scottish Writers

(hdinlntrgh, 1839), Ycl. XI, pp« 1—10j Selections from -?Irow's
Biographical Collections, ed. ft. Lippe (Abardeon, 1890), pp. 245-
269. E.K.3. (1959-1960 edition) Vol. 711, pp. 411-412,
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He was born and educated at Aberdeen and vent abroad for further

study. While in Holland he acquired the friendship of Hugo Grotius and

stayed for some time in Leiden. "There," commented Wo&row, "he got his

first tincture of Arminiinisme.^ On returning to Scotland, he became

the pastor of Aiford aim in 1616 he was appointed one of the ministers of

Aberdeen. In 1620 he became principal of Marischal College in Aberdeen,

a position which he did not retain long, for at the end of 1621 he

accepted a pastoral charge in an Edinburgh parish. In 1634 he was

nominated and consecrated as the first bishop of Edinburgh. He did not
2

long survive this promotion but died a few months later.

The theological views of William Forbes as expressed in a sermon

before Ring Charles on 25th June, 1633 received praise from the king

and prominence by historians. Grub considered this serrjon of great

importance, "not only on account of the solemnity of the occasion, but

also as marking the character which Scottish theology was now beginning
3

to assume." Beferring to theological matters of controversy, Forbes

condemned the eagerness with which positive assertions were raade

regarding predestination and grace, and the intolerance with which other

opinion vas regarded.*

1. Selections from Bodrov's Biographical Collection, ad. R. Lippe
(Aberdeen," 1890), p. 246.

2. Ibid., p. 255-261.
3. Grub, op. cit.. Vol. II, p..346.
4. Aa abstract of the sermon is given by G. Garden, aeverendi viri

Job. .t'orPeaii a Pornc Op-u-a C(Amsterdam, 1703), pp. 290-294.
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Forbes outlined his theology in greater detail in his scholarly

work, Conaiderationes Modestae ot Pacificae Controversiarum*^ Tills

treatise which formed part of his divinity lectures at Karischal College

was one of the first Scottish theological work* in which tht writings

of Angtican divines were constantly appealed to as authorities* Among

those repeatedly quoted wore Peter Baro, Lancelot Andrews, Richard Hooker,
2

Francis t/hyte, diehard Field and diehard Montague. But he also turned

to the Continent for light* Many and varied were the scholars quoted by

hits either in approval or in refutation. It is significant that the

Hutch Reraonstants and their views featured conspicuously in Forbes*s

opus* deferences to Jacobus Ansiniua,,Gerard Vossius, Ceenraad Vorstius,

and Hugo Grotius abound in the ConsiJerationes*The theological position

of Forbes can be ascertained by, on the one hand, bis remark that John

Bavens.nt, one of the British delegates to Port, was one of the "raoro

rigid Protestants,"^ and, on the other hand, his siding with the views

of Arminius end. the Bemonstents whom he frequently quoted with approval.

That he ws not deaf to the opinions end blind i-o the views of the more

orthodox theologians, is shown by the fact that he also cited some of

1. Tliis work was first published in 1658* For further references infra.
the 185C London edition in olio series Library of Anglo-Catholic
Theology is used*

2. Ibid*» Vol. I, pp. 33, 71, 201, 261, 263, 287, 317, 329, 373, to
mention a few inatancas*

-• Ibid*. Vol, I, pp. 77, ^8, 81, 114, 137-139, 259, 315, 329, 337,
371, 399, 401.

«• Ibid*. Vol* I, p* 343.
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them viib satisfaction, even VJilliaa Amesius, vrhos a® described as Ha

man more rigid almost than rigour itself."^
Referring to opinions on justification and predestination condemned

by various Synods, he undoubtedly also alluded to the Synod of Dort, when

he wrote*

In most of tho synods assembled by either party in this most
deplorable age, scarcely anything else is attempted or done
than to oppress and condemn the older and truer opinions, and
that (the majority of those who were present at these synods,
overcoming as generally happens, the better part), those opinions
that are new and recently introduced into the church should be
established with all violence, and made to dominate exclusively
in the church and the schools * • • 2

With such an adverse disposition towards the Synods and their

decisions on the doctrines of justification end predestination, one is

not surprised that his own views revealed similarities with those of

the Arminians. Discussing the question whether faith alone justifies,

he took his stand with the kamonstants and appealed to their writing,

expressing the notion that

we are justified by a living and working faith} and, therefore,
that we are justified by the works of faith, in so far as they
are taken for that faith, and are considered as the fruit, nay,
rather as the soul of faith, 3

Forbes further held that justification before God is not just a simple

act of believing, but it is

1. 11-43.. Vol, I, p, 317.
2• Tbtd.. Vol. I, p. 197.
3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 77.
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an actual repentance, or at least a firm and deliberate intention
of mind to regulate, by the aid of divine grace our whole life
with fear and trembling, after the pattern of the Christian
religion. 1

frost this point of view, Forbes with the Remonstrants denied that

Christ's justice properly so called (that is, his obedience, as well
active as passive, and also his innate holiness, etc.) is so imputed
to us, that it itself subjectively inheres in ua, and that tlsus
we by it are formally made just. 2

This conviction so expressed, Forbes reiterated in the following w&y by

quoting the ttemonstants with approval,

It is absurd to say, that the obedience of Christ is formally
imputed to us on account of the obedience of Christ as an
initiative cause. 3

Robert Baillie in A Large Supplement the Canterburian Self-

Conviction. devoted the second chapter to the erroneous notions of

Forbes on election and salvation of man. Baillie alleged that the

writings of William Forbes and James Wedderburn went in the dark from

hand to hand like a precious treasure, but in his opinion it was nothing

less than "thesaurus carbonea. a treasure full of fiery eoales, ready

to enflane and burns to ashes, if not quickly quencht, the whole

Protestant Church.this is obviously an over-statement of the gravity

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 81.
2. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 139.
3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 141.
4. il. Rail lie, A l&rxe dtmnl oment of the C»

appended to the third edition of his jMwttjMI Au k f L<rist
l"ho Canterburians aclf-Conviction (London, 1641I','""pp. 14-15•
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on Forbes's theology is somewhat unfair and too much coloured by his

aversion to popery and Arminiunism. Even when so much is granted, it is

still time that Baillie'a criticism was not unfounded* He was justified

in sounding the alarm at the degrading of the fides sola .justificet in

so far as Forbes taught that "the removing of our sins is produced by

way of efficient disposition, by our faith, repentance, fear and other

acts inherent in us, which tb® assisting spirit of God helps our free

will to do before we be regenerateSuch a view is approxinciting that

of the Arrainians*

In one of the chapters on Justification, Forbes entered into an

inquiry concerning the certainty of predestination and final perseverance

in faith, here Forbes attempted to steer a middle course between the

various and opposing opinions while at the same time he appealed to his

audience to practise moderation in matters about which there have always

been dissentient opinions* Forbes*s own opinion on predestination and

perseverance does not present itself with clarity in this chapter* He

put it forward as his belief that "a true believer cannot have a

certainty of his Predestination or Election to glory, unless be have the

certainty of his final perseverance", but then he continued, "there is not

in this life absolute certainty about this latter", from which it also
2

follows that "we cannot have a certainty * * . of the former either."

1. Jbid., p. 29.
2* Considerationes. Vol. I, p. 271•
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Whether he conceived of predestination as rooted in God's foreknowledge

and whether it was his opinion that those justified could altogether

fall away from their faith and justice, is not at all lucid frost his

"modest consideration" of these much discussed theological problems.

It seeias, however, that ho was at least inclined to sympathise with the

Arniinians on these points.

Robert Baillie could not find himself in agreement with the tolerant

and broad-minded attitude of Forbes on these doctrinal points. For

Baillie such a disposition was tantamount to avowing "that it matters

little what we believe in these questions, whether we side with Arminius

and the worst of Papists, or with Austine, with the Synod of Bort, and

the rest of the reformed."1 The seventeenth century historian, John

Bow, went even further than DaiHie in stating his opinion that Forbes's
2

principles were "a hotch-potch of popery and Arminianism."

It is subject to no doubt that Forbes in his zeal for promoting

ecclesiastical moderation and peace, went much further than the Aberdeen

Doctors. In addition to showing himself an apologetist for such Roman

Catholic teaching and practices as purgatory, prayers for the dead,

invocation of angels and saints, he also sought reconciliation between
3

the views of Protestants and Roman Catholics on the Lord's Supper. In

1. K. Balllie, A barge Supplement of the Canterhurian Self-Conviction,
p. 27.

2. Row, pp. cit.. pp. 371-372.
3. MacMillan, on. cit.. pp. 174-175.
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this respect Baillie and How vero fully justified in perceiving "popery"

in Forbes®s views.

Twentieth century historians, no longer personally involved in the

theological struggles in which Haillie and how found themselves, and

consequently having perspective enough to express a more objective

opinion, agree that "Scotland was not indeed immme from Arrainian

influences",1 and that among those who adhered to such views, William

Forbes "was one of the most definitely Arminian and Mediaeval of the
2

conforming clergy." From the short review given above of some of

Forbes'a notions, one cannot find any reason to disagree with such a

judgment ou his theological views, and it must be admitted that Forbes

was "an avowed Arminian.

John Forbes (1593-1643)1
John Forbes, who became the most famous of the Aberdeen Doctors,

was the son of Patrick Forbes, bishop of Aberdeen. He entered King's

College, Aberdeen, in 1607» Some years later, he visited his exiled

uncle, John Forbes, in Middelburg and then enrolled at the University of

Heidelberg, lie remained there until 1615 when he moved over to Sedan to

study under his countryman, Andrew Melville. He returned to Scotland with

1. S.B. Henderson, hellgioas Life in c ave ifteen th-Cc i ltury >eoi land
(London, 1937), p. 90.

2. J. MacLeod, op. cit.. p. 64.
3. G.D. Henderson, "Arminianisa in Scotland", London Quarterly Review.

October, 1932, p. 494.
4. G. Garden, op. cit.; D.N.IS.. (1959-1960 edition), Vol. VII, pp. 402-

404? G.I. Robertson, "John Forbes of Oorso, his Life and Work",
unpublished B.Litt. Thesis, University of Oxford, 1961, gives copious
details.
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his Dutch wife, hoeto koosboom, and in 1620 he was appointed professor

of Divinity in King's College, a position for which he was pre-eminently

qualified due to his scholarship and erudition.

In his first publication, Ireiticma Aaatorihua Teritatia et Pacis Jn

fccclesja Scoticana which came from the printing press in 1629, he

defended with great learning and moderation the lawfulness of episcopacy

as well as the innovations in worship allowed by the bynod of Perth in

1618. In February 1637 he took some part in John Juris*s plan for

uniting the deformed and Lutheran Churches by setting out a scheme

shoving how the two great brunches of Protestantism might he reconciled.*
With the rise of the Covenanters, Forbes took a deliberate stand

against them. In April 1638 he published his tract, A Peaceable teaming

to the Subjects in Scotland in which he considered the Covenant an

unlawful bond. Great efforts were made to induce Forbes to sign the

Covenant. His vide learning and high Christian character were

acknowledged and drastic proceedings were stayed in the hope of his

submission. His final answer, however, was that he could not profess

what his conscience condemned,~

1. HacMillan, op. cit.« Chapter III.
2. Grub, epf eit.. Vol. Ill, p. 74.
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The theological views of John Forbes were also subjected to

examination. In his Diary, Forbes gave a short narrative of tba

proceedings of the Aberdeen Assembly in dealing with him.

Upon the day of August 1640, 1 was called and I compeared before
the Generail Assomblie and the moderator thereof, Mr. Andro H&msay,
said to me in name and in presence of the whole Assomblie that the
Generail Assemblie hod found me ingenuous and orthodox and nather
Papist nor Aminian. 1

This acquittal by the Assembly on theological ground was not enough

to enable Forbes to retain his chair of Divinity and he was deposed

for his refusal to sign the Covenant. In 1643 when the Solemn League

and Covenant was sanctioned by both General Assembly and Parliament,

John Forbes left Scotland and sailed for Campvere on the 5th of April,

1644. A year later his ry.^s, opH?., ,.^s;foxiq9-'ff>?9,*9*i9a9

was printed in Amsterdam. In 1646 he returned to Aberdeen where he died

two years later.

The Assembly's exoneration of Forbes on the charge of Arminianisra

drew consnent from a modem writer on the Aberdeen Doctors who expressed
2

his doubt whether they were "altogether justified in doing so." While

admitting that Forbes was not carried away by the new movement in

theology, he nevertheless perceived Arainianism in the teaching of

Forbes, although "his Arrainianiam must have been of a very mild type.""'

mm-w mine, n i wieimii whumi h * mi

1. J. Spalding, Memorialls of the Trubles in Scotland ami Srigland.
AI). 1624 - Al>. 1645. (Spalding Club, Aberdeen, 1850), Vol. I, p. 447.

2. Hachillan, op. cit., p. 114.
3. Ibid.
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This conclusion is mainly baaed on Forbes'a conception of predestination.

Forbes thought it blasphemous that Clod should be held responsible,

whether in a direct or indirect way, for a damnation of a section of

the human race.^ He believed that salvation and good works were

predestined but in respect of the wicked deeds of man leading to his

damnation, these, Forbes maintained, were not predestined by God, but
2

might be said to be foreknown. Apart from this, Forbes regarded himself

as an Augustinian and a Calvinist.

Apparently this wider element in Forbes'■ view on predestination

gave no offence to the theologians o£ aethexuand. In his Instructiones

he voiced similar opinions; nevertheless his work was prefaced by a

formal recommendation by the theological faculties of Leiden, Utrecht
3

and Franeker. This alone is nearly ample proof of the orthodoxy of

Forbes. From the ranks of the Kemonstrants Gerard Yossius also consented

to the printing of the book, although he realised that some parts thereof
4

were contrary to his own views represented in his historia '< olagiantt.

The sentiments of John Forbes on episcopacy stood in the sign of

moderation. Like his father he held the episcopal system to be scriptural

and lawful, and not destructive to, nor inconsistent with the presbyterian

1. Ibid., p. 115.

2. Ibid., p. 118.
3. U.K. Story, The Apostolic Ministry in the Scottish Church.

(Edinburgh, 1597), p. 278,
4. J. Spalding, Hemprialla of the Trubles in Scotland and England

AD. 1624 - AD. 1645 (Spalding Club. Aberdeen. 1851). Vol. II. P. 504.
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form of church government. Ko considered the absence of a bishop in

those churches governed by cocaromi preabyterorum consllio not as an

essential but as an economical defect because the presence of a bishop

did not belong to the true nature of the church.^
Finally, to characterise the ecclesiastical ami dogmatical position

of John Forbes in a negative way, one can quote with approval the
2

statement that he was "neither an Anainian nor a high prelatist."

James Sibbald (c. 1590 — ca 1650)

James Sibbald ma educated at Mariscnai College where he also

prelected on Natural Philosophy from 1622 to 1626* Thereafter he was

admitted to the first charge of St. Nicholas' Church, Aberdeen. In the

same spirit as his colleagues, he strongly opposed the Covenant. For

this reason ho considered it unsafe to remain in Scotland and fled in

March 1639 but he returned to his parish in October of the same year.

The General Assembly which met at Aberdeen in 1640 summoned Sibbald,

as well as other non-subscribers of the Covenant, to appear before a

committee of the Assembly to give account of their deeds and misdeeds.

The grave accusations against Sibbald were that he had opposed

1. Ibid.. Vol. IX, ?. 500.
2. J, MacLeod, op. sit., p. 64.
3* Biographical details! Gordon, op. cit«. Vol. Ill, pp. 228-230}

B.N.3.. (1959-1960 edition), Vol. XVIII, pp. 177-178.
4. Grub, op. cit,. Vol. Ill, p. 73.
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the Covenant and had refused to sign it, and that "he had preached

poyntea of Arrainianisme publickly in the pulpitt of How Aberdeen."'

The witness for the Assembly was Samuel Rutherford who when an exile

at Aberdeen had heard Sibbald preaching. Sibbaid defended himself and
2

denied Rutherford*s accusations.

The testimony of Rutherford was not the only evidence against

Sibbald. Manuscripts of Sibbaid happened to come into the hands of his

adversaries and the Assembly took cognisance of these. Sibbald

objected to these papers being used as evidence against his since some

of them were short summaries of works read by him with a view to either
3

refuting or utilising them in sermons or publications. In a review

of the lawsuit against bin and his answers to the articles of the

accusation, light is shed on his own views. Many of his opinions

expressed, e.g. concerning the forty days* fast, expiation of sin by

almsgiving, the dedication and sanctity of churches, the justice of

Cod and the afflictions of the good and just, all these are net so

relevant here in tikis discussion.^ but his views on the antecedent

will and the consequent will of Cod stand in need of some elaboration.''

1, Cordon, op. cit.. Vol. Ill, pp.228-229.
2« Ibid.. Vol. "I» P. 229.
3. Gordon, op. cit., p. 54.
4. Ibid., pp. 54-56.
5. Ibid., pp. 56-58.



Sibb&lS's thoughts on the will of God, which is closely connected

with predestination and the extent of salvation, are not at all clearly

outlined* In the same way as William Forbes he often used arguments

without directly stating whether his own views were in accordance with

such proposals* In this manner he stilted that on antecedent will could

be either absolute or conditional* Recognising a certain degree of

ambiguity in Sibb&ld's theology, it would, nevertheless, not seem

incorrect to summarise his beliefs on the will of God as followsI There

is an antecedent will in God desiring the salvation and holiness of all

people to whom the sufficient means thereto are offered, since

innumerable men, so far as we can ascertain, are deprived of the

necessary means of salvation* The punishment of sin in a state of

eternal separation from God, that is, the perdition of a part of the

human race, cannot be brought under the antecedent will of God* bibb&ld

disapproved strongly of those who neglected to realise the relationship

between predestination and foreknowledge. If the point should be

discussed, he said, he would rather incline to the view that the

ordaining of certain men to eternal death vas an act of justice in

accordance with the consequent will of God and presupposing the fore¬

seeing of sin. On the other hand he fully recognised and admitted that

there was nothing in nan, no hidden merits, by virtue of which God had

ordained some to eternal life*
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With these theological thoughts, Sibbald moved in line with John

Cameron and approached Arminianism. He expressed his disagreement with

the Arminians who, as he formulated it, asserted that God loved the

elect more than the others by his consequent will although he loved all

equally by his antecedent will.* lie was convinced that the Synod of Wort

was of the same opinion as he, even more so the delegates from Great
2

Britain. Sibbald was not fully justified in his claims, for although

the British theologians at Bort chose a milder view, his notions showed

more resemblance to those of John Cameron, Moise Amyrald and Richard

Baxter and their hypothetical universalis^.

Sibbald ended his retrospection of his case with a plea for

moderation and he quoted the Church of Lyons on the articles expressing

the opinion that God willed all to be saved}

... let us restrain ourselves with a wholesome moderation, so
that we may neither be bold to despise things nor attempt to
affirm them as if necessary ... And if even those good men who
framed this definition wished to preserve the moderation of their
piety, they would have done better to pass this matter over in
silence, and have allowed to each his opinion according to his own
faith and authority which he think most to be recognized, and the
quarrel between them of such a long anil pernicious contention,
being finished, the peace and unity of the Church of Christ would
be restored. 3

The General Assembly of Aberdeen did manifestly not share Sibbald'c

1. , p. 57.
«-• Ibid«, p. 57.
3. Ibid.« p. 58.
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idea of allowing everyone his own opinion. On the evidence of Rutherford

and the contents of Sihbald's papers he was found "verie corrupt" in

many points of doctrine, and was deposed.^ The next Assembly held at

St. Andrews in 1641 again opened the file of Sibbald and took a second
2

look at his papers, some of them still "ssaellit of Armenianisme."

It would not be equitable to place Sibbald in a theological camp

where he did not want to be, but it would be both fair to him and just

to history to say that he cannot be considered an orthodox Calvinist

on account of his views on predestination and universalisra which were

very close to those of John Cameron and the Armininns.

Robert Baron (c. 1593-1639). ^
Robert Baron studied and distinguished himself at St. Andrews

University where he became professor in Philosophy. With the advance¬

ment of Patrick Forbes to the diocese of Aberdeen, Baron succeeded him

in the parish of Keith in Banffshire. In 1626 he was appointed one of

the clergy of Aberdeen and the next year he became the first professor

of Theology in Marischal College.

1. R. Haillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 248.
2. J. Spalding, Hemorialla of the Trubles in Scotland and England

AD. 1624 - AD. 1645 (Spalding Club, Aberdeen, 1851), Vol. II, p. 58.
3. Biographical detailsi J. MacPherson, "A Scottish Schoolman of the

17th Century", Presbyterian and Reformed Review. 1900, pp. 309ff.|
U.N.11.. Vol. I, (1959-1960 edition), p. 1190; Gordon, op. clt..
Vol. Ill, pp. 235-249.
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When Samuel Rutherford was banished to Aberdeen, be was confronted

by "the great doctors" who, as he asserted, openly preached against him

in the pulpit and tempted him with disputations.1 In these debates it

was usually Baron who took the initiative and troubled Rutherford with
2

discussions on the "Arminion controversies." These disputes left no

doubt in Rutherford's mind that in doctrine the Aberdeen Doctors were

3
all corrupt.

The (lener&l Assembly of 1640 did not fail to agree with Rutherford's

verdict. Although Baron had died in August and thereby had escaped

much of the rancour and religious animosity, the Assembly would neither

allow his theological beliefs to rest with him nor permit them to escape

censure. Baron's contemporary, John Spalding, recorded that Baron's

wife was ordered to appear before the Assembly bringing vitb her her

husband's papers. The papers when seen by the Assembly, "were not

found soundThere was also produced a letter from the archbishop

of Canterbury to Baron, as well as two other letters addressed to

Alexander Ross and Baron, which the Assembly construed as "all tending

to the maintenance of Arainianisra". In the letters, it was alleged, a

reward was promised if they would cause Edward Raban, the printer to the

1. Letters of Samuel Rutherford, ed. A.A. Ronar (Edinburgh, 1891),
p. 189.

**• t'-id. . p. 239.
^id.. p. 275.

4. J. Spalding, History of the Troubles and Memorable Transactions in
Scotland (Aberdeen, 1829, New edition), p. 192.
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town council and Aberdeen University "to imprint in the Book of Common

Prayer some passages of Armiiiianisa."^ In his report on the proceedings

of the Assembly, iiobert Baillie, whose "heart was only sore for good
2

lir. Barron", wrote to William Spang in September 1640 that Baron

"otherwayes ans ornament of our nation, we found has been much in multis
3

the Canterburian way."

Such a statement, although very vaguely formulated, would imply

that the Assembly considered him to be at least in sympathy with

Arainian doctrine, especially on the strength of Uutherford,s evidence

and the sentiments disclosed in the letters. Whether one can rely on

this evidence or not, it appears -that the Assembly*s judgment was not

unjust, for there are other sources revealing Baron's deviation from

orthodoxy. In n work attributed to Baron, namely, Disputatio do

UniversalItate mortis Christ! contra Rheterfortem. the author defended

the view that Christ had died for all men and had willed that all should

be saved.* This proposition is repeated and defended in his unpublished

"Septenarius Sacer de Principiis et Causis Firiei Catholicae". There can

be no doubt that Baron, in harmony with his colleague Sibbald, held

theological views similar to those of John Cameron. Hypothetical

mtm 11— innr rr innn-am»ir wirm iwnnnmi -linwmian -iui|j|f-UMan'-'JJHi'?-8uiiunwssj.»sia>/ 'avii>yewi^»w*'^v^—*

1. Ibid.. p. 192.
2. ft. Baillie, Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 221.
3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 248.
4. See also Gordon, pp. cit.. pp. 22-23.
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universal atonement, the possibility of all raen becoming reconciled to

God in Christ provided they believe, a certain extent of free will,

conditional predestination proceeding from God's foreknowledge, all

these were taught by JoJm Cameron and Baron alike.

Contemplating these factors of evidence, one cannot term Baron an

orthodox Calvinist, perhaps not even an advocate of "moderate Calvinism"^
as it was suggested. It is true that he often expressed his agreement

2
with the Contra-Jleiionstrants in his Fhilesophia Theolotiiae Ancillans

but that v&a in 1621. It was already pointed out that other theologians

in this period had altered their theological notions, and this is not

inconceivable in the case of Baron. It should also be noted that John

Cameron himself asserted that he approved of the Canons of Tbrtj

nevertheless, he went his own theological way.

tn conclusion, it is true but not definite enough to state that

Baron's "writings are Calvinistic, though not such as satisfied the
3

somewhat extreme Samuel Rutherford." Perhaps one could, without the

hasard of ascribing too ouch to Baron, characterise his theology as

liberal Calvinism resembling in many respects that of Jacobus Artainius

and John Cameron.

1• 0.1). Henderson, Religious Life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland
(London, 1937), p. 50.

2« j^bid., p. 87.
3. G.D. Henderson, "Arminianisra in Scotland", London Quarterly Review.

October, 1932, p. 494,
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Alexander ticrog^ie (1565—1659)^
Alexander Scroggie attended King's College and became a regent of

Karischal College. He ministered in the parish of Skene from 1603 and

in 1621 he was advanced by Patrick Forbes from Drumoak to Aberdeen. He

took the degree of Doctor of Divinity in King's College in 1627. In

March 1639 he refused to sign the Covenant and fled from Aberdeen.

At the Aberdeen Assembly in 1640 Scroggie was accused of not

subscribing the Covenant, of concealing adulteries end foroific&tions
2

within his parish, and of erroneous doctrine. The latter charge,

however, need not be taken seriously. Daillie reported that Scroggie,
3

as far as his theology vas concerned, was "not verie corrupt"• The

Assembly held another opinion and found him "guilty of Arnsinianism • "^
By reason of this and on account of the other charges of which the

refusal to sign the Covenant was the most serious, "he was deposed and
5

simpliciter deprived and preached no more at Old Aberdeen*.

In 1641 he petitioned the Assembly and offered to subscribe the
6

Covenant and to make a full recantation before the Presbytery. This

1. Biographical details! Cordon, op. cit., Vol. Ill, pp. 226-227.
2. J. Spalding, History of the Troubles and Memorable Transactions in

Scotland (Aberdeen, 1829, New Edition), pp. 192-193.
3. R. Baillie, betters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 248.
4. B.JL.S.. Vol. I, p. 292.
5. J. Spalding, History of tfre Trouble and Memorable Transactions in

Scotland (Aberdeen, 1829, Hew Edition), p. 192.
6. Gordon, pp. cit.. Vol. Ill, pp. 228-229.
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recantation did not include any dogmatical tenets, and from the

available infortaation nothing could be affirmed pro or contra his

Calvinism*

Alexander Uoss (1594-1639)

Alexander Uoss was born and educated in Aberdeen. In 1621 he

entered into the pastoral charge of Insch from where he was translated

to Footdee, near Aberdeen in 1631. Five years later he was back in

Aberdeen as minister of At. Nicholas' Church, fehen the rest of his

colleagues departed from Aberdeen in March 1639 due to the troubles and

turmoils of the times, uoss was bed-ridden, lie died on the 11th of

August in the same year before he could be suranoned to the Assembly of

1640*

In the sum® spirit of Patrick Forbes, Uoss showed himself no friend

of the Church of home, he stood solidly behind his bishop's attempts

to combat Uomanism by pen and proclamation and in his opinion Patrick
2

Forbes had almost 'plucked up Popish superstition by the roots."

About the doctrinal views of Boss, not much can be said. Attention

has already been directed to the letters addressed to Baron and Boss,

which the Assembly thought were tending to the maintenance of Arainianism.

1. Biographical details! MacMillan, on. cit.. pp. 255-256. Cordon,
op. cit>. Vol. Ill, p* 209*

2- fooarals Qf the Bight Beyeyend Pather-in-tiod. Patric^ Forbes pf
Corse. with a Biographical lemoir by U.F. Shand, (bpottisvoode
Society, 1845), p. 188*
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Apart from this there doca not seem to have been any charge of erroneous

doctrine against Ross, and there is apparently no reason for suspecting

hia of deviation from Cr.lviaisau

".illitua Leslie (hied c. 1654)

William Leslie studied at King's College and in 1617 he was

appointed one of the regents. He became the sub-principal of the College

in 1623 and principal in 1630. His opposition to the Covenant caused

his deposition in 1639. In addition to the "crime'* of not yielding to

sign the Covenant, he was accused of laziness, negligence in the
2

execution of his duties, as well as of excessive drinking.

The charge of unsound doctrine, and more specifically the teaching

of Arminianism, was not raised against hia. Leslie's contemporaries

are in unison in their praise of hia great learning and instructive

conversation, but practically nothing of his writings and thoughts is

left to posterity.

William Guild (1586-1657).3
William Guild was born and educated in Aberdeen and acquired a

pastoral charge in the city of his nativity. Although he was one off the

1. Biographical details: Gordon, on. cit.. Vol. Ill, pp. 231-232.
Machillan, ap. cit.. pp..256-261.

2. Gordon, op. cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 231.
3. Biographical details: J. Shirrefs, An Inquiry into the liifen Writings

and Character of the Reverend Doctor Williasa Guild. (Aberdeen. 1799).
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Aberdeen Doctors who propounded the Demands to the commissioners of the

Covenant on their arrival in Aberdeen in July 1638, he was one of the

first to sign the Covenant# This he did not do unreservedly but on two

conditions, namely, that he did not condemn the Articles of Perth as

being unlawful or articles of popery, and that he did not condom
1 2

episcopal government. In 1638 he took his seat at the Glasgow Assembly,

and two years later he became principal of King's College on which

occasion he was required to sign the Covenant unconditionally to which
3

he readily agreed.

hike Patrick Forbes, Guild was a strenuous adversary of iioiaariissa
4

Siiih he - -rote vr. riau:; vor.\r a,-;.Must the Cnurel of '<»:»« ' i:o -.a... not only

a convinced Protestant but there is also no reason to question the

quality of his Calvinism. There was never any charge of erroneous

doetrino brought in against him and there is no evidence that he inclined

to Arminianisa. liven John Spalding, his contemporary townsman, of whom

Guild was no favourite, could not find any ground for an accusation of
5

unsound doctrine.

t. jy^jSLsL* * P* 58.
2. Ibid., p. 59.

3. J. Spalding, History of the Troubles and Memorable Transactions in
Scotland (Aberdeen, 1829, New Edition), p. 146.

4. For his writing, so® Shirrefs, op. cit». pp. 15, 16, 24, 28, 32,
33, 34, 82, 83.

5- Ibid., p. 98.
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A Comprehensive Retrospect*

Reviewing the teaching of tho nine theologians of Aberdeen touched

on in the aforegoing pages, it almost seems a misnomer to speak of an

Aberdeen school of thought if by this one refers to their dogmatical

views. They did have much in common but the common ground was not

essentially of a doctrinal nature* They were all men of great learning

and accumulated knowledge; they excelled many others in godliness and

piety, sometimes even bordering on pietism; they were men who stressed

the importance and value of studying the Scriptures; they paid high

tribute to primitive Christianity; they emphasized and practised toler¬

ation and moderation; and finally, they preferred episcopalism to

presbyterianism.

In doctrinal matters, the Aberdeen theologians were not all of one

mind. In some sense, Patrick Forbes and William Forbes constituted the

two outer sides within the bounds of which the dogmatical pendulum of

the Aberdeen Factors oscillated. Between the antagonism of Patrick

Forbes and the accommodation of William Forbes in their attitude towards

the Church of Rome, the Aberdeen Doctors sought the middle way in their

desire for promoting peace and unity among the Protestant churches. In

this ideal they were prepared to set aside some articles of belief on

which men differed and to concentrate on the "fundamentals." In the

second place, with on the one hand the strict Calvinism of Patrick

Forbes, and on the other hand the pronounced Arminianism and inclination
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to Roman Catholic doctrine of Villi&n Forbes, the Aberdeen Doctors again

tried to steer the middle course in which they themselves ranged from a

milder Calvinism to a milder Arninianissa.

To attempt to fit the Aberdeen Doctors in one or other theological

category could prove to bo unfair or even misleading. At the risk of

this, but from the available information one can perhaps broadly and

generally state that John Forbes and William Guild Here convinced

Ca.lviiu.3ts, that against Alexander Scroggie, Alexander Boss and William

Leslie no Arminianism could be proved, but that James Sibbald and Robert

Baron voro not free from Aminianism. The Aberdeen Doctors did not stress

the dogma. Their attitude towards doctrinal tenets was more or less,

pauca predentin. rmlta agenda. For them the practical virtues carried much

more weight than transcendental dogmatical systems. That is why Robert

Baill.ie could say, "we faiwl them irresolut about the Canons of Dort

as things they have never seen, or at least considered."^ Their approach

of accentuating Use Bible teaching, piety, duty, ecclesiastical peace,

and toleration had the effect of minimising the value of dogmatical

formulations, whereby they were moving in the direction of an undogtaatical

Christianity, free from doctrinal fetters.

With this comprehensive approach they approximated Arminius who

emphasised the very same points and who, from his vision, of man and his

1. R. Boillie. .Letters and Journals. Vol. I, p. 248.
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imderstanding of Scripturo, cruse to assume views not compatible with

orthodox Calvinism. The Aberdeen divines could be called the followers

of Arrainius in so far as thoy breathed the same spirit as he had done,

but on dogmatical grounds thoy cannot b« equated in an unqualified rsanner

with Arainius,

In view of this, such a general statement as "their theological

system had more in common with that of Pelagius and Arriinlus than with

that of Augustine and Calvin"* cannot b® accepted without qualification#

The same applies to the op osita assertion, that "the Doctors were all

Cnlvinists on such matters as predestination, justification by faith,

irresistibility of grace, original sin, and the true believer remaining
2

in the state of grace#" The fact is that both these contradictory

conclusions contain a part of the truth, namely that while the Aberdeen

Doctors were Calvinistic on the vhole, a general spirit of free inquiry,

of Independent thought, of dogmatical freedom and tolerance, of stressing

the due ami duty of man, prevailed in Aberdeen after the fashion of

Arainius and Cameron, and that this general spirit modified some

particular Calvinistic doctrines in conformity with those of Arroinius

and Cameron#

1# P.#H# Story, The Apostolic Ministry in the Scottish Church {Edinburgh,
1897), p. 278#

2# Robertson, op# cit## p# 13#



THE CASE 0? JOHN SIMSON

The ye»rs which succeeded the Glasgow Assembly of 1633 and the era

of th® Aberdeen Doctors were distinguished by the supremacy of the

Covenantors in the Scottish ecclesiastical field.1 Prominent men such

as Robert Raillie, Snmel Rutherford, George Gillespie and, James Durham

continued to raise a voice of warning against Arrainianisra.

Robert Baillie'o Ifidonsiu^ aYTOKATAKwas still in demand* In

1641 a I»B.rgc fluijuloment of the Oentff rburi»n Golf—Oonrpotion was affixed

to it* His Antidote against Arminianism- was reprinted in 1652, entitled,

"A Scotch Antidote against the Efa^liah Infection of Arninisni".mo". In

his letters he continued to express his anxiety and abhorrence of

Arm-minnisra*^
3

Samuel Rutherford was a prolific writer. Apart from his Fxer-

citationes Apolopeticftp j>ro Pivlna Gratia* in which he copiously discussed

the Arminian doctrine, his lectures covering more or less the same ground

1* J»l>, Douglas, Liffht in the North, the Story of the Scottish
Covenanters (hsceter, 1964)*

2. 8. BaiHie, Letters and Journals. Vol. Ill, pp. 340, 465*
3* Letters of Hamuel authorford, ed* A.A. donar (Edinburgh, 1891),

pp* 30-31 for a full list of Rutherford's works*
4. Vide supra, p.68.
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ware published in Utrecht in 1668 ns Kxamen Arminianismi. While these

two books were primarily concerned viih the Arainier theology and

controversy, oven in taany of his other written works, he could not refrain

from constantly referring to tho errors and dangers of Arminianism.1 In

all these hooks he raveolod himself as an intellectual, theological and

religions giant* Ihia to his fame and erudition he was twice invited to

the Netherlands to occupy a divinity chair in the Universities of
2

Harderwyk and Utrecht, both of which he did not accept*
3

Oeorge Gillespie in his treatise on Miscellany Questions* did not

hesitate to label the Armtnians as "heretics" who "bring forth to the

light of the sun what is hid within the minds of other unr©generated

persons as in so many dark dungeons,"*
David Dickson, Divinity professor in Glasgow and after that,

Edinburgh, wrote a treatise entitled "Praelectiones in Confession©® Dei".

1 • r"*3* Christ Dying and Drawing Sinners to Himself (London, 1647),
pp. 311-312, 328, 368, 369, 375, 376, 392, 403, 416-418, 426} The
Preeminence of the Election ef Kings, or a Plea for the Peonlo*~ghf
(London, 1648), pp. 43, 222j A Free hisputatiou against irre tended
Liberty of Conscience (London, 1649), p. 122} Djgputatio Scholastica.
tie Mvina iProvidentia (Edinburgh, 1649). Were reference to the
Arminiane abound as is to be expected from the sub-title, a part of
which reads, "adversus Jesuitas, Aminianos, Socianoa"; The Covenant
of Life Opened (London, 1655), pp. 57-65, 168—172.

2. J, Murray, The Life of Samuel Uuthorford (Edinburgh, 1828), pp. 257-
260. * " — -

3. Published in 1649. liepublished in Presbytery Armour (Edinburgh,
1844), Vol. II.

4* Presbytery Armour. Vol. II, p. 64.
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This was posthumously published in 1684 as Truth's Victory over Error* in

which the reader is repeatedly confronted with the theology of the

Areainitms. In every case the refutation of these tenets consisted in

numerous Bible quotations.
2

James Durham in hie Christ Crucified , a selection of 72 sermons on

Isaiah 53, also crossed swords with the Armini&sis. The title page

describes the book as a work "whorein also Adversaries of the truth, as

bocini&ns, Arssiinians and Antir.oiai.nns are smartly, solidly and succinctly

reasoned and refuted."

Not only Durham, but other ministers an well referred to Amini&niara

and attacked it in their sermons, "'odrow mentioned Alexander Dunlop

who entered the ministry in 1643 or 1644 and who "preached over the

Arainian controversy in the pulpit to hia people"."* Another sinister,

deorgsJ llutehesoB, waa, according to Wodrow, "tainted in hia youth with
Arainianiam". Having realised hia erroneous doctrinal position, h©

strongly preached against the "deceitfuli Aminiana."*
In such an atmosphere, one is not surprised at the undue mispieion

which abounded. John sprang, Professor of divinity and Principal of

1. In 1725 another edition was printed by William Ihtoean, Glasgow.
2. the ftsll title reads, Christ Crucified, or the Harrow of the Goapel

evidently hoidea forth in y-j-lX Sermons on the whole 53 Chanter of
Isaiah (Edinburgh, 1683)•

3* S, Xo&row, Analeeta (Glasgow, 1843), Vol. Ill, pp. 16-17.
■ '• '".-n. ' '• ,

4. Ibid., pp. 12-13.
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Olasgov University from 1625 to 1650 was suspected of adhering to

"L&udian, popish and Aratinian schemes in points of doctrine." Ilia

positive assertion that he cordially assented to the decisions of the

Synod of Dori and the Confessions of the Church of Scotland, gained him
in 1650 the certificate of orthodoxy.1

When presbyterianiom was restored in 1690, aftor an intermediate

period of episcopalism during the years 1661 to 1689, m alertness of

Arrainianiam appeared. A letter addressed to the General Assembly of

1690 vented anxiety over the episcopal clergy, "many of them tained with
2

the leaven of Popery, Arminianism and Socinianisra." A purging committee

visiting the universities in 1690 were instructed, to pay attention to

errors in doctrine, in particular as to popish, Arminian and Socinian

notions. This committee was not at all satisfied with the dogmatical

position of John iitrachan, Professor of Divinity in the University of

Edinburgh. The second article on their charge-shoot against him rend

"that ho is commonly rejmted to be an Arainian and he preached and
3

maintained Arainian and Pelagian principles in the Trone-church."

Strachan refused to answer directly whether he was an Artainian or not.

A similar charge was raised against his colleague, Alexander Hunro and

1. H.M.B. Held, Yhe Divinity Principals in the UniveysAty of Glasgow.
1545-1654 (Glasgow, 1917), pp. 284-?85.

2. Patrick Walker, fliographia Preabyterianai The Life and Death of . . .
Mr. Jtuass MenvicK (Edinburgh, 1837), Vol. II, p. xxv.

3• Presbyterian Inquisition as it W« lately Practised against the
y-xofoaaors of the College of Edinburgh. Aug. and dept. 1690 (London,
1691), p. 73.

4. Ibid., p. 78.
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both were deprived of their academic chair.^
The charge of Armininnisra was a common one. Episcopal clergy were

generally characterised during this time as being "addicted to Arminianism
2

and Socinianism,"" At the same time, a pamphlet by an episcopal writer

remarked that the learning of the presbyteriaua was only found in their
3

ajiii-^lrminian metaphysics.

The 18th century "case history" of the Scottish clurcL commenced

with the trial and deposition of James Graham, episcopal minister of

Dunfermline and former professor of Humanities at St. Andrews University.

One of the charges against hira was the preaching of dangerous errors.

Of this charge, Graham said, "X was painted out in a most hideous manner

as a rank Aminian, tho I had in express terms disclaimer Arminieniem•

Resulting from the case of Graham, the General Assembly promulgated in
5

1704 an act forbidding the teaching of Arminian errors. In 1711 the

Assembly included Arminianism among the doctrines, tenets and opinions
6

to be disowned by candidates for ordination.

Only three years after this Act, John Eimson, Professor of Mvinity

at Glasgow endowed with the task of training candidates for the ministry,

1. A. bower, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 315.

MliVtt ft tfe. the
Presbyterian Eloquence (London, I694)p. 56.

3. The Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence, or the Foolishness of their
Teaching's Hi'scoverW(horaI~n." TsfffT .second ad., p, 15.

(London, 1719), p. 4.
5. Principal Acts of the General Assembly. 1704, p. 13.
6. Principal Acts of the General Assembly. 1711, p. 19.
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wis to stand trial for the alleged teaching of Armixti&n doctrine. When

it is asserted that he was "the first notable heretic within the Scottish

Church, -toe first to strike a blow that roused her from the slumber in

which she had long lain", and when the theological views of the professor

are narrowly defined *s "Arminian heresies'",' thou the necessity for a

closer examination of the "heretic", the "heresies" and the "blow"

becomes obvious.

Tixs Curriculum Yitae.

2
John Simson was bom on 13th July, 1667. Mis father was Patrick

Siason, minister of Renfrew and the author of a volume of spiritual
3

songs of commendable quality. A selection of these poems was sanctioned

by the General Assembly of 1708 for use in the church, hut this

intention did not materialise. It is considered possible that the

son's reputation for heresy prevented the publication of his father's

hysons as en official manual for praise.**
After he had studied at the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1. Ff.F. Henderson, The Religions Controversies o,f Scotland. (Edinburgh,
1905), p. 4.

2. li.h.h. iueid, fits, Uviiutv i£s£SM£3£Jt j& M& ot SSMKSSU
(Glasgow, 1905), p. 4.

3. A Dictionary of Kyanoloey. ed. J. Julian (London, 1957), Vol. II,
pp. 1023, 1024, 1058.

4. H.M.H. Heid, Th^i^inaty^Professors in. the University of Glassy,
(Glasgow, 1923), p. 204. Shis supposition of lie id is considered to
be far-fetched and the reason is sought in the quality of the verses,
bee, » .J. Couper, "'fho Leviileal Family of Limson", -.C.H.S..
(Edinburgh, 1932), Vol. IV, p. 229.
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he assumed a position as librarian in Glasgow. In 1696 ho left his

country for Leiden to study theology under Johannes Marckius. Although

he received his theological training from such a renovned and orthodox

scholar, it is said that he "seems to have entered early into the

sentiments of the Remonstrants who ere better laaown in this country

(i.e. Scotland) as Arminians."^
On his twenty-first birthday, Sirason was licensed by the presbytery

of Paisley and became assistant to his father. In 1705 he vaa ordained

minister of Troquner where he officiated until 1708 when he was

appointed to the chair of Divinity in the University of Glasgow.

Very soon critics found reason for concern and complaint. It

became clear that Simson's training and teaching was of a different

stamp from that of his predecessor James Vodrow and that he «u pursuing

a course diverging somewhat from the older traditions. Already in

1710 a discussion took plane between the professor and Dr. Jsaws Webster,

a minister in Edinburgh, depicted by a contemporary who was not an

admirer of hira as "over-orthodox and as great bigot as any in the
2

country." Another hut similar testimony roads, "a man of great warmth
3

hut narrow spirit." Three years later there war another dispute between

1. Bower, op. clt.. Vol. II, p. 235.
2. E. Calaray, An Historical Account of ay own life, ed. J.T. Butt

(London, 1829), Vol. II, p. 161.
3. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 179.
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Simson and Webster "upon the head of doctrine and teaching of unwarranted

things" by birason.^ When the official Church Visitors called on his

parish, Webster pointed out to thera that "Simeon had rented both
2

Socinian and Arrainian errors•" The case was referred to the Presbytery

of Glasgow and the ecclesiastical wheels started to more -when- on the

27th of September 1714"* when Webster presented to the Presbytery the

document charging Simson with teaching sundry errors. However, as

high velocity is not one of the common characteristics of church

machinery, the investigation was protracted for three years to terminate

in ar- ambiguous judgment by the General Assembly in 1717.4
Shortly after this, the Marrow controversy assumed the place of

prime importance and kept the church in agitation for several years

In 1726 the spot-light moved bock to Sir,son when "melancholy accounts"

concerning Simeon*• heterodox views on the deity of Christ started to

circulate The doors were opened for another heresy trial conducted

by the General Assembly during the years 1726 to 1729.

The crux of the matter seems to be that Bimson in speaking of

1. R. Wodrov, Analecta (Glasgow, 1842), Vol. II, p. 239.
2. State of the Processes Depending against Mr. John Simson. Collected

by John Puadas (Edinburgh, 1728), p. 1.
3« p. 2.

4. The Principal Acts of the General Assembly. 1717. p. 17.

5. For the Marrow controversy, see H.F. Henderson, op. cit.. pp. 20-43.
X). Beaton, "the Marrow Of Modem Divinity and the Marruw Controversy",
ft.S.C.H.S. (Edinburgh, 1926), Vol. I, pp. 112-134.

6. R. kodrow, Correspondence. ad. T. McCrie (Edinburgh, 1843), Vol. Ill,
p. 234. —"~ -
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Jesus Christ had declined to use the terras necessary-existence or

independency in explaining the three Persons in one Uodhead. It was

alleged that he had said that these terras were impertinent, and not to

be used in referring to the Trinity? that they were philosophical

niceties, and ambiguous terras of art. Connected with this was the other

accusation that he had said "that the tiiree persons of the Trinity are

not to he said to be either numerically or specifically one in substance

or essenceApart from these charges of heterodoxy concerning the

Trinity, it was also held against him that he hod vented opinions

propositions and hypotheses similar to those which were prohibited by
2

the General Assembly Act No. 9 of 1717. Thus the charge of Arrainianisra

appeared again in the second trial*

Although it was the conviction of the University of Glasgow that

"they cannot allow that any censure of an ecclesiastical nature upon the

said Mr. Simeon can affect his office in the University",^ the General

Assembly suspended hits from both teaching and preaching.4 Hinson lived

for another eleven years after his deposition, scrupulously observing the

silence imposed upon him. He died on 2nd February, 1740.

1- The Case of Mr. John Sitason. Professor of Divinity in the University
of Glasgow (Edinburgh, 1727. Infra abbreviated! The Case. 1727).
p. 42. This report gives details of the second trial.

2. Proceedings of the Committee appointed by the Assembly 1727.
Concerning Mr. John Siason (Edinburgh. 1729). PP. 1-5.

3. Munimenta Alraae Univoraitatis Glasguensis (Glasgow, 1854), Vol. II,
pp. 447.

4. Principal Acts of the General Assembly. 1729. p. 13.
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The Disputed Doctrines.

In the first libel dated 27th September, 1714, vhich was tabled

before the presbytery of Glasgow, ton "errors" maintained by Simson, wore

listed. Two days later a second charge-sheet produced a further thirteen

erroneous tenets supposed to have been held by Bimson.1 It is not

necessary nor relevant to dwell on all these points, but some time will

be devoted only to those having a direct or indirect bearing on Webster's

charge of Anainianism.

(1) Divine Election.

Hie unorthodox thinking of Simeon on this theological problem was,

as Webster saw it, that the Professor rejected both the supralapaarian

and the sublapsurian order of the decrees of God on man's election

and reprobation; that persons who are foreseen to believe are the

objects of election; that the decree of giving grace is upon God's

foresight of their using the means thereto; that Christ and his merit

is the cause of God's election; and that the decree of sending Christ
2

preceded his decree of election. In such teaching on election, Webster

sensed not only error, and not only an attack on orthodoxy, but the

very assertions of the Arminione. He quoted the Canons of Dort, the

1. Full details of the charges and Siiason's answers are to be found
in Hie Case of Mr. John Slmson. Professor of Divinity in the

Pl^Koy (Glasgow, 1715). (frfrTIbbreviatedi £&
Cose. 1715).

2. The Case. 1715, pp. 19, 20, 86.
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Confessions of Faith and Rutherford's Bxamen Arminianismi to substantiate

his unshakable belief that the Professor's views were alien to Reformed

theology, contrary to the Synod of Bort and hostile to Scripture truths.1
Simeon's reply to these severe charges was that the Confessions

followed neither the supralapsarian nor the subl&psarian view and that

he proposed a third, being a compound of these two, because both schemes
2

were labouring under insurmountable difficulties. He denied that h©

held the doctrine of election on foreseen faith and regretted that his
3

accusers would have him to be "all one with the Arainian notion." In

his own opinion on election, so he assured the presbytery, there was

"not tho least apex of the Arminian scheme."4
He summarized his views on election and grace as follows)

According to my opinion, Cod does not decree to give regenerating
grace upon the foresight of people using means appointed by him
according to tho liberty of their free-will • • • but, on the
contrary, He decrees to give regenerating grace to those, whom,
in the decree of election, He has determined to use these means
appointed by him for obtaining thereof, and to whom, in the use
of these means He has determined to give it, so that none but the
elect do use these means, and in the use of them, receive that
grace. 5

hike Webster, Simson also appealed to Rutherford and to the Synod

1. Ibid., pp. 19, 21.
2» Ibid.. p. 87.

3. Ibid.. p. 93.
d. ibid.. p. 93.
5. Ibid., pp. 96-97.
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of Dort to prove that he did not cross the borders of traditional

Calvinism, that his views were not the same as those of the Arminians

which were "contrary to Scripture, our Confessions and the Synod of

Dort."1

(2} Original Sin and Infants.

An alleged expression by Simeon in a discussion of infante dying

in infancy that "none go to hell for original sin", was enough for

(•abater to label such a statement as "gross Aroinianisra, condemned
2

by orthodox divines ... such as our learned and holy Hutherford."

Simeon granted it to bo an Arminian proposition to say that Cod

cannot justly condemn a person merely for original sin, but such an

3
error, Sirason said, he disowned and refuted. His own hypothesis was

that "probably Cod will not cast into hell merely for original sin

who is guilty of no actual sin, "and such a supposition he denied to

be Arminian.* On the contrary, he produced evidence to show that this

view had really been maintained by "some of the most eminent of our

orthodox divines, and I cannot find it among the errors rejected by

the Synod of Hort."^

Ibi(3» PP* 8"U 93.
2. ibid.. p. 22.
3« t F* 98#
4. Ibid., p. 117.
5. Ibid., p. 117.
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(3) The extent of redemption*

Webster perceived in Simaon'a teaching the Armiaian thought of

universal redemption because the professor made "Christ the universal

remedy for Jews, Mohammedans and pagans" and that Simeon maintained

that the Covenant of grace embraced them all*'
This charge Simson rejected with conviction and replied that "the

Arminians taught that Christ is the universal remedy by vhich God

designed or intended to save all mankind, although in the event they

be not all saved*" This, &irason said, was not his view. On the contrary,
2

"this is so far from ebing maintained by me that I yearly refute it*"

In tho some manner he denied that he had maintained that "the Covenant

3
of grace was made with Jews Turks and pagans*"

(4) The means and freo-will.

Concerning idle use of means to salvation, Webster considered that

Simeon's notion on the connection between tho unrenewed man's actions

and saving grace was Arrainian because he (Sioson) attributed man's

salvation to man's own desire to be saved and his own ability to apply

the necessary means thereto*^
According to Simson, this was not his view* Ue asserted that he

was of the opinion that all the means, ordinary and extraordinary, by

1» Ibid;* * p* 22*
2* Ibid*« p* 98*
3. Ibid*, p* 103.
4* ibid * * p* 23*
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which men were to be converted, were specially determined in the

Covenant of redemption and decree of election.^ He maintained that the

using of the means of obtaining grace cannot be ascribed to man himself

or to man's own free—will, but "to Clod by whom he was guided and excited
2

to every step in the right use of these means." This, Simeon concluded,

is not Arwini&n, and is not contrary to Scripture doctrine or the sum of

it in the Confessions and Catechisms, and it is not to be found among the

Arminian errors rejected by the Synod of Dort.

(3) Cod's glory and pin's happiness.

The Professor's opinion on the relationship between Cod's glory

and man's happiness has no direct bearing on Arminianism and Vfebaior

did not charge him with Arminianisa in this respect. This opponent of

Simson, however, took exceptions to the Professor's view because, as

he understood it, ditason placed such an undue emphasis on the happiness

of man that he even considered it, and not Cod's glory, as the auiaiaum

3
oonua. In this Webster undoubtedly saw a serious deviation from

Calvinism which used to proclaim the honour and glory due to Cod for

this was exactly one of the objections against Armini&ni&m, a system

in which its opponents perceived a shifting in accent from Sod to man.*

1. P* 218.
2« Ibid.» p. 219*
3« thid.. p. 222.
4. ^bjW, , pp. 26*29.
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In a lengthy answer,1 JSiason tried to make it clear that the glory

of God and the bliss of man were neither opposites nor hostile to each

other. Briefly stated, his views were us followi

(a) The highest aim of Gad with the world and with man is that they

should show the glory of his perfections, and even nan's highest good
2

or chief end is subordinate to the glory of God.
3

(b) In seeking to glorify God on earth, mr,n finds happiness.

(c) Bui then nan's active glorifying of God here and now, lends to

the full enjoyment of God eternally hereafter.*
(d) These two,,active glorifying God here find enjoying God hereafter,

are interrelated and interwoven, Sirason explained it this ways

Supposing we should glorify God here as he requires, He could
not be glorified thereby unless we also enjoy him for ever;
and on the other hand, God cannot be glorified by our enjoying him
for ever unless we should first glorify him here by the exercise
of faith and holiness.

The JudgmentHistory.

Having listed a few of the charges of Arrainianisra against Simson

and his replies to the accusations of erroneous doctrine, one should

attempt to assess the Professor's theological position. Was he an

1. Ibid., pp. 135-155.
2. Ibid., p. 137.
3. Ibid., p. 137.
4. Ibid., p. 139.
5. Ibid., p. 140.
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adherent to Arminian doctrine who successfully managed to camouflage

these tenets when he stood trial? Or was he free from Arminian

tendencies but committed to some theological views signifying a moving

away from the general, accepted theology of his day? Bid Webster in his

zeal overstate the case for Arrainianisra before the church councils,

or was Simaon an exponent of Arrainianisa but did the Assembly foil to

recognise or to admit the fact? Could Simson be termed a Galvinist?

Was he a heretic? These questions could be multiplied but these are

enough to point out the direction in the search for a possible answer.

During the course of history, many answers hove been propounded.

In his fears of the hazard of unorthodoxy in the teaching of Simson,

Webster was not alone, liobert Wodrow, though not as outspoken as

Webster who claimed that he would prove Simson "guilty of Socinianiam,

Jesuitism, and Arminionism, in an hour's time"seems to have shared

the belief in Simson's heterodoxy. In a letter dated 16th November
2

1711, Wodrow revealed a cordial friendship with Simson. Two years

later, he found it necessary to write« "I think the sense you put upon

ratio, evident propositions naturally revealed, seems at first view,
3

strained.** Although the committee entrusted with the investigation

1. B. Wodrow, Correspondence. Vol. II, p. 203.
2. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 251.
3. Ibid., Vol. IX, p. 1.
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of Simson's views reported that "there was nothing proven to the charge

of Socinianism, Arminianism and Jesuitism",* general satisfaction did

not prevail. Wodrow reported that in an attempt to soften expressions

previously used, on the eternal state of infants, Sinuson explained -tee
2

Covenant in a sense which he "did neither ever hear nor understand*"

Nevertheless, according to Wodrow, Simson's explanations of his teaching

failed to convince a considerable group within the Assembly* They

believed that he attributed too much to man's will to be saved whereby

he gave them just ground to suspect his orthodoxy.

That Wodrow was one of those who questioned Simson'a doctrinal

views, cannot be doubted. His belief that Arminianism was no fictitious

danger is clearly demonstrated in a letter written while the discussion

of the trial of Simson was dominating the conversations in the studies

nnd toe streets* In this letter he mentioned that he hod received

Balllie's Antidote aj^inst Arainitwisme. and then he added, "It hath

of a long time been my opinion that we are most in hasard in the church

of the Arminian and Pelagian errors."^ He further expressed his

willingness to assist and encourage the distribution of Oaillie's hook*

It is unthinkable that Wodrow did not have Simeon's "errors" in mind

when he was writing this letter*

1* Ibid** Vol. II, p. 692.
2* Ibid*. Vol* II, p. 261.
3* Ibid*. Vol. II, pp. 164—165*
4« Ibid*. Vol. II, p. 276.
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The finding of the Assembly of 1717 that the Professor had

"adopted soiae hypotheses different from what are cosatnonly used among

orthodox divines thai are not evidently founded on Scripture"^ was a

veiled admission of Simson's unorthodoxy* During the second trial this

verdict was construed by seme that "he had been condemned by the
2

Assembly in 1717 for Arminianisw." Needless to say, Dintson vehemently

protested against such an interpretation*

Another contemporary of Siraaon and a taesiber of the comiitee who

investigated find considered the process of James Webster against John

Jiraaon, was John Flint of Edinburgh* In his book entitled Exaoen

ioctrinae P* Johannis ♦-'iEson*^ ho stated and refuted Simsem's views.

The alleged errors of Siiason raay be catalogued as follows:^
(1) By natural revelation trod discloses to men his jlacabilitas or

reconei1iabilltas enabling them to understand the way of salvation*

(2) Clod's decrees were dependent on foresight*

(3) It is probable that all infants dying in infancy might be saved*

(4) Divine providence and predestination acts mediately by

surrounding cum and prevalent circumstances*

(5) The ultimate aim of men in serving Clod is -their own happiness*

1- Acts of general Assembly, 1717, p. 17.
2* The Case* 1727, p* xxxvi.
3* Printed in Edinburgh, 1717.
4. According to K.N.B. heid, The ftiyifiity ifrofossprs in the University

of Glasgow (Glasgow, 1923), p* 218*
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(6) There was no proper covenant made by God with Adam.

(7) There is en essential connection between the use of mans and

saving grace.

(8) Sin is not necessarily propagated through Adam's transgression.

(9) After the last judgment, there will be no more sinning in hell.

(10) Hie imputation of Christ's righteousness is merely formal.

(11) Reason together with Scripture should be used in theology.

(12) One and the same soul may exist in different bodies.

(13) The eating of blood is forbidden in the Now Testament.

(14) The moon may bo inhabited.

Flint saw three distinct features in Sirasos'a views, an enlargement

of the Gospel, an exaggeration of the natural powers of man, and an over¬

emphasis of tlx® ratio. Like Vebstor, ho did not hesitate to classify

Siason with the Arminians.

In 1717 another book examining Simaon's views and written by

another minister of Edinburgh, John McLaren, appeared. In his work,

The New Scheme of Doctrine.^ he covered more or leas the same ground as

Flint but hare extended over 457 pages. The similarities which he found

between Simson and the Arminians abounded, expressed in such statements
2

as "very like Arminian doctrine"; "very much the same with that which

1* The full title reads, The New Scheme of Doctrine contained in the
Answers to Mr. John Slmaoa. Professor of Divinity in tho Colled&e
of Glasgow. to Mr. Webster's Libel. Considered and Examined
Tbdinhurgh, 1717).

2. Ibid.. p. 10.
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1 2
Lirr.burg lays down"; "plainly symbolizes with the Arminians"; "he seems

3
to speak in the dialect of Liraburgh, the Arminiaa"; "Arminianistic

4 5
through and through"; and "plainly Arminian doctrine", jiust to mention

a few instances. McLaren devoted an exceptionally long discussion to

Simsoil's view cn infants dying in infancy. "If all infants dying in

infancy be saved, it would see® there is no election" McLaren concluded,

and then it would also follow according to McLaren, that Simaon's views

included universal redemption#**
7 8

James Hog and John Willison, ministers of the gospel joined the

ranks of th® critics and opposers of Simeon. Patrick Walker, another

contemporary of Simeon, wrote with much more zeal than knowledge about

the Professor's theological opinions. He described Sirnson as one of

"the new lights risen up to darken all the burning shining light ...

and to augment the anger of the Lord against sinful Scotland." Simson's

theology he characterized as "a hotch-potch or bagful of Arrian,

Arminian, Soeinian, Pelagian, old condemned damnable errors, infecting
9

the youth giving ground to fear it will spread further and leaven more."

1. Ibid., p. 54.

2. Ibid.. p. 96.
3. ibid... p. 119.

fbx&.« p. 226.
5. Ibid., p. 299.

6. Ibid.. p. 67.
7. Wodrow, Correspondence. Vol. IX, p. 3.
3. J&L Vhole and Practical Vorka of the Eeverand and Learned Mr. John

Williaon. late minister of the iiospel in Dundee (Aberdeen, 1817), p.
715.

9. P. Walker, Six Saints of the Covenant, ed. B.H. Fleming (London, 1901),
p. 149.
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After the Harrow controversy and the Secession, a new outburst of

accusations directed against the Church of Scotland and against John

Simson caused further ecclesiastical tension.

A dissenting writer enumerated fifteen reasons for not joining the

Church of Scotland, the tenth of which readss "In presume Presbyterian

dissenters cannot join with the Church, because she is unfaithful in

her doctrine, and the unsound are so numerous that the erroneous escape

1
just censure." According to the same author, the unfaithful attitude

of the Church became visible, not only in the lack of testimony against

"the hirelings, the Episcopal clergy, swarming like frogs thro* the
2

nation, venting their Arainian doctrine and damnable tenets" and in

tolerating a certain Mr. Robert Naiemith "to preach and print dangerous

Arminian errors","^ but also in the case of John dimson. Here the writer

charged the Church with error in doctrine and discipline because she

had failed to maintain "the great fundamental points of our true and

holy religion against Professor Simon's gross, blasphemous Arian,
4

Socinian and Armiaian tenets uttered."

In subsequent years those objections against the Church of Scotland

was repeated by the decoders. The four dissenting ministers Ebenezer

Erakine, William Wilson, Alexander Moncrief and James Fisher, refused

1• Plain Reasons for Presbyterians Dissenting froa the devolution
Church in cotland (n.p.V 1731). P. 91.

2. Ibid., p. 94.
3. P* 93.
4» ikii-t PP- 103-104.
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tine offer granted by the General Assembly of 1734 to restore them* In

their Reasons, published in the same year, they made it clear that their

grounds for dissenting vers not at all removed by the Assembly and that

they were still maintaining their complaint against the "dannable and

pernicious errors" taught by men like John dimsou without the least

fear of censure•* In a following testimony, they specified the
2

propositions held by Vinson as "very agreeable to the Arrainian scheme."

The succeeding years did not bring any marked change in the Seceders*

abhorrence of Vinson's "scheme of pernicious and dangerous principles•"

In his "Pelagian and Arminian errors" they saw a threat to the doctrine

of grace and constrained by the conviction that since Simeon*s time the

warmest opposition had !«sen offered to this doctrine, the Associate

Presbytery in session at Edinburgh in October 1742 felt themselves called
4

to pass an Act concerning the doctrine of grace.

Writing the history of the University of Edinburgh a century after

John Webster had accused John Siasoa of Arrainian errors, the narrator

Reasons, republished with other Secession writings in one volume,
entitled The .'ie-exatniaation of the Testimony. {Glasgow, 1779), p. 239.

2. Act. Declaration and Testimony (1737), republished in The He-
libcaaination of the Testimony, p. 113.

3- ict and Proceeding of the Appelate bresbvierv met at kdinhurah.
May. 1739. (Edinburgh. 1739). p. 16.

4. Act of the Associate Presbytery Concerning the Doctrine of Grace
(Edinburgh, 1744),,p. viii.
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assorted that "it is beyond a doubt that he (Sioson) was not Calvinist

but had vented Arminian opinions from the Chair."^
To this oloud of witnesses of the Arminian tendencies and tenets

of Simpson, can be added some of our own century who also traced some

or other resemblance between Simeon's views and Arminianism. One scholar

interpreted the overthrow of episcopacy as a liberation of Scotland

from Arminian tendencies, "but," he continued, "it failed to purge

completely the Eastern section of the church, and Simson'a election
2

to succeed Vodrow was a formidable blow to Western piety and doctrine."

A historian of the Free Church of Scotland picturing the various

theological undercurrents in Scotland at the beginning of the eighteenth

century, also mentioned the "heresy" of John Simson, which in his

opinion, van "the first instalment of Arminianism paid out to the

Presbyterian youthful divines of Scotland.""^
Other writers were more reluctant to attach the label of

Axainianism to Sirason's theology. One found it ample to terra Sirason's

teaching "a fresh thought",4 another saw the mild rebuke by the Assembly

of 1717 as "a tacit admission that neanomianism in some form or another

was henceforth to be allowed a place within the church."' But then, if

1. A. Bower, op. cit.« Vol. 11, p» 235.
2. a.M.S. aeid. The Mviflity Professors in the University of Glasgow

(Glasgow, 1923), p. 201. " **'"
3. D. MacLean, Aspects of Scottish Church History (Edinburgh, 1927),

p. 69.
4. hrummond, pp. cit.. p. 142.
5. J. Maelanes, The Evangelical Movement in the Hjghalnda of Scotland.

1688—1800 (Aberdeen, 1951), p. 171.
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the proposition could bo accepted that the then, prevailing neonomianism

ifas of "a generally Artainian character",1 it would follow that Simeon's

views were generally Arminian.

The Case Reconsidered.

It requires no special insight to realize that a list of critics

and their verdicts on Sirason's theological views offer no proof, not to

mention conclusive proof, for the belief that Simeon was maintaining or

supporting Anoinian propositions. Such judgments are more illustrative

of the attitude towards Arminianism than descriptive of Birason's beliefs.

In the same way, Binson*s initial acquittal by the committee who
2 3

investigated the case, the General Assembly's taciturnity in judgment,

and the Professor's own testimony of adherence to the Confessions and

Catechisms,1 are also not to be taken as convincing evidence of hie not

having subscribed to some Arminian views,

What is truth? Where is truth to be found? These are perplexing

questions also to the historian. Judging from the comprehensive evidence

in the case of John Birason, perhaps this is part of the truths Simson

did not wilfully intend to attack the doctrine of the Church, to under-

1. J. MacLeod, op, oit.. p. 139,

2. Vodraw, Correspondence. Vol, XI, p. 692.
3. Prjuicijja.1 Acts of tha General Assembly. 1717, p. 17.
4. The Case, 1715, ?• 60.
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mine Calvinism or to promote Arminionise. He attempted to rephrase the

doctrine of the church end, seen from an orthodox Calviuistic point of

view, he vent too far in his statements.

Relevant and important is Sirason's answer to the accusations raised

by John Webster.^ He affirmed

(1) that h© had found himself sometimes obliged to avail himself of

other arguments than those used by Marckius and other theologians in

explaining the truth.

(2) that he had made use of some other propositions purely

speculative or only probable and having no nocessery connection with

faith or practice, to answer the eavills of adversaries.

(3) that ho had advanced some opinion wholly new. This he defended

as follows:

That some things now and useful maybe found out and lawfully
proposed by me, or any other professors, minister or Christian X
hope, will be thought reasonable by all who consider that several
new things, whereby the knowledge of the truth was promoted, have
been advanced since our first Reformation from Popery Confessions,
which their compilers designed as a means to increase but not to
restrain people's growth in grace and in knowledge of Cod and of
the truth of the gospel. And this will still be allowed by those
who are persuaded that our knowledge in Divinity is not yet arrived
at perfection and that the Spirit is not yet restrained more than
formerly ... 2

With these statements Simson admitted that h® bad used other

arguments, speculative arguments and new arguments not being used by

1• The Case. 1715, pp. 60-65.
2* Ibid.« p. 63.
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orthodox divines. But this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion

thai as far as doctrine was concerned, he was deviating from the

Confessional roads, making inroads on Calvin1st theology or paving the

way for heresy# It would not be too tolcrent to Sim.son to aay that he

was no heretic, at least not in respect of his first trial# He denied

all the charges of unorthorloxy, he attested his adherence to the doctrine

contained in the Confessions and Catechisms, and he never intended to

overturn the wall© of belief of the church. Vhat is also important, is

that the combined wisdom of the General Assembly did not find hira guilty

of holding or disseminating beliefs contrary to the official teaching#

Granted that church councils are not infallible in their investigations

and judgment, and thai there could be factors obscuring the objectivity

of the judgment, nevertheless, it is perhaps not incorrect to assert

that one can only be branded as a heretic through the official verdict

of the church.

Simson wr?s in one way or another engaged in a theological

restatement of the articles of faith. In such a reconstitutioning

there ere at least two potential rieks, the possibility of such a

restatement being misunderstood, and the possibility of failing into

erroneous expressions. Considering the case of Stason, one gets the

impression that both these possibilities became realities. That he was

misunderstood and misrepresented by Webster who reconstructed his

(Simson*fl) statements in an Arminian scheme, seems more than only
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conceivable. Webster and those of hit, opinion were convinced that the

doctrinal truths were clearly and adequately defined in the Confessions

and Catechisms and they construed dissimilar terminology as deviating

theology.

It is also true that Simeon*o reconstruction revealed sobs &-

Calvinistic notions. This is evident in his views on predestination

which was neither supr&lapsarian nor infralapsarian but this need not

count too heavily against him, although it seems that Calvin had favoured

the supralapsarian view.^ Simon can be called a "philosophic
2

necessitarian" in this respect. He denied the time—honoured doctrine

of the divine concursus, acknowledged God's absolute dominion over all

the free actions of men, and maintained that there could never he real

existence without the element of evil. This is not Calviniatic teaching,

but from Siiason *s statements one eumot deduce, as Webster did that

Sinson explained election and reprobation in terms of and resulting from

the foreknowledge of Uod.

On the question of original sin and its effect on mankind end in

particular on infants dying in infancy, Simscm definitely moved towards

the Arminian position which distinguished sharply between actual end

original sin, and which denied that the sin of Adam was imputed to his

posterity.

1. Wendel, pp. cit.. p. 272.
2. J. alkor, the Theology and Theologians of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1872), p. 87.
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Sisnson's teaching on the extent of the atonement is not very lucid,

but one is justified in saying that he vaa of the opinion that the scope

of the death of Christ was not limited to the elect. At toe same time

he strongly rejected the Arminian universalism whereby God intended to

save all although actually it would not happen.

On the close relationship between grace, toe means of grace, and

the use of the means, Simson placed a heavy emphasis. In fact, he

stressed toe importance of the use of the means to obtain salvation to

such an extent as to make it appear that the use of the means was a

condition which man was able to fulfil by an aot of his own free will.

Simson denied that this was his belief, but justly or unjustly his

opponents found is his expressions resemblances to Aroinianisra.

The main objection against Amrinianisra as a theological system is

that it attributes too much to man and too little to God, that it makes

man's salvation rest, partially at least, on man's own will and actions,

and that it consequently deprives God of his glory and honour. The

same objection is to be found back in Webster's libel against Simson on

the Professor's views on God's glory and man's happiness. Undoubtedly,

Webster saw in Simson*s notions an encbroachnwmt on the glory of God,

and he had on his side toe Calvinistic tradition which has always

considered the exalting and the praise of God as the highest aim for

this life and for the life to come.

It should he pointed out that Simson had no intention of giving
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priority to man's happiness. He perceived quite clearly that there whs

no contradiction, or at least, that there should be no contradiction

between Uod's glory and man's happiness. In this belief he was supported
»

by the Westminster Shorter Catechism of 1647. On the question, "What is

the chief end of man?" the answer readst "Man's chief end is to glorify

God find to enjoy him forever."* Here the compilators of the Catechism

asserted that the chief end (singular) consists of two components which

should not be separated from each other, namely, glory directed to God,

and joy experienced by man.

From all these considerations, one thing becomes clear, and that is

that John Simeon was no convinced advocate of Arrainionisra. He was a

Calvinist but of another quality than the divines of Dort. He was a

liberal Calvinist after the manner of John Cameron, who on certain

dogmatical points moved towards or sided with the Arminian way of

thinking. Whether he cam® to these views as a result of individual

thinking or due to the influence of the writings of the Arminians is

not to be proved, although, as a professor in theology he was undoubtedly

acquainted with their works.

These considerations and conclusions have reference only to Sioson's

first trial. In the second ease, the charge of Arminianism was not

explicitly raised and was overshadowed by the charges of heterodoxy

concerning the doctrine of the Trinity. In respect of the seeond case,

1. P. Kchaff, The Creeds of Christendom (New Tork, 1877), Vol. Ill,
p. 676.
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one can agree with the historian who noted that "tho general trend of

his doctrine was found to be that of barauel Clarke and English deism",1
although in the official finding of the General Assembly it was not

defined in that way.

Tho Dogsmtico-ecclosiastical Significance.

It is significant that a century after the Synod of Dart, the

authority of Sort was etill recognized and honoured. Both Siraaon and

his adversaries quoted or referred to the Synod of 1618/19 to substantiate

their views or to strengthen their chain of defence or attack. Attention

has already been drawn to some of these references to offer proof of

the high value which Scotland placed on the theology and decisions of

the Synod of Dort.

In the Webster vs. Simson case, references to Dutch theologians
2

and their views, occupied a salient position. Johannes ikrekius,

under whom Simson had studied in Leiden, featured most prominently in

the discussions of various theological tenets. His book, commonly
3

known as the Medulla was at that time one of the textbooks used by

Sirason*s students. In 1715 Simeon in a speech before the Glasgow

Presbytery said that he had used "Merck*s little Compend"^ in his

1. G.D. Henderson, KeUgious life in Seventeenth-Century Scotland
(London, 1937), p. 98.

2. Biographical details in N.K.B.W. (Leiden, 1933), Vol. IX, pp. 647-
648.

3. The full title reads, Thonlogiao Christianas Medulla Didactico—
elenctica ex Hajori duere Secundum e.iua Capita «t Paragranhos
Exnressa (Amsterdam. 1690).

The Case. 1715, p. 61.
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lectures to his students, and eleven years later he could still testify,

"Since I had the honour to teach Divinity, I hare yearly explained

Professor March's Little Compend. called his Medulla".^ But it was

exactly Simeon's explanation of and his deviation from the same Medulla

that constituted a main part of the charges against his. Webster in his

complaint against Simeon said*

When he commented upon Marchii Medulla, he was not satisfied with
confuting of his, but treated him rudely for keeping the orthodox
road, in defending Protestant principles, having the expression
several times in his mouth, 'Hallucinator Author', tho' it is veil
known that Mnrckius is a very orthodox divine. 2

Simeon admitted that he had felt obliged to us© some other arguments

than those used by Marckius for explaining the truths, and other answers

for meeting the objections, he also admitted having described Marckius

in tho way to which Webster took exception, but what he meant was that
3

Marckius was "mistaken". Here Simson referred to Gom&rus who although

he had honoured John Calvin, nevertheless ascribed a Duplex lialucinatio
4

to him on account of his exegesis of Matt. 20*16. On another occasion

he again made reference to Ooaarus when he recalled his exposition on

Matt. 22*14, which he (Gonmrus) asserted could not be interpreted as

5
referring to "the whole of elect and reprobate".

1. 1727, p. 2.
2. The Case. 1715, p. 15.
3t Ibid.■ p. 285.
4. Ibid.

5* Ibid., p. 109.
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The notions of the Dutch theologian, Herman Witsius, found a

prominent place in the trial and defence of Simson. In his attempt

to exonerate himself, Simson declared that he was in agreement with

Witsius who asserted that a more knowledge of Sod and his will would

not be sufficient to effect the salvation of the heathen.1 Webster, in

turn, claimed Witsius a3 his witness in confirming the erroneous view of

Simaon that it was possible that the moon and other plauets were

2
inhabited by rational creatures. He pointed out that both Witsiua and

Melehior Leydekker had warned against the danger of speculation
3

involving the further hazard of contradicting the Scriptures.

In the defence of his views on the Covenant of works, Sirason

referred to 1'ranciscus Junius and Johannes Hoornbeek who, he maintained,

agreed with him that one cannot speak in a legal sense of a covenant

between Cod and Adam because mutual promises and mutual acceptances

were lacking.^
To conclude these cursory remarks on the importance attached by

Scotland to the Dutch theology, only one more incident need be mentioned.

Concerning the procession of the Holy Ghost, whether only emanating

from the Father, or from both the Father and the Son, Simeon advised

Webster to read Be Tribua Symbolua of Gerxard Vbasius in order to acquaint

1. Ibid.

2. Proceedings of the Com.iittoo Appointed by the Assembly 1727
concerning Mr. John Simeon (Edinburgh. 17291.' t>. 221

3. Thf Cftsy, 1715, p. 57.
4. Ibid., pp. 161, 215.
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himself with the dogmatic and historical details.'
Another significant feature of the case of Simson is that it marked

an important point in Scottish church history and Scottish theology.
The trial revealed a lack of unanimity on various doctrinal issues and

brought to light th® oxietonoo of o doublo-current Calvinism within the
Church of Scotland in her preabyterian form. Due to the deficiency of

descriptive and accurate terras, these tvo currents could broadly and
unspecifically be indicated as orthodox and liberal Calvinism.

Although the orthodox current has always been the main stream and
the liberal current at first nothing more than a tiny tributary, th©

latter showed itself very clearly in the time of John Cameron, in the

period of the bishops before the 1638 Assembly, and in the teachings of
some of the Aberdeen Doctors. Even throughout the period of the

Covenanters, this liberal Calvinism was never far removed. In the case
and time of John Simson, this liberal and liberalizing trend reached

one of its high-water marks.

Simson was not alone in his beliefs, h® was no isolated figure,

no solitary voice crying out in the wilderness. It was observed that
"Mr. Sirason ahd many friends in the Church, who, if they had not

2
imbibed his errors, considered the® trivial and unimportant." At the
same time grave concern was expressed when it was noticed how his notions

1. JDiid., p. 281.
2. Vodrow, Correspondence. Vol. II, p. 268 (Footnote I).
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were spreading "both among students, gentlemen, and some who were thought

to have been more solid," All this is indicative of the fact that the

liberal Calvinism in Simeon's time was a factor not to be underrated nor

to be argued away. A theology removed from the strict literal under¬

standing of the Bible and unvavered adherence to the Confessions and

CutechisM, presented itself. Sharply in contrast to Vinson's views and

those of his supporters and disciples, stood the orthodoxy of Webster,

Flint, McLaren and others who constantly quoted Rutherford and the text

of the Confessions to substantiate their standpoint.
2

The case ©f Simson, the so-called "Auchterarder Creed85, and the

Marrow controversy contributed further to rank© the theological differences

assume the dimensions of theological and ecclesiastical divisions. In

all three instances the theological problem of the relationship between

grace and the use of the means of grace played an important role, Both

of these "necessities" to salvation were over-emphasized no that those

who stressed "faith alone" were antinamians in the eyes of those who

accentuated the importance of the use of the means and the activity of

man. The latter group again wore nothing leas than noonomians in the

eyes of the former group. This characterizing went even further so

that antinoraissoism became a synonym for orthodoxy and neononjianism a

synonym for sinorthodoxy. Neonoraianiara became associated with Arrainianism.

1. Ibid.

2. For more details, see Milroy, op. cit.. pp. 250-252.
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These categories of doctrinal beliefs and raor&l attitude are too

crudely and alms ire ly constructed to citable one to make any far-roaching

conclusions. Usually this division vhieh became visible is indicated as

between moderates and evangelicals. The following conclusion can be

subscribedI

The decision (re Sirason) gave great offence to the more earnest
and evangelical ministers throughout the church. And from this
time onward the cleft between a moderate and an evangelical party
become more and more clearly marked. The controversy now begun
was continued through many generations of the church'a history. 1

Where the evangelical party gave greater prominence to doctrinal teaching,

the moderate party considered the ethical instruction of greater

importance.

A further point of significance of the Simeon case is that the

Assembly's decision formed one of the recurring charges made against

the Church of Scotland, namely, unfaithfulness in maintaining sound

doctrine. In the years following the Secession in 1733, this charge
2

assumed the character of one of the main reasons for the Secession.

Xn various declarations, testimonies and pamphlets it was repeated that

the "Arminian errors* of the Professor and the neglect of the church to

lift up "the standard of a faithful testimony against the prevailing

1• J. MacPherson, A History of the Church of Scotland (London, 1901),
p. 310.

2. For full details of the Secession! A. Sib, The Present Truth§ A
display, qf , %qg«si<>p
State ami Maintenance of that Testimony (Edinburgh, 1774;, 2 vols.
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errors of the times" compelled the decoders to take a stand against, and

later outside, the Kstablished Church*? Whether Sirason was a thorough

Arminimi or not or whether the Church of Scotland was unfaithful or not,

tii® decoders were convinced that both Simson and the Church were
/

deviating from the gospel of grace and were preaching another gospel of

Arminianism and neonosiian ism •

A final remark on the significance of the Siiason trials is

connected with the spirit of free inquiry* Shis attitude of pursuing

new and other ways to express theological beliefs, directed the theology

of John Cameron and the Aberdeen school of thought. This approach

revealed itself much more clearly and markedly in Season's theology in

which he tried to explain and restate scriptural truths in a way

directed by reason, and where he indulged in speculation guided by

reason* He desired to move out of the narrow limits of the Confession

while, at the same time, he claimed to remain true to the Confession*

His aim was to interpret theological beliefs in a new way, with reason

as one of the instruments thereto* In this respect, the trials of Simeon

revealed him as one of the first Scottish theologians in the movement of

the Enlightenment in Scotland* in fact, -there is a direct line from

Cameron to ^imaon via the Aberdeen hoc tors in so far as in Cameron and

1* Act* declaration and 'testimony * * * by some Ministers Associate
together for the Exorcise of Church Government and Discipline in a
Preauvt^rial Capacity <n.p., 1737), p* 33.
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the Aberdeen Doctors the spirit of the coning Enlightenment vas already

at work in their stressing free inquiry, freedom from dogmatical fetters,

indifference to the dogma, moderation, and the high value which they

placed on man, his duties and his possibilities. Prom there it was only

a short step to the sentiments of the era of the Enlightenment.



VI

JAMBS PHASER ARB HIS THEaTISB

In 1749 a book which waa destined to have a considerable influence

upon the course of Scottish ecclesiastical history cacao from the printing

press. This work, published fifty years after ika author's death under

the title A Treatise on Justifying Faith.^ had been written by a

prisoner on the Bass Hack, James Fraser of Brea.

His Life and V'ork.

2
Jams Fraser was born in the parish of Kirfcaichnel Ross-shirs on

29th July, 1639. His father, James Fraser, attended the General

Assembly of Glasgow the year before as elder eoireaisaioneu by the

Presbytery of Inverness. At an early age, the young Jams came under

deep religious impressions, abandoned the study of law and obtained

licence as a preacher of the gospel from a presbyieriaa minister in 1670.

1. Printed in Edinburgh. Infra this work is referred to as Treatise.
1749.

2m For more biographical detailss Memoirs of the Life of the very
Reverend Mr. James Fraser of Br'ea (Edinburgh . 1738) t ft. King.
Covenanters in the North (Aberdeen, 1846); A. Vhyte, James Fraser of
Bros (Edinburgh. 1981h 1). Fraser, "James Fraser of Brea 1639-1699,
His Life end Writings with Special Reference to his Theory of
Universal Redemption, and its Influence on Religious Thought in
Scotland", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1944;

(1959-1960 edition), Vol. VII, pp. 547-648; J..Andersen,
Martyrs of the Bass (Edinburgh, 1848).
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It came to the notice of James Sharp, archbishop of St. Andrews, that

James Fraser vas preaching in conventicles and an order for his

apprehension was issued. In 1676 he ems brought to the fkiss Bock where

he was detained for two and a half years.

While on the Bass Bock, Fraser studied oriental languages and

acquired a reasonable knowledge of Hebrew and Greek. Here he kept his

diary up to date from which his Memoirs were published in Edinburgh in

1738. this autobiography is, as his biographer puts it, "full, from

board to board, of God's intricate relations with him and his intricate

relations with God."* In his Memoirs the quest for experimental religion

and his pursuit of personal holiness speak from every page. It vas

here in captivity that Fraser wrote the book which was to create no

little commotion in two communities, the Uasioronians and the Anti-

.turghers. It is said that his work on justifying faith was written "with

no book beside its author but his Bible", ami the same biographer calls

his hero's treatise a "true masterpiece of apostolical and evangelical
2

and experimental religion." The first part of this work was published

in 1722 ami the second appeared in 1749 as A Treatise on Justifying

Faith.

In July 1679 Fraser was released from captivity on giving an under¬

taking for obedient conduct, but in December 1681 he was arrested again

1. J. Vhyte, op. eit.. p. 220.
2. JSIiliil,* t P • 241 .
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and committed to Blackness Castle as a prisoner until he paid five

thousand marks and gave security either to abandon preaching or else to

leave the country* In 1689 when the Revolution Settlement brought more

tranquillity to Scotland. Eraser became minlstor of Culross, Perthshire,

where he exercised his ministry with diligence, power and earnestness*

Ton years after his coming to Culrogs, he died in Edinburgh on 13th

September, 1699*

Apart from the books already mentioned, he also wrote The Lawfulness

and Duty of Separation from corrupt Ministers and Churches, and Defence

of the Convention of Estates. 1689. The former contains arguments

against attending the ministrations of the clergymen who had accepted

the conditions imposed on them by the king. The latter work vindicates

the declaration that James Til had forfeited his right to the crown

causing the throne to become vacant* A sermon in which Fraser attacked

episcopacy appeared in print in 1713 under the title Prelacy an Idol*

In 1726 his fiome Choice Select Meditations wa» published*

His Controverted Theology.

In Eraser*a treatise the umlorlying and evor-preraing question was,

how could a sinner find an immediate and abiding acceptance with God?

The answer he found wasi Faith in Christ. In the first pari of his work

which was published in 1722, Fraser dealt with the nature of faith, in
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the second part he dwelled on the grounds of faith. Be began the second

part with a chapter on what were not the foundations of faith, hope, and

assurance.^ In the subsequent chapters he stated positively the grounds

of faith, namely Christ's all-sufficiency, Christ's goodwill to sinners,
2the free promises of (rod, Christ's death for all and the commands of God.

The theology of Fraser as explicated in his treatise can decidedly
be termed uilviniatic. he was even described as au "ullra-Calvinist"

4and as a thoologion who was holding "extreme Calvinistic views'*. His

debt to John Calvin and the Calviuists of his own times, such as

5Rutherford, Twiss, Dickson and Durham, he readily acknowledged. He

believed in and taught the absolute sovereignty of God, the cardinal

Calvinist doctrine.In his life and teaching he aimed at the advance¬

ment of God's glory. Concerning the doctrine of predestination, Fraser
also insisted that election and reprobation were not decrees resting upon

God's foreknowledge, but solely upon God's good pleasure and that only
7the elect would be saved.

The only way in which he differed markedly and remarkably from

orthodox Calvinism was in his views on the extent of the atonement. He

1. Treatise. 1749, pp. 4-10.
2. ibid., pp. lOff.

)* P.K.B.. (1959-1960 edition), Vol. VII, p. 647.
4. M. Hutchison, The Reformed Presby" rian Church in Scotland* Its

i' S ■■■' ■.l.iiory. 1680-1 £76 (i^».i.nbur?Th. 1893), p. 194.
5* Treatise. 1749, pp. 33, 43, 105, 196, 197, 213, 215, 223, 224, 252,ete.

ibid., pp. 84—38.
7. Ibid.. "Appendix", pp. 159-270.
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developed a detailed theory of universal redemption and it was exactly

this scheme of his which in later years became the cause of controversy.

Although Fraeer's theory of universal redemption appeared also in other

of his works, it was only in the second part of his treatise that he

elaborated on it. In *An Appendix Concerning the object of Christ's

death" which covered 112 pages he stated his beliefs and arguments

clearly and copiously.

Stated in a concise and condensed for®, Fraser's theory is that all

men are fundamentally justified in and through Christ who obeyed and

died in the place of all. That means, that Christ offered sufficient

satisfaction also to reprobates, who, if toe gospel preaching is to be

taken seriously, are to be regarded as having an interest in Christ's

death. From this it follows, Fraser argues, that salvation can be

offered through Christ to all mankind without distinction. Only by

accepting that Christ died for everyone can there be a real foundation

for toe gospel offer.

Though Christ died for all men, it does not follow that all are to

be saved. Neither does Fraeer's theory make provision for conditional

redemption, to© condition being the willingness to be saved.' Fraser

rules out toe possibility of universal subjective grace offered to

everybody enabling one and all to snake use of the means of grace to

Treatise. 1749, pp. 175-182.
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salvation.^ Against this stand Prayer's? beliefs that "Christ died

formally for the Elect only, for their sake a as it is, John XYIIi19,
2

thus Christ died only for the Elect." fhe elect are the principal and

formal objects of his death, while the reprobates are but the secondary

material objects of his death."

In many ways Fraser tried to distinguish between the "manners" in

which Christ died for eloct and reprobate. That He died for all is the

common ground. For the reprobate He died in a common way, effecting

legal or fundamental justification by His death which was sufficient.

For tli© dect, however, Christ died in a special way, effecting personal

justification through his efficacious death. ay such distinctions

Fraser thought to dissociate himself from the teaching of the Arminions.

His relation to Arainiauism.

Fraser's critics, those of his own times and fifty years after his

death, were almost unanimous in regarding him as an Arrainian and his

teaching as unsuccessfully veiled Arainianism. At an early stage he

gave offence to John Carstairs who was convinced that Froser's views

of universal redemption were nothing else than Aminianism. "* Alexander

Urodie noted in his diery of 5th September, 1677s "I heard that ther was

1• ibid., p. 160.
2. Ibid., p. 268.
3. Ibid.

4. J. Anderson, op. cit.« pp. 129-130.
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much stir about Jataes Praser of Hrey, and thai ho was thoght to inclin

to Arminianisra in sea things#" Ihiring the years following the

appearance of his book in 1749, it was attacked froa different sides as

2
"containing Armininn principals," and as expressive of "a new mode of

3
Arminianism upon the head of Universal kedemptian."

At the end of the nineteenth century these opinions were virtually

repeated by the historian of the Reformed Presbyterian Church who wrote

on Fraser* s views in the following way*

In sosie respects he was so singularly constituted that, holding
extreme Celviaisiic views on other points, ho labours in the
work • • « A 1'reatise on Justifying Faith to establish a theory
of Universal Atonement# It is aessentially the old Armini&nism,
but it is presented by Praser in a new form, and with son® startling
additions# 4

before trying to ascertain Friser's own attitude towards Arminianism

it might prove helpful to re-stato in a few words the Arniniaa view of

atonement. Over against the notions of an unconditional election and

limited atonement prevalent among the sore orthodox Calvinists, Arainius

and his followers affirmed conditional election on the foresight of God

1 # The hiasy of A1evader Irodie of Broaio (Aberdeen, 1843), p# 391#

and aocie Brethren who lately Deserted Hflgfai together with a
Vindication of the Presby^ervf3 Principles (Infra quoted as The True
Stato "?5dinburgh. 1753), p# 8#

3- thp, ^aaqcU^a, djpffld,. in ;:.-,rch sftfl
August. 1755 v^dinburgh, 1755). p. 111.

4# Hutehisoh, op# cit., pp# 194-195#
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and partly determined by man's willingness to use the means of grace,

and asserted that Christ died for all and everyone giving sufficient

grace to all to be saved. The followers of Arsinius went even further

than Aminiufi himself by placing such an undue emphasis on free-will

that in their view the difference between the saved and the lost was

ultimately referable to the human will.

Praser did not scruple to raise & voice of warning against

Arminianista, but urged his countrymen not to attend the ministration of

the curates because they preached "some points of Arminianisra" and

neglected the doctrine of predestination under pretence of its
1

rqysteriousness. Ho saw in the teaching of the Arminians e, violation

of the gospel, and he equated a man coming to Christ in order to gain

victory over certain sins, with "a rotten Papist and deluded Arminian

(who) runs in a ccovenant of works."'*

He sevarly attacked what he believed was the Arrainian view of free¬

will, that is, that a oars having sufficient means could come to Christ

if he wanted to, or could resist if he so desired. Eraser's own belief

was that Christ had committed himself to the elect and had accepted the

responsibility for them from the Father, therefore he would not leave

salvation to man's free will. Opposition to the notion of free-will is

boldly offered in the second treatise. He hit out against Papists and

1. lawfulness and but;/ of Separation from Corrupt Ministers and Churches
(Bdinhurgb, 1744), p. 107.

2. Ibid., p. 160.
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Arrainians who were not teaching salvation through Christ's merits alone,

hut who "sot up free-will which goes hand in hand with the legal way."*
Having asserted that God's merciful actions towards men resulted from

2
"the essential Goodness of God which he freely vents," Fruaer thought

it necessary to call attention to the erroneous views on man's ability

to do goodt

Do not hence conclude any subjective Grace or self-determining
Principle in Man to what is good, whither implanted in his Nature
as Pelagians think, or assistant and concomitant Graoe proceeding
from Christ's Merit yet so as to enable man if he will, yet still
so as the Man's will determines all, as Jesuites and Arraini&ns
suppose* 3

Prasor also disagreed with the Arminians on their view of universal

redemption, to him the Arssinian universal redemption was "justly odious

to a pious soul, and a lover of the Grace of God."4 His objection was

that their universal redemption was in fact conditional redemption,

vlth the condition man's willingness to bo caved*' Theso views of the

"Arrinians and Conditionalists" were, according to Praser, the cause

of the denial of universal redemption by many and their insistence that

Christ had died only for the elect.^ Praser himself would have neither

the Arminian universalism nor the denial of universal redemption.

1. Treatise* 1749, p. 32.

2« Ibid.. p. 83.
7bid.* pp. 83-84.

4. Ibid., pp. 147-148.
5. Ibid** pp. 118, 207-208, 226.

ihid.» p. 148.
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Although Fraser attempted to dissociate himself from the Artninian

version of universalis!*, his position, particularly as stated in the

"Appendix", approximated that of the Artainians. He was continuously

conscious of the possibility of being grouped together with the

Arssinians and was always at pains to explain how he differed fron them*

this did not prevent him from acknowledging that the Armlnians had

indeed laid hold of a certain truth which the more orthodox Calvinists

had tended to ignore. He expressed himself as followst

Tho* I abhorr Arminiaaism and the opinion of an equal eternal
good-will to all sen, elect and reprobate, yet it may be said
that the world meant, 2 Cor. 1s19, which God was reconciling,
is the world largely taken, comprehending all and every one
of mankind, and not tho elect world only} and that God in the
Covenant of Redemption by sending his Son to die for mankind,
did lay a sufficient foundation and ground for reconciliation
of the whole world. 1

Fraser denied that this view was "contrary to the current of the

most godly and judicious Protestant divines, contrary to our Confession

2Of Faith, aad to the professed doctrine of the Church we live in."

The objections against universal redemption, hs assorted, were "not so

3much against what X maintain, as against what Arminius held." In his

own opposition to Arminianisra, he felt hiiself very close to the orthodox

theologians of the Church of Scotland, and said, "if they reply Durham

aad Mr. Rutherford are for particular Redemption and against Arminianism

1* Ibid., pp. 207-208.
-Ibid.« p. 250.

3- Ibid., p. 251.
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and Conditional Redemption, so aia I too."

The author of A Treatise on Justifying Faith envisaged that his

opinion that the elect wore the chief although not the only objects of

Christ's death would be open to eritician from those holding Arniinian

views. Ms own reply was*

All the Arrainian objections are I suppose easily answerable with
the distination of special and common Redemption; "ranting a
general cooraon sufficient Redemption according to the Scriptures,
and so interpreting them, and denying a general efficacious
Redemption. 2

Such a distinction, Praser believed, revealed the difference between

him and the Aminiana. Praser maintained that his arguments could not

be used by Arminians for furthering their cause, neither did he himself

rely on the Arsainians for support. In view of this he felt justified

to conclude*

... Arrainians are never a whit helped by ae, but in the true
orthodox opinion of special Redemption further (I shall not say
better) explained and cleared? there is nothing derogatory to the
Grace, Love, Wisdom or Sovereignty of God, nothing that advances
the great Diana of free-will (the life and soul of Arminianisra)
that can be deduced from anything herein asserted, 3

From these extracts from Fraser* s recorded attitude towards ortho¬

dox opinion and Arsini&nisR it became clear that he sought to occupy a

position midway between the two extremes; on the on© hend the rigid

Calvinism asserting that Christ had died for the elect alone, and, on

1. Xbid.. p. 2^2.
2* tbid.. p. 268.
3. Ibid., p. 269*
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the other hand, the Arminian universalism holding that by virtue of

Christ's death everyone in the world could he saved should he so desire

and believe. Fraser's middle way ran on the lines that there was a

common redemption, but not a universal redemption in the sense of the

Arminion teaching. He insisted that this distinction between common

and universal redemption was of cardinal importance, for a common

redemption would leave room for a special redemption in which only the

elect could share, while a universal redemption would place both elect

and reprobate in the same position as to salvation.

In conclusion, it can be agreed with the cotsnent of the scholar

asserting that Fraser

seems to have had a glimmering of the fact that there was an element
of truth in Arminianism and in the idea of universal atonement.
While denying that he was an Arminian, he maintained, in a certain
sense, a common redemption. 1

While Fraser was in his views on common redemption nearer to the

Arminian position than to orthodox Calvinism, he can in that respect

hardly be described as an Arminian.

His relation to Amyraldiaa.

flie notions of Fraser on the extent of Christ's death were neither

strict Calvinism nor Arminianism. There is a school of thought to which

his system shows closer resemblance, namely, the school of John Cameron

1. H. MacPherson, Covenanters under Persecution (Edinburgh, 1923),
p. 75.
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and Mo'fse As^yraldus • Eraser's theory is in all essential points not to

bo distinguished from their doctrine of hypothetical redemption.

The affinity of Eraser's views and those of the French school has

been noted by various scholars. Describing the thoughts of Aqyraldus

"as an attempt to find a middle ground between Augustinianism and

Anainianisra" and by doing so opening the way "to the objections taken to

both systems", an eighteenth century writer saw in the treatise of

Fraaer "a work which substantially reproduced the theory of the continental

divine".1 In the sarae way another scholar referring to Eraser's

treatise published in 1749 said that "its references to the Atonement
2

were distinctly Amyraldian."

Amyraldism was an endeavour to find a golden means between two

theories neither of which was considered to do justice to the scriptural

evidence and the nature of man. Hie alia of Eraser was the same. In

the "Appendix" Eraser proposed and considered five opinions couceming

the object of Christ's death, ranging from the one extreme that "Christ

died equally for all, elect and reprobate" to the other extreme that
3

Christ died only for the elect." He binself chose to reject these

propositions as they stood, but offered his own constituted from certain

elements of truths contained in the rejected statements. The anonymous

1. C.fi. McCrie, The Church of Scottend i Her Divisions and Reunions
(Edinburgh, 1901"J","pp.' 45-46.

2. I), denton, "'The Marrow of Modern Divinity* and the Marrow
Controversy", K.S.C.H.S. (Edinburgh, 1926), Vol. I, p. 129.

3* Treatise. 1749, p. 160.
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publisher of A treatise on Justifying Faith had no doubts that Fnuwr's

book would lead the reader on

a middle path betwixt two extreme dangers, so that the candidate
reader thro' the blessing of Ood may be sawed from splitting upon
the rocks of Arminian and Popish errors on the one side, and right-
hand extremes that many divines in former periods hath gone into,
who were esteemed orthodox concerning the extent of Christ's death. 1

Although Fr*ser felt that h© could not fully agree with Cameron's
2

proposition, Christus pro te mortuus est ai tu id credas. he approved
3

of the mediatory views of the professors of Sauraux. His own beliefs

that God, in some sense, wills and desires that all men should repent

and be saved through Christ offered to the whole world, but that

regenerating grace which follows upon election is not granted to all

raon, but only to the elect who on account of that attain salvation,

seem to be fully in harmony with Arayraldisra. Both Amyraldus and Fraser

confidently believed their schemes to be truer to Scripture and in a

better position to solve the difficulties inherent in the other systems

of their day.

The Ecclesiastical Situation.

At the time of the appearance of Fraser's treatise in the middle of

the eight-©nth century, three other presbyterian groups shared the

ecclesiastical field with the Church of Scotland. They were the

Reformed Presbytery and the two Associate Synods. As the influence of

i* P* 7.
2. pp« 162, ITS.
3. Ibid., pp. 250-251.
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Praser's view manifested itself in two of these groups, it is necessary

to give a short narrative of the rise and growth of these bodies.

The year 1733 brought the first serious severance in the Church of

Scotland and marked the beginning of a new era in Scottish presbyterianism.

A variety of causes led to this event. The particular point of issue

at that time was the one of patronage and the method of appointing

ministers in vacant parishes. An Act passed by the General Assembly of

1732 had the effect that the right to elect and call a minister became

more vested in the Protestant heritors and elders or, in royal burghs,

with the magistrates, town councils and kirk sessions, and less stress

was laid on the right of the congregation to acquire the minister they

desired.'
The next year Kbenezer Krskine, in a sermon before the Synod of

2
Perth and Stirling, attacked the Assembly's Act in unrestrained language.

This started a turmoil in the church resulting in rebukes and admonitions,

protests and representations and culminated in the suspension of four

ministers, Ehenezor Lrskino, William Wilson, Alexander Honcrief and
3

James Pisher in August of the same year. On 16th November, 1733 the

four censured ministers handed in a paper to the Assembly in which they

stated that they were obliged "to i.ako a secession.* Three weeks later,

on 6th December, they constituted themselves into a presbytery which

1. A. Crib, Vol. I, p. 23.
2. For the text of the sermon see, Ibid.. Vol. IX, pp.

3. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 31.
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became known as the Associate Presbytery.^
There were also other causes underlying the secession from the

Church of Scotland. In defending their actions, the seceding ministers

deemed themselves justified in going hack upon matters which hod taken

place many years before. These matters wore largely of a doctrinal and

credal nature. The Seceders testified that they had dissociated

themselves from the "prevailing party" who were "pursuing such measures

as do actually corrupt, or have the most direct tendency to corrupt the
2

doctrine contained in our excellent Confessions of Faith. One of

their main complaints was the Assembly's decision in 1720 on the Harrow

of Modern kivinitv. forbidding the recommendation of the book by

preaching, writing or printing."5 One of the Assembly's objections

against the book was that it taught universal redemption. The sound

intention of the Assembly was expressed two years later when it was

stated that the Assembly had "no design to recede from the received
5

doctrine", but the decoders were convinced that the condemnation of

the book followed by the reprimanding of the ministers who defended it

was in fact a repudiation of the gospel teaching.

Intimately connected with this was the complaint that the Church of

Scotland was "tolerating the erroneous, and supporting and countenancing

1. Ioj. f Vol. I, p. 3d. i

2» A Testimony to the boctrina, Worship, Government and Discipline,of
the Church- of Hoot land (n.p. and n.d.), p. 53.

3. the Principal Acta of the general Assembly. 1720, p. 12.

PP* 9-10.
5. JPyd», 1722, p. 14.
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error", in respect of both John birason and Archibald Campbell, Professor
1

of Church History at St. Andrews*

Gradually the group of dissentient ministers grew and in 1740

eight seceders, including Ebeuezer Krskine, Ralph Erskine and Thomas

Hair, were finally deposed and prohibited from exercising the ministry
2

in the Church of Scotland*

In 1742, twenty years after the Harrow dispute, the Associate

Presbytery thought it proper to revive the controversy* This was

accomplished partly for th® sake of exposing the "prevailing party" in

the Church of Scotland, partly for justifying their secession, and

partly for vindicating in a proper maimer the doctrine of sovereign

grace* This was done in a most elaborate deed passed by the Associate
3

Presbytery oa 21st October 1742* The pressing need for a restatement

of the doctrine of grace was obvious to those who believed that the

doctrine had been constantly under attack since the time of John Sirason

"who had taught a scheme of Pelagian and Arminian orrora*"^ This

Arminiaa doctrine, the Associate Presbytery claimed, "was in such a

general request that some liar® ventured openly to recommend these

principles without being noticed by any of the judicatories of the

church*""* The Act of 1742 aimed, according to its drafters, to

Act and Proceedings of the Associate Presbytery met at Edinburgh
May 1739. Containing their Declinature (Edinburgh, 1739), p* 16*

2* The Principal Acts of the General Assembly* 1740. p* 9*
3* Act of the Associate Presbytery Concerning the Doctrine of Grace

(Edinburgh, 1744)*
*• HiM»» P- viil*
5# Ibid.. p. ix*
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contribute soMthisg "to put a atop to the spreading o# legal and

Anainian doctrine wherewith the whole land is like to be overflown."'
the Act rejected universal redemption and agreed with the Marrow

which "plainly teseheth ... thai Christ represented and suffered for
2

none but the elect." This they qualified to sobs® extent when they added

that "although the purchase and application of Redemption be peculiar
3

to the elect, yet the warrant to receive Christ is common to all." In

the Assembly's opposition to the Marrow theology they perceived a

movement "whereby a door is opened to Arminian and Sociniaa errors which

like a flood have overflown the church of the land."^
In the "Auchterarder creed" they saw an attempt "to put a stop

... to the spreading of Arminian and Baxterian doctrine which was

then vented in many places of the Kingdom.""* The conderaaation of the

proposition contained therein, i.e. "that it is not sound end orthodox

to teach that we must forsake sin in order to our coming to Christ and

instating us in a Covenant with God", was considered by the Act "as

the very soul of Neanotaian and Arminian doctrine."**
On 23rd December, 1743, the National Covenant was renewed by the

beceders. One of the reasons for the confessing of sins and binding

'• p. 13.
Ibid.. p. 21.

3. » P* 23.
4. IDid., p. 41.
5. Ibid., p. 14.
6* Ibid., p. 16.
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themselves anew to too Covenant was "the dreadful prevalency of Seism,"

"too seed of Arianism" ami "a general growth of Anuinianissa" in too

country.' Xn 1745 the Seeeders constituted their three presbyteries

into a synod and from toen ou thoir group wont under the name of too
2

Associate Synod.

Four years after this a breach occurred in the Associate Synod,

too c&uao of tola was a violent disagreement as to whether it was sinful

or lawful for a Seoedsr to take an oath required of burgesses of

Edinburgh, Glasgow and Perth, hereby they accede to profess and allow

the true religion publicly preached within to© reals and authorised by

toe lavs. Some maintained that this would isq?ly an approval of the

Established Church with all its doctrinal errors and laxity.

It was on this rock that the Associate Synod split. Those who

allowed to© lawfulness of the oath, and these included the two Krskineo,

organised thoraselvos into an ecclesiastical body called toe Associate

Synod, popularly known as the Burghers. The other group, including

Thomaa Hair and Adata Gib, maintained thai the oath was not compatible

with the principles of i!ws Recession. Their group constituted themselves

as to© General Associate Synod, and became coraraonly known as to© Anti-
3

Burghers. These two eoclesiastical bodies, it was asserted, "hated

1. Aot of the Associate i reabytory for Renewing toe National Cqvommt
9t. S^tlft^sad.ttff Katlpqp (Edinburgh,
1744, p. 108.

2. J. Hc*verrow, history of the Secession Church (Glasgow, 1841), p. 196.
3. Ibid., pp. 208-226.
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each other worse than the Jesuits did the Jtuisenists" ^ so that in 1750

Hbenezer irskine was again condemned by the Anti-Burghers and "solemnly

handed over to Satan.""'

The other church group not associated with the Church of Scotland

at the time of the publication of Eraser's book in 174V was the Reformed

Presbytery. This ecclesiastical body which, in one form or (mother, had

existed from Reformation times, received its first organised form in

the years circa 1680. One of the leaders was Richard Cameron, a field-

preacher trained in Holland. Buring the episcopal period he and his

associates stood firmly on the principles of presbyterianisra, loyalty to

the Covenant, and anti—krastianisra. His followers, the Cameronians or

Society Fold, gathered themselves in religious societies throughout the

country.

The Revolution Settlement which cam© into operation when William

accepted the crown of Scotland in 1689 did not satisfy many Cameronians.

They felt that the Settlement which had passed over the Covenant in

silence was a betrayal of all those who had fought and died for the

principles therein contained. Also the religious toleration upon which
4William insisted was unacceptable to them.

For the discharge of ministerial functions the Society Folk vere

1. J. Runsay, Scotland and Scotsmen in the eighteenth Century
(Edinburgh, 1388), VolT 11, p. 13.

2. A.J. Campbell, Two Centuries of the Church of Scotland (Paisley,
1930), p. 62.

3. Hutchison, pp. lit., pp. 45-55.
4. Ibid., pp. 81-92.
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dependent on nonconformist ministers. At the lievolation Settlement

these ministers went back to the Established Church and for a period of

sixteen years after this the Societies were without any ordained

ministers or licensed proachors.* In 1706 John McMillan, a minister

deposed in 1703 for disorderly and schism&tical practices, joined the

ranks of the Cameronions after he had been called officially by the

"United Societies and General Correspondencies of the Ouffwring Ressisul
2

of the true Presbyterian Church in Scotland." Until 1743 McMillan was

the only ordained minister of the United Societies but in that year

Thomas Nairn, once a minister of the Church of Scotland who went over
3

to the Seee&era in 1737, found a welcome in the Societies. Even in

the close fellowship of the Society Polk he could find no repose, and

in 1751 he was back in the fold of the Church of Scotland. In the saae

year that Nairn became co-minister with McMillan, the Cameroniaus

reorganised themselves and formed the lieforned Presbytery.'^ Ten years

later vixen the breach occurred, the Presbytery numbered six ministers,

John McMillan# John McMillan, his won; Alexander Marshall} James Hallj

Hugh Xnxtas} and John Cuthbortson.^

1• Ibid.. pp. 108—110.
2. Ibid., pp. 142-152.
3. Ibid»f pp. 184—187.
4. Ibid., p. 187•
5. W.J. Couper, "A breach in the Reformed Presbytery", R.S.C.H.S.

(Edinburgh, 1926), Vol. I, p. 2.
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The Schism in the Reformed Presbytery.

Between the time of the coming into being of the Reformed Presbytery

in 1743 and the appearance of Fraser** book in 1749. dogmatical

differences seea to have been the subject of tedious discussions by the

Presbytery. The cause of the trouble was believed to be a Society in

Edinburgh which advocated fervently "some new schemes in religion" and

for that purpose distributed letters to the other Societies to influence

them to adopt the same views.' One of the new opinions was that Christ

had died not only for the elect but for everyone, and that He had
2

satisfied for the sins of all men.

To these views, the eighty-four year old John McMillan offered

untiring opposition. It was even held that he was responsible for the

disturbance of the peace of the Presbytery by imposing his opinions and

his will on the members in a dictatorial and petulant way. The discussions

and the atmosphere in which the discussions took place was indicative
3

of a growing cleft between the two parties.

James Eraser's book which appeared during these tumultuous times,

did nothing to pour oil on troubled waters. On the contrary, it poured

oil on the smouldering fire within the Presbytery by furnishing McMillan

Sr. with "a new subject of disputation." He urged the Presbytery to

condemn the "Appendix" as containing Arminlan principles because Fraser

•Mmaww'. " • li»nnnr » iH'iO 'nrrm run iiU'm-Sai,1

1• Observations on a Wolf ,ip Sheep-skin (n.p., 1753), p. 3.
2• Ibid., p. 7•
3. The True State, p. 4.
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taught that Christ had died for every one and that he had bought even
t

the reprobates.

The Presbytery was not eager either to discuss or to condemn the

teaching contained in the "Appendix"• It was not that they were opposed

to McMillan's proposal to condemn Armiai&nisa. but the group who

favoured Praser's book asserted that although they would readily censure

Arrainianism, "it was not so fully agreed, that Mr. Prasor'a doctrine was

2
justly chargeable therewith."

On 7th April. 1733. the Presbytery *»®t again to attempt to finalise

the matter. It was proposed that the Presbytery should issue a general

condemnation of Arminian tenets, whether expressed in "Praser's book or

in any other book, thus sparing the Presbytery the trouble of examining
3

the "Appendix"• Such a proposed general statement was rejected by some

members who insisted on a decision concerning the "Appendix" in

particular. After much time had been spent the following formula was

put to the Presbytery* "Whether the "Appendix" to Mr. Fraaer's treatise

on faith favours the doctrine of Arminian universal redemption and is

therefore dangerous to be perused by the people." Even this formulation

met with objections especially the term "Arcainiau universal redemption.

Finally the following form was agreed upon and put to the vote!

1. Xbid.. p. 3.
2» Ibicl.. p. 8.

--|hi|4« « p. 9.
P* 10*
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Whother Mr. Fr&ser's maintaining that the Lord Jesus Christ
satisfied for the sins of all mankind so that this satisfaction
might be compotent to be proposed to them in the Gospel, and
pleaded by them for their justification, and that this satisfaction
is the ground and formal reason upon vhich faith is founded, be a
dangerous doctrine. 1

The two McMillans and three elders voted for the affirmative of the

proposition carrying with it a condemnation of Eraser's views; Hall and
2

two elders voted for the negative. Being moderator, Znnes hod no vote,

but it is known that ho would have sided with the minority. Marshall,

the other member of the Presbytery, was absent.

The minority refused to abide by the decision of the Presbytery.

They charged their opposers of "a gross and dangerous error, namely that
3

the Lord Jesus Christ did not satisfy for the sins of all mankind.**

They also produced arguments that "the elect are not exclusively the

object of salvation1*, but at the same time they did their utmost to

dissociate themselves from Armini&aiara ant! maintained that "to assert

the universelit,/ of Christ's satisfaction in respect of its object, has

no necessary connection with the Arraiaian error. This "error" is

further described as the giving of sufficient grace to all, enabling

all to believe.

The rift widened, and a compromise became completely out of the

question. The next day, the Moderator and the three minority-voters

*• IbM*

2. ibift., p. 11.
ibid., p. 15.

4» p. 27.
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removed themselves and claimed to he the true Reformed Presbytery,

while at the same time the majority-group maintained that they were the

real Reformed Presbytery#1
The minority group was undoubtedly in favour of Eraser's scheme#

The new Presbytery was even referred to as "wholly constituted on the
2

ground of Universal iiedemption#" An anonymous author calling himself

"a lover of the good old way" remarked that some saw in the "new scheme"
3

which had caused the schism, an advancing "to the Arminian way,"

Perhaps one could not describe the "new scheme" of the new Presbytery as

Arminianism, but rather as Amyraldism or Fraserism#

The Controversy amonta; the Anti-ihurghors#

Fraser's book and the views expressed therein did not only

contribute largely to the breach in the lieformed Presbytery but also

mode itself severly felt in the General Associate Synod (Anti-burghers#)

The Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh within which bounds the "new

scheme" made its most pronounced appearance, thought it necessary to

take the situation into consideration at their meeting in December 1753#

They expressed their alarm at the "revival of Arainianism in the Article

1# For the history of the respective groups after the schism, see
Hutchison, opt c^., and V.J. Couper, 'a broach in the informed
Fresbytery, 1753", R#S.C#H#S.. (Edinburgh, 1926), Vol# I, pp# 8-28#

2# A# Uibf j Vol# Itp p# 13?*
3# Pbserya-tioiiB on a Volf in Sheepskin (n#p#9 1753) » p# 3#
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of Universal jb»demptionw which manifested itself in Keforraed Presbvtory

and unanimously resolved to submit an overture in this respect to the

forthcoming meeting of their Synod.1
la the moantia© it became clear that the adherents to the "new

schema* were noteonflned to the Heforoed Presbytery, but that thay were

also to b© found within the bosom of the Anti-Burghers. The focal

point of the attention cane to be Thomas Mair, minister of Orwell.

While still a boy, he had helped to transcribe th© manuscripts of

Pr&ser's treatise. In later years the teaching of Fraser, particularly

his views on the extent of the atonement, seem to have exorcised a

2
powerful IIIflmini Ml hia. Mair hail from the very beginning taken a

deep interest in the struggles of the Seceders and had joined their
3

ranks in 1737. Frasor's book became the theme of discussion among the

Anti-Burghers and an exchange of letters between Adam Gib and Thomas

Mair took place. A letter from Mair to Gib -.ted 26th October, 1753

discussed what was called "Brae's Scheme". Gib returned an answer on

3rd January, 1754, expressing his conviction that Eraser's views were

nothing but an ©ndorseiaent and exposition of one of the five articles of

the Arminians.^
When the Anti-Burghers Synod convened at Edinburgh on 18th April,

1754, the overture from the Presbytery of Edinburgh was tabled. This

1. A. Gib, on. cit.. Vol. IX, p. 137.
Mm The Baiuw.T of the Truth or Scottish Calvinistic Humipp (Glr.sgov,

1843), p. 391.
3. HcKerrow, on, cit.. p. 111.
4. A. Gib, op. cit.. Vol. XI, p. 274.
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representation expressed concern over the revival of the "Anaini&n

scheme of Universal Atonement and Redemption" in a cev and more ensnaring

forte. The Presbytery further requests# the Synod to consider upon a

proper course to be taken for guarding the people tinder their care , and

particularly their candidates for the holy ministry against "the imminent

danger from the said revival of Arminianisra", In order to assist in this*

the Presbytery proposed that the Synod might "turn the point of Gospel

truth against the chief branches of this new mode of Arajinianism by

asserting particularly the opposite doctrines of the Lord's Word."1
Along with their overture the Presbytery submitted a draft of

seven articles, bearing upon the errors contained in the treatise of

Fraser of brae and the vindication of it by the section of the Reformed

Presbytery. These articles were incorporated in the "Act ... in

opposition to Arsainian errors upon the head of universal redemption"

passed by th^ Synod at their Edinburgh meets.on 18th April, 1754. In

these articles it vaa laid down that "Christ has redeemed none others

by his death but toe elect only"? "that Christ and th© benefits of his

purchase cannot be divided", and "that there is but one special

redemption by the death of Christ for all toe objects thereof, as he

died in on© of toe sans® respect for all those fcr vho® he in any respect

*• Act of toe Associate Synod at Edinburgh. April 18. 1754. Containing
■an Assertion of csorsc Oospel-Truths« in Opposition to Arainian
Errors, upon toe Head of Universal Redemption (Edinburgh. 1754),
pp. 4-5.
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died."* Despite the exclusiveness of the redemption by Christ, the Aet

emphasized the free offer of eternal life to all the hearers of the

gospel and the equal and immediate warrant given to all to make a

particular application of Christ by a true and living faith. The

compiistora of the Act expressed their belief in the following way*

The Gospel offer and call, containing the warrant of faith, cannot
require or infer any Universal Atonement and Redemption as to
purchase, but are altogether consistent with and conformed unto
the Scripture doctrine of Particular Redemption. 2

While these seven articles were under discussion by the Synod,

Mair expressed bio disagreement to various of them and declared his

dissatisfaction with the Act as a whole. He formally lodged a complaint

at the following meeting of the Synod in August, 1754 and explained his

reasons for dissenting from the decisions of the Synod.^ He stated

that ho was not prepared to defend every proposition in Eraser's book

but he objected to the Synod's description of Eraser's views as "a

new mode of Anisiuin." He would rather any that Eraser's scheme is

"as contrary to Artaini&nism as light to darkness."** With Praaer he

persisted in the belief that "Christ in some sense died for all mankind.

The Synod postponed the debate on Hair's reasons for dissent until

the next meeting on 4th March, 1755 where Hair offered a second paper

1. Jbid., pp. 6-9.
2* Ibid.i p. 9.

3. f, Mair, Reasons of ^issent « « „ from the Act of the Associate
Synod anent Doctrine. April 13th. 1754 (hdinburgh, 1756), pp. 1-52.

4» Ibid., p. ii.
5* Ibid.« p. 52.
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containing further reasons why he could not acquiesce to the views and

proceedings of the Synod,1 In this document Hair repeated his conviction

that while it is true that the groat, primary, direct and special

design and end of the death of Christ concerned the elect and them

alone, all men, and particularly all hearers of the bospel, shared a

common interest, in some sense, in the death of Christ, lie renounced the

Arrainians' "anti-scriptural tenet of Christ's dying equally for all", but

continued to be of the mind that "several of the Scriptures express in

universal terns unent the extent of Christ's death are applicable unto

the • • . ordinate sufficiency". He thought that even the divines at
2

the ^ynod of hort had not objected to such an interpretation.

Hair's paper was read and his reasons deliberated, but the Synod

found reason to complain that "he neither absolutely refuses nor

acknowledges any of those articles ... so that the Synod is still

kept much in iho dark as to what is really the scheme of principles which

he holds.Notwithstanding this lack of light the Synod found it

expedient to prohibit hira from teaching or venting his views and to

withdraw his jiaper of dissent at the next bynod in August 1755.^
At this ^ynod Hair declared that he did not feel himself free to

1. Ibid., pp. 53-122.

2. ibid*, pp, 57-58,
3. lhe l-roceedings of the Associate bynod at Edinburgh in larch and

August 1755. Concerning the «U»v. ftr, Thomas Hair » » . ^Edinburgh,
1755), p. 3*.

4» IMd.. p. 39.
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fall oway from those doctrines condemned by the Synod, neither could he

be prevented from teaching what he believed to be the scriptural truths.^
The Synod, in the firm belief that Mair was maintaining erroneous

2
doctrine, suspended him from exercising the holy ministry. Commenting

on Hair's scheme of common redemption, the Synod remarked!

The foresaid way of teaching universal Redemption, as for all men
alike, is all the way of it which had been commonly hoard, of
before that time} while thus the old Arainiana did not scruple
to speak out their scheme intelligibly. And what else can Mr.
Hair's now way of it amount to? 3

The suspension of Hair did not terminate the controversy. Again

and again the case came before the Synod whose patience was fast running

out. In April 1757, three years after the passing of the Act concerning

Arrainian errors, he was deposed from his office and ceased to have any

connection with the Anti-Burghers Synod.*
On 14th February, 1768, Thomas Hair died. An elegy of 48 stanzas

of 4 lines each which versified the theology of the deceased, praised

his orthodoxy and deplored the prosecution he had endured, was published.

It is obviously enough completely devoid of any literary merit whatsoever,

but an extract is given below because it seems to give the essence of hie

views on the extent of the death of Christ*

1. Ibid., p..41.

2. Ibid.. p. 43.
3. Ibid.. p. 113.
4 ke&errov, op. cit.« p. 266.
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That Christ in iom sense dy*d for all
•Twas said he did maintain;
Said others, this imports that lie
In some sense dy'd in vain*

His great and just ambition was
T* exalt the grace of Hod
And to commend to sinners lost
The virtue of Christ's blood*

Meanwhile, the truth he daily preach*d
Which numbers can attest,
The elect and they only are
Saved by the Heath of Christ*

They and they alone are saved
Unto eternal life
While reprobates who were not chos*n
Shall die without relief. 1

One cannot fail to note the identity of Fraser's and Hair's

teaching. Although Hair declared that he could neither understand nor

subscribe everything in Fraeer's treatise, he, like Fraser, insisted

that there was a common and n special redemption, a dying of Christ in

some sor3» for all but primarily and effectively for the elect* To
2

brand him as a "heretic" for holding such views is expressive of

excessive doctrinal seal bordering on bigotry*

The Criticism of Adam Gib*

In view of what has so far been said oil the significance and

influence of Fraser* a treatise, it would seea an understatement to

1 • An i?iogy upon the o"th of the 3everead Mr* Thomas liair Minister of
the Gosi >el at Orwell* who died February 14th, 1768 (n.p. and n*d*),
PP* 3-5.

2. ihe danner of truth or Scottish Calvinistic Magazine (Glasgow,
1848), p. 434.
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assert that "the most important result of its production was the

theological discussion which it brought from the pen of Adorn Gib."1
But the annotations of Crib are of value in so far as they supply

additional information regarding the attitude of the Seceders towards

Eraser's book as well as towards Arrainianism.

2
Adam Gib, "the John Knox of the Secession" was born in 1714,

joined the .^ecedars in 1735 and became the leader of the Anti-Burghers
3

section after the breach in 1747. It was only in 1774 that he in ail

earnest took up the pen against Eraser's views. In his work, The

Present Truth covering two volumes, the first volume gives a history of

the rise and progress of the Secession, the second volume deals with

the maintenance of the Secession testimony.

A large section of the second volume is concerned with "Armlnian

errors upon the head of Universal feed•option". Discussing Eraser's

treatise published in 1749, he saidt

In that book and chiefly in the long Appendix to the fifth
Chapter of it, the Arminian point of Universal Redemption is
largely set forth, but in somewhat of a new form, as the author
had found himself obliged, in answering objections against that
doctrine, to make it up by some very horrible positions. 4

Gib then proceeded to outline Fraser's theory of universal

1. J. Walker, The Theology and theologians of Scotland (Edinburgh,
1872), pi>. 49-50.

2. B. Scott, Annals and btati;-tics of the Original Secession Church
(Edinburgh, 1886), p. 11.

3. D.H. Forrester, "Adam Gib, the Anti-Burgher", R.S.C.h.S. (Glasgow,
1941), Vol. VII, pp. 141-169.

4. A. Gib, on. cit.. Vol. II, pp. 131-132.
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redemption and remarked on the "warm debates upon the Arrainian doctrine"

in the Reformed Presbytery and the subsequent breach.* Summing up

his arguments against universal redemption, he asserted that Scripture

afforded no ground for it although isolated texts might appear to

support it. Continuing his argument, he saidt

Moreover, the point of Universal Redemption is no way preferable
to the other Aminian points in respect of seeming countenance
by some expressions of Scripture, as broken off from their
connection, and taken absolutely according to their first
appearance. Tea, the wicket doctrine about the man's free-will
in conversion {which indeed goes natively along with the
universal point), - has ten times more of that seeming
countenance. 2

In the opinion of Gib, Fraser's theory concerning the extent of

redemption was just one of the five Arminian articles, completely

unwarranted by Scripture and flatly contradicted by the Confessions of

Faith.3
V

Fraser's positive claim that his views were not at variance with

the Confession was severly criticised by Gib. He pointed out that

Fraser himself had admitted that his terminology differed from that of

the Confessions, particularly his distinction of "common** and "special**

benefits of the death of Christ. To Gib this alone was an indication

of an irreconcilable contradiction between Fraser's theory and the

Confessions, particularly in the case where the Confessions held that

none but the elect were redeemed compared with Fraser's maintaining

1. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 134.
2. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 187.

Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 274.
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that all were redeemed by Christ though in the end only the elect would

be saved.1
Gib realised that Eraser's intention was to account in a proper

way for the general and free offer of the gospel, but according to Gib,

Praser had not succeeded. Gib expressed this view as follows*

i'et all the gospel offers which can proceed upon this scheme
prove to tie a autre chaos of absurdity and self-contradiction,
which tend to lead sinners out of the plain way of the gospel, so
as to leave them in the waste howling wilderness of corrupt
reasoning and inventions. 2

while Gib was aware of the difference between Praser's uriiveraalism

and Arminian universalism, ho considered these differences as immaterial.

To his mind Eraser's system was just the old Arminionlsm revived but

veiled in a cloud of ambiguous terms giving it a scriptural appearance.

fo* ^iflnificanco of the Treatisy.

In this closing paragraph a short word on the aim and influence of

Praser*» treatise will serve at the same time to indicate the

significance of his work.

The underlying argument of those who cherish views of universal

atonement or common atonement seems to be thist since ail men are

invited to believe in Christ, Christ must have died for all men. If

Christ did not die for all men, and yet all are invited to believe, then

those for whom he did not die are invited to believe what is not true,

1. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 274.
2. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 289.
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and were it possible for themto believe they would find themselves

deceived.

That this was also Fraser's conviction is undeniable. From his

Galvinistic view that Christ had died for the elect only, and from his

firm belief that the real foundation for the gospel offer was the

sacrifice of Christ, Praser wrought his theory of common redemption

bringing both elect and reprobate under the gospel call. Briefly-

stated, Fraser held that Christ had died for the reprobates so that

they by their rejection of toe gospel might fall under a more tremendous

doom; Christ had died for the elect so that they by their acceptance

of the gospel call might enjoy the glory and blessedness of God's

grace. Viewed in such a way, Fraser maintained, it cannot be said

that Christ had died in vain for the reprobates.1
This scheme of Frasor met with both praise and scorn, defence and

attack, during the eighteenth century. It caused the deformed

Presbytery to be rent asunder, it created conflict in toe Associate

Synod and resulted in the deposition of Thomas Hair. It wits stigmatized

as Arminianism and experienced the most unsparing opposition from the

Seceders who had defended the Marrow, a book criticized for its
2

terminology tending to support uaivorsal redemption. Just like the

*• Treatise. 1749, pp. 223-224.
2* A Sober Inquiry into toe Grounds of the Present differences in the

Church of Scotland (n.p., 1723), pp. 117-118.
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Marrow, Fraser held that while all sinners had a real right to Christ

and his promises, only the elect would be sawed. It is true, however,

that the Marrow-men in spit® of their phraseology giving the impression

of an inclination to universalisa, were holding particular redemption,

whereas Eraser maintained a common and a particular redemption. In this

Fraser followed the tracks of his eountryia&n, John Cameron, and the

school of Amyx&lflus who tried to steer clear of the extreme views of

both Calvinism and Arrainianism on the extent of the atonement.

The ejection of Thomas Hair from the fellowship of the Seceders

did not signify a complete rejection of the views of Jones Fraser. This

"bizarre doctrine of Redemption"* was also favoured by George Thomson,

who had been one of Mair's schoolmasters. When Mair was condemned by

the Anti-burghers, Thomson took his stand with the Burghers. In 1782

he published a tract in which h© cautiously aired his sympathies with
2

Fraser*s views. During the fourth decade of the nineteenth century

the discussion of universal redemption was brought back into the United

Secession Church after a charge of erroneous doctrine on the subject
3

of the atonement was raised against a minister. From then on universal

atonement was frequently debated, supported and refuted by various

ministers, also in the Church of Scotland.'*

1. J. MacLeod, "Theology in the Early Days of the Secession", R.S.C.U.S..
(Glasgow, 1944), Vol. VIII, p. 7.

2» Ibid.» p. 8.
3* IkaJ&Elgr ft*: Scottish Ca^vi^letic Magas^e (Glasgow,

1848), p. 438.
4. Burleigh, op. cit.. pp. 332-333.
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A historian of the Reformed Presliyterian Church writing in 1893

remarked on tho revival of the views on universal atonement in this

way I

It can hardly escape notice how closely the opinions held by
the less orthodox part of the (Reformed) Presbytery resembled
those that were the cause of keen discussion about fifty years
ago in the United Secession Church in vhich something like a
two-fold satisfactiont under the form of the general and special
reference of the Atonement, hod a very prominent place. In
earlier Reformation discussions it was called Aayraldieei. 1

What was called Anyraidism in the seventeenth century revived a

century later in Scotland as Frasorisra. The exact and direct influence

of Fraser's views in tho nineteenth eentury is not easily detected

and determined, but one is inclined to agree with the Scottish

theologian's opinion) "I think Praser left more traces of himself on

2
our theology than we commonly suppose."

1. Hutchison, op. cit.. p. 197.
2. Walker, on. cit.. p. 50.
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JOHN WKSLEX AND SCOTLAND

The man who looked upon the whole world as his parish, crossed the

Tweed in 1751 for his first visit to Scotland* This man was John

Wesley, whose heart was "strangely wanned" on the evening of 24th May,

1738, when he experienced the conviction that his sine were forgiven

and that he was saved by Christ alone*1' The flame kindled in his heart

became an almost consuming fire enabling him to become one of the most

used instruments in the religious revival and the propagation of

religious knowledge in Croat Britain*

Considering that John Wesley, an avowed Arminian, visited Scotland

twenty-two times between 1751 and 1790, the last time a year before his

death, it is necessary to attempt to ascertain and appraise his influence

and the impact of his Anninianisra upon Scottish life and religion*

his Indebtedness to Arminius*

"It is well-known that John Wesley was the chief instrument in

the revival and extension of the doctrines of evangelical Arminianism

1* Hie Journal of the Kev* John Wesley* A.M*. ©d. N. Curnock (London,
1938)* Vol. i. P.T75 (Infra referred to as Journal)* For recent
biographies on John Wesley's early life, see Y*H*H* Green, The
Zoung Br* Wesley (London, 1961)$ H* Schmidt, John Wesley » A
Theological Biography, trans* N.P* Goldhavk (London, 1962), Vol. I*



as opposed in many points to a rigid Calvinism", wrote the biographer

of Susanna, the mother of John Wesley.^ The tern "evangelical" in

this sense could be defined as an uncompromising seal for the salvation

of sinners, the rescuing of the perishing, and the shepherding of those

who had come under the impression of the gospel which proclaimed the

love of Cod, the repentance of nan, and the pursuing of a holy life.

To ascertain whether the tor® "Arminianism" could be applied to the

teaching of Wesley, one should first, before examining his views as

such, try to trace the influence of Arninius on Wesley. Some of these

influences could have stemmed directly from Wesley1® acquaintance with

the works and thoughts of Arrainius, others could have affected Wesley

indirectly, coming by way of the writings of Arrainius,s followers.

Scanning the Journals, letters, sermons and other publications of

Wesley, one does not find direct quotations from the works of Arminius,

or a direct statement by Wesley that he had read something of Arminius

himself. From this it should not be concluded that he did not have

first-hand knowledge of the views of Arminius. Although a list of

books rend during the years 1725-1734 does not mention any of the works
2

of Arrainius, and although a further list of books mentioned in his

Journal as having been read by him reveals nothing regarding the writings
3

of Arainius, Wesley must have been acquainted with some of the

1. J. Kirk..lira Mother of the Lesleys (London, n.d.), p. 248,
2. For this list see Green, op. cit.« pp. 305-319#
3. For tiiis list see Proceedings of the Lesley Historical Society.

Vol. IV.
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publications of Arminius# The reason for this assertion is his pamphlet

WTiat la an Arninian* published in 1779 when bitter attacks were rod® on

hisa as being on Arsinian# In the fifth paragraph he gave an abridged

account of the life of Anstnius# H© pleaded for a proper understanding

and correct use of terras in the Calvinist-Anninian controversy, and said*

"How can any man know what Arminius held, who lias never read one page

of his writings?" (Me would be justified to infer iron those words

that Wesley, while writing on Arrainianisa, would not allow himself to

be condemned by his own words# IMdoubtedly Wesley possessed son®

knowledge of the works of Arminius#

CM 1st January, 1773, Wesley*s magasine, which he was bold enough

to entitle The Arwlnian Magazine* appeared# The aim of this publication

was to mintain and illustrate that "God willeth all men to be savod."

For this purpose, Wesley had in mind the publication of a number of

tracts written during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in which

the belief in a general atonement was outlined# In pursuance of this

plan, the fir.it number of The Arninian H-./?aisino opened with "A Sketch of

the Life of Ayminius taken from Peter Bertius* Funeral Oration on the

Interment of Arminius (Leyden, 22nd October 1609)"•

Introducing the "Sketch", Wesley remarked!

We know of nothing more proper to introduce a work of this kind

'• IhetiiogicaLXO-rM of tho Rev# John Wesley, A#M#, od. T. Jackson,
(London, 1829-1831), Vol# X, pp. 358-361, (Infra referred to as
Works).
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than a sketch of the life and death of Arminiua vith whom those
who mention his name vith the utmost dignity are commonly quite
unacquainted of whoa they know no more than of Hermes Tresrasgistus.

Probably Wesley acquired these details of Arminius froa on© of the

collections of the works of Arrainius to which the funeral oration of

Bertius was added. The further editions of The Arainian Magagjao up to

the time of Wesley's death reveal 110 more references to either Arrainius

or the Retwastrants.

There is evidence thai Wesley bore knowledge of the Synod of Dorfc

and of the works of some of the Remonstrants. Already in 1725, Samuel

Wesley, John's father, wrote to him at Oxford recommending to him

Orotius's oooseniarilfl on the Bible.^ That he did follow his father's

advice, if not at that tine, then later in his life, is shown in a

letter dated 4th March, 1749, in which he mentioned the cosnent&ry of
2

Grotiua on Hark. On 6th July, 1741, Wesley recorded in his Journalt

"hooking for a book in the College Library, I took down by mistake the

works of Kpiscopius, which opening upon an account of the Synod of bort,
3I believed it night be useful to read it through." In 1777 he again

mentioned Grotius and hie Do Veritnte keljgionis Christianise. when he

wrote i "There is a. good English translation of this book published some

years since by Dr. John Clarke."*

1 • The Artalnian Magazine. 1778, Vol. I, p. 30.
2. The Letters of the Ilev. John Wesley. A.M.. eri. J. felford (London,

1931, reprinted 1960), Vol. II, p. 316. (Infra referred to as
Letters).

Journal* Vol. II, p. 473.
4« otters. Vol. VI, p. 285.
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From tii.is one is entitled to conclude that while Wesley was not

uninformed as to the writings and notions of Arminius and the Remonstrants,

he did not have to rely on them for arguments to impress or convince

his countrymen* His own "evangelical Arainianism" was not so much the

result of Arminian literature but was intimately connected with his

"evangelical" approach* He never deliberately constructed a scheme of

Arminian doctrine, but he came to such views in his ardour for proclaiming

the gospel of love to everyone in the world* Doctrine was not his main

or prime concern, but personal religion was* Only when he was convinced

that dogmatical beliefs were impeding the progress of the gospel did

he attack. This attitude ne vizpxe..-**#. in these words: "We are not to

fight against notions, but sins*"1

His Theological Beliefs.

lieverting to the quotation of Wesley's "evangelical Arminianisia

as opposed in many points to a rigid Calvinism", a few remarks should

be made regarding Wesley's Arminianism as a reaction against strict

Calvinism* The following will briefly illustrate his views:

(a) Conditional Election

The problem of the divine eternal decrees became a source of

concern for Wesley as early as 1725* In a letter dated 28th May, 1725,

he wrote to his mother: "I can't think that when God sent us into the

1* Ibid*. Vol. II, p. 110.
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world he had irreversibly decreed that we should b® perpetually

miserable in it."* Two months later he raised the problem again in a

letter to his mother, saying,

What then, shall I say of Predestination? Ar. everlasting purpose
of hod to deliver seme from damnation does, I suppose, exclude
all from that deliverance who are not chosen* And if it was

inevitably decreed from eternity that such a determinate part
of mankind should be saved, and none beside them, a vast majority
of the world were born to eternal death without so much as a

possibility of avoiding it. How is this consistent vith either
the Divine Justice or Mercy? 2

In the same letter he wrestled with the problems of man as a free agent.

In the latter case it would lead, according to Wesley, to the conclusion

of hod as the author of sin. His own opinion he phrased as followsi

I used to think that the difficulty of Predestination might be
solved by supposing that it was indeed decreed that a remnant
should be elected but that it was in man's power to be of that
remnant, But the words of our Article will not bear that sense.
I see no other way but to allow that some may be saved who were
not always of the number of the elected. 3

From this it becomes more and more apparent that Wesley was

beginning to doubt the Calvin1st doctrine of a predetermined numerus

clausus. It was presumably against this view of the prearranged lot

of the elect and reprobate that Wesley felt himself urged "to speak

strongly and explicitly on predestination" on 26th April, 1739."* A

few days later he again spoke on this subject and "declared openly for

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 16.
2. Ibid., p. 22.
3. Ibid., p. 23.
4* Ibid., p. 303.
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the first hour against the *horrible decree' bofor© about four thousand
1

persons • • • w That these polemic speeches were exceptions and that

he was not in the habit of attacking doctrine, is testified by Wesley

when he wrote, "Generally X speak on faith, remission of sins, and -fee

gift of the Holy Ghost."*"

For Wesley the doctrine of predestination was not an essential

one. Writing to George Vhiltefield on 9th August, 1740, he shoved his

moderation when he saidt

There are bigots both for Predestination and against it. God is
sending a message to both on either side. But neither will
receive it, unless from one of his own opinion. Therefore, for
a time you are suffered to be of one opinion and I of another. 3

Wesley did not consider the opinion either of him or of Whitefield to

be in opposition to the Confession of Faith. He believed that the 17th

Article of the Thirty-nine Articles was capable of a twofold inter¬

pretation. From this point of view he could write in 17458 "As to the

Seventeenth Article, Mr. WhitefieId really believes that it asserts

absolute predestination, therefore, X can also subscribe to it with

sincerity."^ This does not mean that Wesley accepted absolute

predestination, but he was of the opinion that the 17th Article was

ambiguously phrased on purpose so as to allow more than one inter-

1. Ibid., p. 304.
2. Ibid., p. 308.
3* P. 351.
4« Ibid.. Vol. IX, p. 58.
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pretation. How it was possible that both he and Vhitefield, despite

their diverging opinions on predestination, could subscribe the

seventeenth Article he explained in a letter dated 25th June, 1746, and

said, "Each of us can truly say, *1 subscribe this Article in that which

I believe from say heart is its plain grammatical Meaning'

Even raore than twenty-live years after Lesley's first letter

touching the question of predestination, he was not yet clear and

settled in his ovr. mind as to what attitude to adopt. Writing to his

brother, Charles, following the accusation of some of the lay-preachers

that the vievis of Charles were in agreement with those o? Vhitefield

on predestination, he reminded Charles that both of them had often

granted "an absolute, unconditional election of some together with a

conditional election of all men," On these views Wesley began to cast

doubts because, he said, "all the texts vhieh I used to think supported

it, I now think prove either sere or less - either absolute reprobation
2

and election, or neither."

After a new outburst of verbal hostilities between Calvinists and

Arnunians, Vesley in a letter to 'toe editor of "Lloyds Evening Post"

on 26th February, 1771, caricatured "the ij changeable election of

sinners" in such s way that "a fiftieth part of mankind shall be saved,

do what they vlllj and the other forty-nine parts shall be damned, do
3

what they can." Curing these years a sore uncompromising attitude

!• Ebid.. P..70.
2. Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. 96.
3. Ibid.. Vol. V, p. 225.
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towards predestination became visible in Wesley's writings. In 1765

he was still maintaining that holding the opinion of particular election

and final perseverance was "compatible with e. love to Christ and a

1
work of Grace," but in 1773, he referred to Lady Huntingdon's preachers

as men who were "wholly swallowed up in that detestable doctrine of
2

Predestination ..."

Reviewing Wesley's attitude towards the doctrine of predestination,

one must conclude that it was very one-sided. He, like his brother

Charles, only stressed the negative side of predestination, i.e. always

drawing attention to the terrible fate of the reprobate and neglecting

to mention the joy of being elected to glory. Charles expressed this

vividly in one of his versest

Whoe'er admits, my soul disowns
The image of a torturing God
Well-p.leased with human shrieks and groans
A fiend, a Moloch gorged with blood.

Good GodJ that any child of thine
So horribly should think of TheeI
hoi all ray hopes I here resign
If all may not find grace with me. 3

The same passionate horror is worded in another verse also directed

against the decree of reprobations

God forbid that I should dare
To charge my death to Thee

1. 1. Ibid.. Vol. IV, p. 29.
2. Ibid.. Vol. VI, p. 51.
3. J.K. Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrine of Charles Wesley's

hymns (London, 1941),"p. 117.
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No, Thy truth and mercy tear
The Horrible decree. 1

John Wesley stated the crucial difference between Calvinist and

Arminian in this question ami answer* "Is Predestination absolute or

conditional? The Arrainians believe it is conditional, the Calvinists
2

that it is absolute." That Wesley considered himself to be an

Arrainian, is open to no dispute. Not only did he openly proclaim this

by the title of his publication, The Arminian Hagrizice. but on 9th

December, 1778, he wrote* "Fir® and vatfer cannot dwell together, nor

warm Calviniets and *nninians. Let us help them and love them all we

3
can. But the less intercourse our people have with the® the better."

As Wesley never considered himself "a warm Galvinist," it is clear on

whose side he saw himself. Ten years later h© described Calvinism as

"the very antidote to Methodism and the most dreadly and successful
4

enerqy it ever had."

One can endorse the observation that Wesley's sympathy with the

Arminian notion of predestination sprang from his conviction that "a

solution of the myst©ry of election was to be sought, not exclusively

in Cod, but to a degree in man," but it is also true that "carried far

enough, it makes something in man a factor in election and becomes to

that degree synergistic"."*

1• p. 119.
2- york8. Vol. X, p. 359.
3. otters. Vol. VI, p. 331.
4* Ibid.. Vol. VIII, p. 95.
5. V.D, Allbeck, "Plenteous Grace with Thee is found," Religion in

Life. Vol. XXIX, Autumn 1960, p. 505.
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(b) General Atonement.

John Lesley's aversion to unconditional predestination and his

rejection of the "horrible decree" were ways of expressing his
universalis^ in the sense of a general atonement. By this Wesley did

not neon universal salvation. He was very definitely opposed to such

a notion. Referring to the Moravian Brethren be saidi "I era still

afraid their whole church is tainted with Quietism, Universal Salvation

and Antinomianiam."* A year later, in 1746, ho felt himself compelled

to point out again that "they hold Universal Salvation", a view of
2

which he did not approve. Many years after this, in 1771, he found

that at least one of his preachers was using erroneous terms, and he
3

admonished him to "abstain from speaking of Universal Salvation."

While rejecting universal salvation, Wesley firmly and fervently

believed in a general atonement by which he understood that by divine

decree Christ had died for all men, and that by faith in Christ all

could become possessed of tho,t salvation prepared for them. Writing in

1745, John Wesley admitted that he and Charles hold "the doctrine of
4

Universal Redemption", but denied that it was "popery".

Charles worded these beliefs of him and his brother as followst

T»y undistinguishing regard
Was cast on Adam*® fallen race|

1• Letters. Vol. II, p. 178.
Ibid.. p. 219.

3. Ibid., p. 228.
4» iki▼©!. !>• 198.
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For all thou hast in Christ pre pared
Sufficient, sovereign, saving grace, t

The songs of Charles accompanied John's sansons, and both expressed

their firm conviction of the unlimited scope of Christ's atonement.

In 1751 John Wesley, contrasting his own teaching with that of George

Whitefield, wrote, "Vhitefieid preached particular and I universal
2

redemption". Discussing his plan and purpose for a regular publication

to express the .Methodist point of viev, Wesley said, "I mean a

3
AM; -rot- tc •ei'erAj bi..Ivors?:! jU; first

number of The Arminian Harazitie having appeared fourteen de.ys earlier,

John Lesley commented on it on 15th January, 1778:

This magazine not only contains no railing but (properly speaking)
no controversy. It proves one points 'God villetb nil m to be
saved and come to the knowledge of the truth.* It goes straight
forward, taking notice of no opponent, but invariably pursuing
this one point. 4

John Lesley, filled with the sense of the love and mercy of God,

and with genuine concern for the spiritual well-being of men, could

not accede to the views of particular redemption for the elect only.

This belief of John Wesley was exnetly the same as that expressed in

the second Article of the Five Articles of the Hemonstranta, but he

did not arrive at this via the writings of the Arminians. Wesley was

brought up In a home where a strong belief in the universal offer of

salvation was cherished. It was in particular the powerful influence

1. .nitenbury, op. cit.. p. 134.
2. Letters. Vol. Ill, p. 313.
3* Ibid.. Vol. VI, p. 284.
4. Ibid., p. 295.
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of his mother, Susanna, which had guided him to resist absolute
1

predestination and particular redemption. The writings of the

Arrainians, both Ibitch and English, furthered and perpetuated these

beliefs.

(c) Salvation by Grace.

There is no reason to doubt that Wesley did rot believe that man

2
was able to do anything towards his owe salvation. Of nothing was he

more fcmrinced than that God converted sinners by "suddenly inspiring

them with an immediate testimony of his love, easily distinguished from
3

fancy." B© was in no doubt whatsoever that faith, hope, and love

were not natural hitman attributes but were wrought in man by the Spirit
4

of God. What Wesley saw as essential in the salvation of taan was

"the operation of the Spirit 'of God ... which raises the dead and
5

which calls the things which are not as though they were".

Wesley understood salvation as centring upon the unmerited grace

of God whereby mn is justified and forgiven. This is why he felt he

could say, "I think on Justification ... just as Mr. Calvin does.

In this respect I do rot differ from him an hair's breadth."^ let

the difference between Vesiey ©«#< Calvin was more than a hair's breadth.

This was pointer! out in the following wayi

... ..l ,, .Ml..

r ■

1. Schmidt, op. cit.. pp. 87-89.
2m Compare herks. Vol. VIII, pp. 5-6.
3* bettors. Vol. IT, p. 61.
4. Ibid., pp. 61, 71»
5* Ibid., p. 71.

6. Ibid.. Vol. IV, p. 293.
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If the faith whereby grace ia appropriated is the gift of God,
there is no logical way to avoid either a grace wrought universal
salvation or else the unconditional election of some to salvation
and others to reprobation. »esley would have neither • • • He
had in fact to make room, however •small1 for man to cast the
deciding vote in the matter of his eternal destiny. That was
the root of his Aratinianisra. 1

Wesley would not press the point much further of how he conceived

of man's participation in obtaining salvation. In his sermon "Free

Grace* he stressed the grace "free for all" and working "free in all",
2

ewMirg en dead in sin to answer Q«|'| tall* He rejected the

Calvinistie doctrine of particular redemption because, as the issue

was put, "Methodism van based upon a relation between man and God

which is personal and gracious, in which religious dependence upon God
3

in no way minimizes the moral independence of man." This doctrine of

gracious ability held by Wesley implied that no man could be justified

without consciously participating in it, therefore, he denied the

assertion that "a man my be justified arid not know it."^
From these considerations it can be concluded that while Wesley

held firmly to the belief that salvation was from God, Ms doctrine of

salvation gave man a share, however small, in shaping his own destiny.

But one cannot be more in agreement with the following statement on

Wesley;s "synergism"t

1• F.S. Sanders, "Is there a Neo-Wesleyanism", weligion in bifo.
Vol. XXIX, Autumn, 1960, p. 495.

2. Works. Vol. VII, pp. 373-374.
3. S.O. Distend, The Psychology of the Methodist Revivali An Empirical

and i es -riotivo 1 -uidy (London, 1926), p. 240.
4. bettors. Vol. Ill, p. 101.
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It was a far cry, nevertheless, from the contemporary forms of
humanism, whether Deism, Anglican latitudinarianisra or Dissenting
Arianism. Wesley attributed man's ability to respond to God's
offer not to natural free will but to prevenient grace. 1

(d) Conditional Perseverance.

Only two quotations will suffice to illustrate Wesley's denial of

the Calvinistic doctrine of the perseverance of the saints. In a

letter to Whitefield on 28th Hay, 1753, Wesley remarked that several

of the Methodist preachers had complained about Whitefield's preaching

of "opinions which we do not believe to be true". One of the opinions

against which exception was taken was that "there is no possibility of
2

falling away from grace."

Nearly at the end of his life, Wesley was still clinging to the

sincere belief that a Christian should constantly and consciously press

3
on towards the goal and not allow himself to rest passively on faith.

He could not have put it in a clearer way than when he wrote in 1789,

commencing on a sarcastic note*

You see mry dear Harriet, the blessed effects of Unconditional
PerseveranceI It leads the way by easy steps first to
presumption and then to black despair, There will be no way to
recover your poor friend to a scriptural faith but by taking away
that broken rood from her, and by convincing her that if she
dies in her present state, she will perish eternally ...
What a blessing it is, dear Harriet, that you have been saved

1. Sanders, op. eit.. p. 495. For Wesley on provenient grace, see
C.W. William, John Wesley's Theology Today (London, 1960), pp. 39-46.

2« Letters. Vol. Ill, p. 101.
3. Williams, op. cit.. p. 174, condensed this view as follows* "To

faith which is the means for entrance into the Christian life,
must be added the works made possible by grace through which
perfection is reached".
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from this poisonous doctrine and that you are enabled to follow
after that holiness without which wo cannot see the LordI 1

Wesley believed in a doctrine of the perseverance of the saints

reconstructed within an ethical framework. It is true that "the

'holiness without which no man shall see the Lord', of which Wesley

speaks, is not a holiness that is judged by objective moral standards,

but a holiness in terms of unbroken relationship to Christ the Holy
2

One," but even here, Wesley's conception of the relationship between

perseverance and untitanto salvation is not free from a certain degree

of synergism.

Keeping these theological notions of Wesley in mind, one is fully

justified in sayings John Wesley was an Arminian. But to say this

implies tluit his views were mors akin to Calvinistic rather than to

Lutheran theology. Wesley, like Arminius, was not striving against

John Calvin, but against the epigones, the later and lesser lights who

went further than Calvin and moulded his theology into a rigid scheme.
3

It is correct to say that Wesley was "almost a Calvinist." In the

minutes of the second conference of Wesley's Societies held in 1745,

the question is raisedi "Wherein may we come to the very edge of

Calvinism?" The answer is given,

"(1) In ascribing all good to free grace.

1. Letters. Vol. VIII, pp. 159-160.
2. Williams5 pp. ext.. p. 175.
3. Q.C. Cell, The ftodiscovory of John Wesley (New fork, 1935), p. 19#
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(2) la denying all natural fres-will and all power antecedent to

grace.

(3) In excluding all merit fro® man oven for what he has or does

by the grace of God."'
This is not only the edge of Calvinism but is Calvinism itself. Where

» J-

Wesley differed from Calvin on predestination, the extent of the

atonement, the appropriation of grace, and the question of perseverance

in faith, he shared the views of Arrainius.

While Wesley*s theology, seen in its evangelistic context, was in

some sense a reaction against rigid dogmatical Calvinism, it was at the

same time a reaction against rigid rationalistic Arrainianism of his

century which rejected predestination altogether and which hailed free¬

will as the key to the door of salvation. In this two-way reaction

Wesley found himself in harmony with the religious principles which

Jacobus Arminius shared with historical Calvinism. One can readily

endorse the statement that John Wesley may well be called "the most

faithful of Arminius's disciples, although, like St. Paul, he did not
2

sit at his master's feet."

The Opposition Encountered.

"To say 'This man is an Arminian* has the same effect on many

1. Quoted by Cell, op. cit.. p. 249.
2. A.H. Pask, "The Influence of Arminius on John Wesley," London

Quarterly and iioborn heview. Vol. 185, October, 1960, p. 262.
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hearers as to say 'This is a mad dog," wrote Wesley.* George Whitefield

must have been aware of this .and of the apathy in Scotland against

Arminianism when he learned of Wesley*a proposed visit to Scotland.

He, therefore, voiced strong doubts on the advisability of such steps.

liecalliny this incident many years later, Wesley wrote»

When I was first invited into Scotland (about fourteen years ago),
Mr. Whitefield told met 'you have no business there; for your
principles arc so well known, that if you spoke like an angel
none would hear you. And if they did, you would have nothing to
do but to dispute with one and another from morning till night*. 2

Whitefield, an avowed Calvinist, felt he had reason to raiso a

finger of warning, for he knew what it was to encounter opposition on

Scottish soil. Whitefield came to Scotland on 30th July, 1741, following
3

an invitation of Ralph ami Hbeneser rskin®. During this first visit

he was denounced by a minister as "a curate of the Church of England,•*
4and as holding views that were "grossly Arminian." In 1742, the year

of the much discussed revivals in Scotland in which Whitefield played

an important role, Adam Gib, the Anti-Burgher, thought it necessary

to warn against Whitefield. He published a sermon, the title-page of

which gives an indication of the contents, namely "that Mr. Vhitefield

is no minister of Jesus Christ; that his call and coming to Scotland is

scandalous ... that his whole doctrine is, and his success must be

1*. Works. Vol. X, p. 358.
2. Utters. Vol. IV, p. 295.
3. D. Butler, John V-esley and George Whitefield in ScotlaM. (Edinburgh,

1898), pp. 12-18.
, ! * ! ' f » I

4. Ibia.« p. 30.
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diabolical ... 1,1
The Associate Presbytery took the same stand as Gib, and in an

Act for the roneval of the Covenant passed in 1743, they depicted

Whitefield as "a professed member and priest of the superstitious
2

Church of England." They considered it one of the reasons for

humiliation and confession of sins that "some of us wero not tiiaeously

enough aware of Mr. George Whitefield, a priest of the Church of England,
3

and the danger of his way". That WhitefieId's status as a minister

of the Church of England was the main source of the hostility experienced

from the ranks of the Associate Presbytery, is certain. This objection

was repeated by Alexander ^oncrief when he wrote* "Let it be considered
4

that his mission and ordination flow only from a prelate." Such an

ordination Moncrief considered to be unlawful because "prelacy stands

in a direct opposition unto the will of God revealed in his Word," and

because "Uod himself has made prelacy a scandalous offence in his own

Word."5
Wesley was fully aware of the opposition offered by these groups

to the ministry of Whitefield in Scotland. He was also acquainted with

1. A. Gib, A Warning against Countenancing the Ministrations of Mr.
George Whitefield . . . (Edinburgh. 1742).

2. ,9f the Associate, Pyesbyery fojr Ho^oyin^ the National Covenant
of Scotland* and the Solemn League and Covenant of the Three Nations
(Ktiinburgh, 1744)," p. 109. '

3. Ibid., p. 123.
4. A. Honcrief, The Countenancing of Mr. Whitefield*s Administration

(Glasgow, 1758), p. 3.
5. Jbid., pp. 7-8.
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the ecclesiastical history of the land, lie read the History of the

Reformation of John Knox and Wodrov'e History of the Sufferings of the

Church of Scotland.1 There is also no reason to doubt that he was

conscious of the dividing line between his Arminianism and the doctrine

of the Scottish Churches* He also Knew that Vbitefield's questioning

the expediency of his plan to visit Scotland was not without good ground.

Therefore, Wesley resolved not to preach doctrine which might give rise

to disputes and disunity. He answered Vhitefield'a doubts in this way*

If Cod sends me, people will hear. And I will give thorn no
provocation to dispute, for 1 will studiously ovoid controverted
points, and keep to the fundamental truths of Christianity. And
if any still begin to dispute, they may, but I will not dispute
with them. 2

That it was Wesley's desire to steer a safe course between the Scylla

and Charyodis of ecclesiastical controversies in Scotland is reaffirmed

in a letter dated 24th January, 1771, which reads*

From the first hours thai I entered the kingdom, it was a sacred
rule with ae never to preach on any controverted point - at
least not in a controversial way. 3

What Wesley intended for himself, he also expected from his

preachers and he gave them strict orders to adhere to his rule. Writing

in 1747 to a preacher, he said, "We are not to fight against notions

but sins. Least of all should I advise you once to open your lips

1. W.F. Gray, "John Wesley and Scotland", R.S.C.H.S., (Glasgow, 1944),
Vol. VIII, p. 221.

2. letters. Vol. IV, p. 295.
3- Ibid.. Vol. V, p. 219. Italics in the text of Letters.
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against Predestination. It would do more mischief than you are aware

of."1 Making reference to another one of his preachers in Glasgow,

Wesley remar'aed, "He must be lost to all common sense to preach against
2

final perseverance in Scotland."

Despite all the good and praiseworthy intentions of Wosley, he

found himself, early in 1765, involved in a theological controversy

which seemed to herald the doom of his work in Scotland, a work with a

double aim, namely to increase and intensify personal religion, and to

gather the new converts into his Methodist Societies. The centre of

the dispute was Dr. John Krakine, one of the most popular and influential

ministers of Edinburgh. Already 1762 Wesley had expressed his

diaappoiatment at the slow progress of the work in the nrnin city of

Scotland, and he wanted to know "what has hindered the increase of the
3

work in Edinburgh." A year later he alluded to a "little misunder¬

standing at iJdinburgh."4 From this it seems that various factors were

impeding the work but it was only in 1765 that the real opposition was

encountered.

The immediate cause of the verbal conflict was the respective

opinions of Snkim and Wesley on Jones Kerrey's Theron and. Awo&sio

published in 1755. In a lengthy letter to the author, Wesley criticised

1. Ibid.■ Vol. II, p. 110.
2. Ibid., Vol. V, p. 219.
3. Ibid.. Vol. IV, p. 183.
4. Ibid., p. 222.
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sonic of the propositions therein contained.1 Kerrey defended himself

in a reply published posthumously in 1764, entitled Apasio Vindicated

in Eleven '.otters to Mr. Joirn Wesley. In 1765, Erskine joined the

dispute by republishing Apasio Vindicated and contributed a preface

consisting largely of a selection of quotations from Wesley's works in

order to show that his teaching was grossly hostile to Calviaistic

theology, being "a medley of Araiinian, Antinoaian, and enthusiastic
2

errors" suppressed and dissembled in order to win converts.

Replies and defences from the Methodist side did not remain absent.

One of Wesley's preachers, James Kershaw, answered Erskine in An

Renly. published a few weeks after Erskine's edition of Aapasio

Vindicated. This resulted in an immediate and bitter attack on Wesley

by Erskine in his publication, Mr. ealey's Principles Detected.

Wesley, whose aim was not religious controversies but religious
3

conversions, wrote to Erskine in private on 24th April, 1765, and in

1766 he published his Some keqarka on a hefence of the Preface to the

hityaln.'". v kdlilsn of 'Aapasio Vindicated*. The controversy raved until

176S, during which time a further nuraher of pamphlets by both parties

appeared.4 That this disputation caused harm to Wesley's work and

1. Ibid.. Vol. Ill, pp. 371-388.
2. Aspasio Vindicated in Eleven Letters from the bate Mr. hervev to

Rev. Mr. John Wesley (Edinburgh, 1765) preface, p. 6.
3. letters. Vol. IV, pp. 293-2%.
4. See. W.F. Swift, Methodism in Scotland (London, 1947), P» 95 for

these publications.
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influence in Scotland cannot be doubted, but should not be over¬

estimated. Brskine's opposition made itself felt, and the following

observation can be endorsed if made applicable only to Wesley's

activities in Edinburgh! "Erskine had done his work too veil; like an

early morning frost in blossom-time, his propaganda hod blighted the

promise of the fruit."1
In a letter to Rev. W. Plcmderlieth, minister of the Church of

Scotland in Edinburgh, written on 23rd May, 1768, Wesley reviewed

the controversy and restated his opinion on predestination, one of the

points of disputes

I did attack predestination eight-and-twenty years ago; and I
do not believe now any predestination which implies irrespective
reprobation. But I do not believe it is necessarily subversive of
all religion. I think hot disputes are much more so, therefore,
I never willingly dispute with any one about it. And I advise
all ray friends, not in Scotland only, but all over England and
Ireland, to avoid all contention on the head, and let every man
remain in hi® own opinion. 2

Remarking on Krskine•s role in the controversy, Wesley said, "I love
3

and reverence him, but not his doctrine."

This seems to have been the identical attitude of Lady Glenorchy

towards Wesley when she severed her connections with the Methodists in

1771. Lady Glonorchy had hired a disused Roman Catholic Chapel, named

St. Mary's Chapel, and this was opened on 7th March, 1770, for religious

meetings to be conducted by Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and one day

1• Ibid.■ p. 28.
2. Letters. ITflt f, p. 90.
3* Ibid., p. 91.
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in the week by Wesley's preachers*' She often vent to listen to Wesley
2

and his preachers, but she declined to join their Society* A year

after the opening of the chapel, body tilenmshy found it necessary to

dismiss Wesley's preachers from her chapel* Recording in her diary the

reasons for such a drastic step, she wrotel

dofore 1 left Edinburgh, 1 dismissed Mr* Wesley's preachers from
my chapel, as, from some writings of Mr* Wesley which fell into
say hands, and from the sentiments of some of his preachers of late
officiating here, I found they held doctrines that appear to be
erroneous* First, they deny the doctrines of imputed righteousness,
election and the saints' perseverance, which I think are clearly
revealed in Scripture* 3

ihe other two reasons given by her were that the other ministers would
SvV".

not preach in the chapel if the Methodists were to continue to use it,

and that she herself did not receive any blessing from the sermons of
4

Wesley's preachers*

Resulting from the theological polemic commenced in 1665, and Who

withdrawal of Lady Gloaorciiy'a support, Edinburgh Methodism suffered

a loss of prestige and had to struggle against sever prejudice for oapy

years to come*

The Achiovenonts Appraised*

The work of Wesley in Scotland was by no means futile and fruitless

no statistics might imply. Apart from the opposition in Edinburgh

1. T.8. Jones, The Life of .the Eight honourable Willielma ViHP.mmtesg
Ctlaaorchv (Edinburgh, 1322), pp, 132, 146*

2» ibid*, p. 155*
3. Ibid*, p. 239.
4. Ibid.
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where Wesley hod reason to complain that the ministers of Edinburgh

"stooled the hearts of the people against all the good impressions

which might otherwise have been made*,1 his labours in Scotland wore

not hampered by undue resistance or even riots and persecution to which
2

he and his preachers were exposed in England.

In 1763, he wrotei

Many were formerly of opinion that our preaching would not be
received in North Britain, end that we could be of no use
there • • • But I have never seen the fields more white than
they were feci* Edinburgh to Aberdeen last summer . , „ 3

The following year he reported that, "the Word of Bod has free course

in North Britain, ovon among honourable and right honourable sinners«"*
Two years after the commencement of the Erskine—Wesley conflict, Wesley

could still writes "We want more labcmrers, especially in the North,

where one preacher is increased, into sevenI and the people cry aloud

for morel""*

Although Wesley was acquainted with disappointments, he never

lost faith and optimism regarding the progress in Scotland, Writing

in 1779, he sounded this note of optimism, saying, "I trust there will

be such a work in Scotland this year as never was seen there yet,"**

1• Letters. Vol. V, p. 226.
2, Ibid., Vol. VII, p. 242, Wesley wrote! "You know we may preach

anywhere in Scotland without danger of riots."
3. Ibid.. Vol. rv, p. 223.

p. 246.
'• Ibid.. Vol. V, p. 51.
6. Ibid.. Vol. VI, p. 351.
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After his twenty-second visit to Scotland in 1790, which was also his

last, he could joyfully write, "I have just now finished ray route

through Scotland where I never had such con; rogations before,"*
Did Scotland live up to the wishes and expectations of the founder

of Methodism? At Wesley's death in 1791, forty years after he had

first set foot on Scottish soil, there were eight Methodist chapels

built (apart from a number of preaching houses bought or hired),

sixteen preachers in the whole of Scotland, and 1179 members of his
2

Societies, These figures reveal no overwhelming success but statistics

cannot indicate the full extent of the achievement of Wesley and his

preachers in Scotland. Scotland had given a willing ear to Wesley

and his message, and that Methodism had taken root in many places

there, became evident from the rise and growth of the various Societies,

Uncounted numbers heard his sermons and too k heed, although the

majority of them never joined the Societies.

Wesley gained the honour and respect of many. In Glasgow he

found a life-long and staunch friend in Dr. John Gillies, one of the
3

ministers of the Church of Scotland. In Edinburgh Dr. Alexander

Webster, a close friend of Lady Glanorchy and "an avowed Calvinist of

the higher class, but very liberal in his sentiments and conduct to

those who differed in opinion from him,"** supported the movement of

1. Ibid.. Vol. VIII, pp. 222-223.
2. Swift, op. cit.. p. 54.
3. Butler, op. cit.. pp. 123-125, 128-131.
4. Jones, op. cit.. p. 132.
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Wesley,1 During a friendly discussion "they agreed on all doctrines

on which they spoke except those of God's decrees, predestination and
2

the saints' perseverance,w In Aberdeen Wesley von the friendship
3

of the University authorities and of some of the prominent ministers.

This, undoubtedly, had a favourable effect upon the growth of the

Society there which was for many years the one with the largest member¬

ship, It was also in Aberdeen that the first Methodist chapel in
4

Scotland was built in the year 1764, In 1772, on his thirteenth

visit to Scotland, Wesley was honoured by two Scottish towns which

presented him with their freedom and enrolled him as an honorary

burgess. These honours, which wore public acknowledgements of the
5

high esteem in which Wesley stood, were offered by Perth and Arbroath,

Notwithstanding all that has been said, it cannot be denied that

there were serious hindrances to the progress of the work in Scotland,

Some of these impediments were

(1) Wesley's Anglican ordination,

(2) His lay-preachers,

(3) The Society Class meetings,

(4) The Vesleyan doctrine.

1, Butler, op, cit«« pp, 164-1&5,
2, Jones, op, cit.. p, 156,
3, Gray, op. cit,. pp. 216-217? Swift, op, ext.. x>, 44,
4, Swift, op, cit.. p. 44.
5, L, Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Bev, John Wesley. M.A..

(London, 1878], Vol, III, p. 120.
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All of these "novelties" vere, to some degree, disagreeable to Scottish

custom and belief.

It eounted against WhitefieId that he was a member and minister

of the Church of England which was condemned by many as an apostate

church. In presbyterian Scotland where the struggles against prelacy

vere not yet forgotten, Lesley's mission would undoubtedly hare been

affected adversely by such an attitude towards the church to which he

had pledged life-long allegiance. Wesley's own observation was that

the "Scotch bigots" placed the Church of England on the same level with

Rome.1

A more serious hindrance to progress was Wesley's practice of

lay-preachers. At least three disadvantages, as far as Scotland was

concerned, were attached to this means of ministry.

(a) They vere travelling preachers. On this Wesley was persistent

and uncompromising. Writing on 28th August, 1774, he warned, "If the

preachers sit still as they have done hitherto, I will send no more

2
of them into Scotland." A few weeks later, he deemed it necessary

to state it clearly again* "While I live, itinerant preachers shall
3

be itinerants, X mean, if they choose to remain in '-annexion with us."

There were requests from Scotland to allocate a fixed charge to every

preacher, but Wesley was unwavering in his answer* "I have weighed the

matter, and will serve the Scots as we do the English, or leave thera."^

1# Jomnal. Vol. IV, p. 123.
2. Letters. Vol. 71, p. 108.
3. Ibid.« p. 117.

4. Ibid.
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Defending his decision to proceed his work through peripatetic preachersv

he wrote on 12th December, 1774i

It is the Beats only whom, when they like a preacher, would choose
to have him continue with hiia? Not so} but the Dnglish and Irish
also - yea, all the inhabitants of earth. But we knew our calling.
The Methodists arc not to continue in any one place under heaven,
we are called to bo itinerants. Those who receive us, must receive
us as such. And if the Scots will not, others will. 1

A settled ministry and a fixed pastorate have always been a vital part

of Scottish religious life. Hie travelling preachers of Wesley could

never really gain the confidence and affection of the people of

Scotland. In this regard the prudence of Wesley persisting in the rigid

rule of the itinerancy could well be questioned.

(b) They were unordained preachers. In Scotland the task of

preaching was considered the sole prerogative of the ordained minister,

and it was near blasphemy to offer the pulpit to an unordained preacher.

Accompanying this attitude was the pronounced lack of esteem for the

lay-preacher without any higher academic qualifications, with no

clerical dress, and no authority to administer the sacraments. In the

latter case, the Society's members were comx>elled to frequent the

parish churches to enjoy these privileges with the grave possibility of

finding themselves repelled. This antipathy against unofficial and

unordained lay-preaehers was shared by both the Church of Scotland and

the Secoders. In 1798, the Anti-Burgher Synod declared that lay-

1. Ibid., p. 131.
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members should give any countenance to it,' In 1799, the General

Assembly vent even further and passed an Act against "Vagrant teachers"

and "unqualified persons who intrude iherasolvcs into tiie t.inistry of
2

the Word** Obviously enough, these official decisions w«re made boo®

years after the death of Wesley; nevertheless, these instances are

illustrative of the general attitude in Scotland towards unofficial and

unordained preachers* Taking these considerations into account, one is

not surprised that lay-preachers did not find enthusiastic approval in
3

Scotland,

(c) They were imposed preachers. The lay-preachers of Wesley were

appointed by Wesley himself. The Societies could not exercise any

choice or authority, they were not even consulted. The system of

patronage was one of the main causes of the Secession in 1733, revealing

therewith a wide-spread dissatisfaction with and opposition to a

practice preventing the man in the pew from exercising any choice in

the call and appointment of a pastor. This limiting or silencing of

1. A, Faveett, "ScottisSi Lay Preachers in the Eighteenth Century",
n.r.c.i'.r, (Glasgow, i?5B), Vol, XXI* p. 11».

2. Principal Acta of the General Assembly, 179ft. p. 13,
3. "The Men", an unofficial group of evangelical laymen, the origin of

whom is connected with the rise of the Fellowship Meetings and
Prayer Societies in the Highlands in the middle of the seventeenth
century, were the nearest to the itinerant preachers installed by
Wesley in the eighteenth century. See J, Macinnes, "The Origin
and Parly Pevelopment of "The Men"", R.S.C.H.S.. (Glasgow, 1944),
Vol. VIII, pp. 16-41*
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the voice of the congregation had undeniably also limited the progress

and success of Wesley's work in Scotland#

A third possible reason for the lack of outstanding achievements

by Wesley in Scotland, is to be found in his system of cle&s meetings#

In Scotland, as in other Jalvinistic countries, the predouinant emphasis

was on preaching resulting in an over-emphasis of the sermon# Deeply

and securely fortified in this custom of passive listening, not many

Scots would have felt at home in Wesley's class meetings where active

"fellowship" and "witnessing" were expected#

These are the factors of both an ecclesiastical nature and those

essentially connected with Methodism as an organisation. The fourth

consideration offered as a reason for Wesley's limited success in

Scotland, is of a doctrinal nature, namely Wesley's Arminianism.

Wesley's views were known in Scotland, and they were also expressly

classified as Arrainiun, It has already been pointed out that John

Krskine did not hesitate to call John Wesley an 'Armiuian"• Lady

(llenorehy, in her diary of 8th March, 1770, noted about her conversation

with Mr* — who was deeply prejudiced against Wesley because ho was of

the coxwietion that Wesley was "stealing in Arainian doctrines into

the country#"^
It cannot be denied that Wesley's Arminiauisu was a hindrance to

1# Jones, op# cit#. p# 147#
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the progress of his vork in flttlliai■ This he tfallltl himself when

seeking to discover the reason why the awakening had been "almost

entirely stayed in Scotland, and in great measure in New England." He

admitted that he could make no certain judgment, but one reason he

thought could be that "uany of thorn wore bigots, immoderately attached

either to their own opinions or mod© of worship." As far as Scotland

ma concerned "the Scotch bigots were beyond all others, placing

Arainianism (so called) on a level with Heism and the Church of England

with that of Home •"^
This disadvantage tinder which he was labouring, should not be

exaggerated. In this respect, there is in fact reason to doubt the

assertion that "there is no doubt that, to the religious people of
2

Scotland in general, Wesley was a •heretic*•" Apart from the

controversies between 1765 and 1768, and Lady Glenorchy's withdrawal of

support in 1771 arising from views held by Wesley which would be

styled as "heresy" by John Erskine and other of Wesley*# outspoken

opponents, Wesley*s doctrine never assumed the dimensions of "heresy"

in the eyes of the general public. It is unthinkable that thousands

would flock to listen to a "heretic", that respected ministers of the

Church of Scotland would continue to have close relations with a

1. Journal. Vol. 17, p. 123.
2. 6.D. Henderson, "Armiaianism in Scotland", London Quarterly Heview.

October, 1932, p. 500.



"heretic", that hundreds would join the Societies of a "heretic" and that

two towns of no mean importance would honour a "heretic" with the

freedom of their town* Admittedly the obvious answer to ih© question

of Wesley's moderate success in Galvinistic Scotland would be that his

Arminian doctrine did not find congenial surroundings, bu%> such an

answer would be too general, not capable of verification, and even

incorrect. Lesley's Arminianism was only one of the factors in the

complex whole of Methodism which did not meet with general approval in

Scotland.

With this a last consideration presents itself, namely, to what

extent, if any, Wesley's Arrainianism had succeeded in impressing itself

on Scotland. The General Associate Synod, reviewing in 1804 the impact

of Methodism in Scotland, was very certain thai Methodism, and with

thet Arminianism, had gained some ground in Scotland. This they stated

as follows!

Under the name of Methodists, not a few have embraced the doctrines
of the late Mr. Wesley which, beside the absurd notion of the
possibility of the saints attaining perfection in the present life,
are in general the saste with those of the Arminian Scheme. 1

This seema to give an indication that Wesley's a-Calvinistie teaching

•was not completely unwelcome in Ualvinistic Scotland.

The membership statistics of the Societies offer no evidence

whatsoever as to whether the members embraced Arminiaaism or not. It

1. narrative and Testimony Agreed Upon and Enacted by the General
Associate Synod (Edinburgh. 1804). p. 92.
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is hardly conceivable that those who gathered themselves in Wesley's

Societies did so because they subscribed to his Arajini&n vievs. It is

also important to romember that it had always been Wesley's desire to

"avoid controverted points and to keep to the fundamental truths of

Christianity."* With few exceptions, he and his preachers adhered to

this intention. Had they explicitly and openly taught conditional

election, co raon redemption, resistibility of grace and the possible

fall away of those justified, a sifting process would have taken place

- and only then could the adherents and members of the Societies be

called "Arminians".

In conclusion it can be asserted that the Wesleyan movement did in

fact make itself felt and seen in Scotland. Its evangelical spirit

pervaded the churches through the Methodists' writings, labours,

religious revivals and the spiritual songs. The message of Wesley and

his preachers was sounded oven outside the churches where multitudes,

alienated from the institute i churches, heard the proclamation of the

Word. While the Arminian theology of the Wesleyan movement did not

find many an open door in Scotland, Scotland was not unwilling to open

the gates for John wesloy and his brother's liymns, for him and his

practical zeal for the gospel, for hia and his evangelical spirit*

1. Letters. Vol. IV, p. 295*
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

During the last decades of the sixteenth century a spirit of

growing dissatisfaction with some of the Calvinistic doctrines began to

manifest itself. This movement became apparent in countries such as

Switzerland, France, Holland, and England. In Holland the name of

Jacobus Arminius came to be associated with this movement. The views

of Arminius and his followers stimulated and strengthened a more

liberal approach to the Calvinistic doctrinal system, not only in the

•Netherlands, but also in the other countries mentioned. This approach

revealed a greater leniency in the formulation of Calvinistic doctrine,

but very often it also assumed the character of a reaction in expressing

a-Calvinistic or even anti-Calvinistic views. In the last two instances

the designation of Arminianism can, properly speaking, no longer be

applied seeing that Arminianism was a movement within the Calvinistic

orbit.

In Scotland this theological liberation movement, as it was often

conceived of, found its early followers in John Cameron and the Aberdeen

school of thought during and after the third decade of the seventeenth

century. Their attitude and views were not so much the results of the

influence of Arminius and his teachings as they were part of a wider

stream of thought expressing discontent with some aspects of Calvinism.
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The tenets of Arminius did, however, seep into Scotland from the

Netherlands, England, and perhaps even from Prance. By means of personal

contacts and through the writings of Arminius, his exponents, and his

epigones, Aminianism entered Scotland. That a number of bishops and

ministers were embracing Arminian views before 1638, seems beyond doubt.

The intensity and extent of the impact of Arminian theology in

Scotland could in some way be measured by the fierceness and frequency

of the replies of the Calvinists. Robert baillie, Samuel Rutherford,

George Gillespie, David Dickson, and James Durham were only a few of

the clergymen who felt themselves called to take up the pen against

Arainianism. This is a strong proof that they saw in Arminianism a

threatening danger, not in far-off Holland, or on the other side of the

Tweed, but in Scotland itself. These verbal and written attacks on and

defence against Arninianisra which continued throughout the period of

the Covenanters, showed that the spirit of Arminius was not very far

below the surface.

After the Revolution Settlement, Scotland was anew made conscious

of Arminianissa when two professors, John Strachan and Alexander Munro,

were deposed on charges which included the maintaining and preaching of

Anainian doctrine. Probably they,were incorrectly stigmatized as

Armenians although they were undeniably unsympathetic to rigid Calvinism.

The eighteenth century announced the approaching Enlightenment,

the first flashes of which became visible in the ideas of James Graham.
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He stressed both the Libertas Christiana and the Libertas Philosophies.

the latter which, he said, "must be readily allowed to every man in the

scrutiny of truth, and quest after human learning."1 (irahara's reason

for this demand was that "the wisest, the greatest, the holiest man's
2

authority is no sufficient proof of what is true or false." Although

he denied any connection or sympathy with Arminianism, some of his

liberal theological views resembled those of the Arminians.

The views of John Birason which excited the Church since 1714,

were further expressions of Enlightenment sentiment, his aim was a

restating of doctrinal truths within the framework of the Confessions.

In this attempt where he relied to a great extent on reason, he did not

succeed in confining himself within the bounds of orthodoxy. Simson's

views generally breathed the Armini&n spirit and some of his statements

represented particular aspects of Arminianism. Since the religious

component of the Enlightenment was Arminbun in quality, it is not

surprising that both James Graham and John Simson who came to the verge

of the Enlightenment, were inclining to Arminianism.

During the middle of the eighteenth century, the word Arminianism

came again into prominence in Scotland by James Eraser's Treatise on

Justifying Faith. Fraser stood firmly on orthodox Calvinism except as

(bondon, 1719), p. 4.
2. Ibid.
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far as his views on the extent of the death of Christ was concerned.

He held a universal redemption, ox as he preferred to term it, a common

redemption applicable to all men, as well as a particular redemption

applicable only to the elect. Although this view tried to mediate

between extreme Calvinism and extreme Arminianism, he was suspected of

subscribing to Arminian notions. His treatise caused commotion in both

the Reformed Presbytery and in the ranks of the Seceders where certain

members construed his views to be Arminianism.

John Wesley, the unwearied travelling minister of the gospel, paid

his first visit to Scotland in 1751. Although his theology was

undeniably Arminian, he never tried to persuade people to embrace his

doctrinal beliefs, liis main concern was confronting men with Christ.

Only when he felt convinced that certain Calvinistic views were impeding

the progress of the Gospel, did he attack Calvinism and defend his own

Arminian beliefs. Due to various ecclesiastical, social and doctrinal

factors, Wesley and his preachers had to content themselves with

moderate success in Scotland. His Arminian views proved to be one of

the hindrances on his path in Scotland, but his work and teachings

strengthened to some extent the movement of liberal theology in

Scotland.

In concluding, the following observations can be made regarding

Arminianism in Scotland during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

These remarks taainly concern Scotland's disposition towards Arminianismt
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and the character of Scotland's Arsinianism.

The words "Anainiaa" and "Arainlonism" were familiar in seventeenth

and eighteenth century Scotland where they usually conveyed an un¬

favourable meaning and were often used as words of opprobrium. A

probable reason why these terms acquired such an emotional charge is

that while it was not always properly understood what the Aminians

held, it was believed that strong opposition should be given to it,

because the venerable Synod of TH>rt had condemned it. For very many

Arminianisra wa® a dreadful word signifying deviation from the Calvinistic

doctrines of election and grace, making salvation available to all,

attributing man's salvation, partly at least, to can's own desire to

use the proper means, and consequently depriving Cod of his honour and

glory.

Another reason for the opposition offered to Arminianism in

Scotland is that the major part of Arminian influence came from England

at a time when the Church of Scotland was doing its utmost in trying to

maintain its identity. Calvinistic doctrine ami practices w?re justly

considered as essential components of the Church of Scotland, while a

number of members also maintained that presbyterianisni belonged to the

essence of the Church. The policy of the king and William Laud to

unite Scotland and England politically and eeclesiastic&lly was seen

as a threat to these ideals. Every move by the sovereign and his

ecclesiastical advisers in this respect, Scotland viewed with suspicion.
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The theology of Laud which was distinctly Arminian, was seen as

dangerous, not so much for what it contained as for what it aimed at.

The purpose, as Scotland feared, was to impose English doctrine,

liturgy and church government on the Church of Scotland. While Laud

favoured both Arminianism and episcopacy, Scotland came to fear both,

and in the Scottish mind these two became associated. More than a

century later this was still clearly seen in the ease of the auti-

Arminian George Whitefield, who, because of his connections with the

episcopal Church of England, was labelled as an Arminian. Scotland's

opposition to the Anglican "innovations" was at the same time a

disapproval of Arminianism.

A third reason for the Church of Scotland's aversion to Arminianism

was fear of Rome. Popery and Arminianism were often simultaneously

mentioned if they were considered as synonyms. If Robert Saillie,

who knew more than anybody else what the differences were, mentioned
*

these two in the same breath, how ouch more was this identification

found in the mind of the man in the street and the church-goer in the

pew. A considerable part of the church members who were acquainted

with the word Arminianism, if they did not identify it with popery,

considered it to be the Trojan horse by means of which Roman Catholic

principles were smuggled into one of the citadels of Protestantism and

Calvinism. For them, resisting Arminianism was at the same time

opposing Roman Catholicism.
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A fourth reason for Scotland's unfavourable disposition towards

Arrainianism is simply that they considered Arminianisra to be unscripi'tral.

This was amply borno out in the various onti—Arminian writings which

appeared from time to time in Scotland, as well as in the speeches

before the General Assembly of 1638.

while Scotland's attitude towards Arrainianism was generally

unfriendly, four groups of theologians can be discerned. These weret

(1) Those who openly attacked Arrainionisra in a most unsparing and

uncompromising way, declaring the sane to be completely devoid of any

truth, unscriptural, contrary to the Confessions, harmful to men, and

a dishonour to God. These were the staunch and fervent defenders of

Calvinism who stood squarely on the position of Rort.

(2) The counter-direction was followed by those who openly adhered

to, and advocated Arrainion tenets. Admittedly this group never assured

important dimensions, but included influential men like William Forbes

and some of the bishops and ministers removed by the General Assembly

of 1638. John Wesley, although he was no Scot and did not openly

preach Arrainianisra in Scotland, may very well bo included in this

category.

(3) Another group, while denying that they were Arrainians were

not willing to condemn everything said or held by the Arrainians. These

theologians cannot be called traditional and orthodox Calvinists. They

exhibited the sense spirit of Araiaiue and his followers in stressing

aim's worth, in revealing a somewhat apathetic attitude towardo doctrine
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and creeds, in emphasizing tolerance and moderation, and in appealing

to men to concentrate on tho fundamental scriptural truths. The

Aberdeen Doctors constituted part of this group. In their attempt of

mediation and reconciliation, in their emphasis on the ability and duty

of man, and in some of their theological expressions, they deviated

from the orthodox position to assume a stand not only in agreement vith

the spirit of Arminius, but sometimes even in accordance vith the

letter of his beliefs. The effect of this moderate school on Scottish

theological climate should not be underrated.

(4) Very close to the third group just mentioned, stood those who

thought it necessary to reshape, reconstruct, and restate certain

aspects of theological belief. These theologians believed themselves

to be Calvinists and their teaching to be in harmony with the Canons of

Dort. In their reconstruction of certain doctrines, they were convinced

that they were still following the Calvinistic road. This was not

always the case; in many instances they were adhering to or inclining

to certain Arminian beliefs. Among those who were engaged in the attempt

of restating scriptural truths were John Cameron, John 8inson, and James

Praser. They all disavowed Arminianism according to the letter and in

its logical consequenoes, but in explaining their own beliefs, they

often approached, approximated, and appropriated Arminian terminology

and tenets.

These last three groups mentioned above, sounded new notes in

Calvinistic Scotland. Since the Synod of Dort, new theological trends
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became apparent in Scotland, of which these three formed constituent

parts. These trends were part of a wider movement which revealed itself

also in other countries, and. which may be described as a movement

towards freer theological expression and freedom from credal fetters*

In Scotland this theological liberation movement became perceptible in

Cameron's notions, permeated the thoughts of some of the bishops and

ministers, were preeminently found in the Aberdeen school of thought,

and persisted throughout the period of the eighteenth century where it

joined hands with, and formed an important part of, the Enlightenment.

The theological beliefs which accounted for much of the excitement

in Scotland, were the various views on the extent of the atonement* One

of the distinctive marks of Arminianism is its universalism* Universal-

ism, in one form or another, has from early times occupied a place in

the Church of Scotland. There is a continuous line from John CMeron

to James Praser with interpositions constituted by some bishops and

ministers before 1638, some of the Aberdeen Doctors, James Orsiiara and

John Simson - all of whom disagreed in one way or another with the

belief that Christ had died solely for the elect* Four shades of

universalism can be discerned in Scotland during the seventeenth and

eighteenth century. These were as follows!

(1) The Huniversal isra"of the Marrow-men* The beliefs of the Marrow-

men on the extent of the atonement bordered on universe lies* in their

stating that a warrant was given to all men to receive Christ, although

Christ had, in fact, died only for the elect*
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(2) Armini&n universalisms Arminius and his early followers

stressed that Christ had died for all but only the believers would

enjoy forgiveness and salvation* In this case, faith is intimately

connected with provenient grace and the willingness to use the means

made available* It seems that many of the bishops and ministers

deposed by the Assembly of 1638 were supporters of these views* Some

of the Aberdeen Doctors and Professor Simson inclined to this type of

universalism, while Joim Wesley was an outspoken adherent to universal

atonement*

(3) Pelagian universalisras Another form of universalis:* also found

in Scotland, held that Christ had died for all, and that everyone was

able by an act of free—will to accept or reject the salvation offered

to all* This means that in the last analysis man is able to decide his

etornal destiny* Possibly some of the bishops condemned by the 1638

Assembly were maintaining this kind of universalism*

(4) Hypothetical universalisrat This type of universalism which

seems to have gained considerable ground in Scotland, maintained that

Christ had died for both elect and reprobate, but not in the some way,

or not in the same sense* Cameron held that there was a double will in

GodI conditionally God desired all men to be saved; absolutely God

willed only the elect to be saved* Asserting that conditionally God

wanted all to be saved, it is implied that Christ died for all and that

faith is the condition to salvation* It should be noted, however, that

Cameron did not believe that faith was a human quality or man's own
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achievement. By maintaining conditional salvation to all, Cameron sided

with Arminianism. On the other hand, vhilo maintaining that only the

elect would be saved, because only to them saving grace would be granted,

Cameron stood definitely on a Calvinistic standpoint. After more than

a century, the double reference theory was reintroduced into Scotland

by James Fraser'a treatise. Like John Cameron he tried to find the

golden mean between the extreme positions of Calvinism and Arrainianism.

He held a universal redemption, or as ho would like to term it, a common

redemption implying that all men were fundamentally justified in and

through Christ. This common redemption and fundamental justification,

Fraser stated, did not effect salvation for all, but only the elect

partaking in a particular redemption were personally justified, These

views of Cameron and Frasor expressing that Christ had in some sense

alao died for the reprobate, found sympathetic reception in Scotland.

Although only the second of these four views listed above could

properly be termed Arminianism, the other three were at least a

divergence from the strict Calvinistic assertion that Christ had died

for the elect only.

'fhese doctrinal shifts regarding the extent of the atonement

inevitably affected the views on predestination, The view usually

accompanying nniversalisra was that which Cameron held, i.e. that the

salvation of man was foreordained, while the perdition of man was

foreknown but not foreordained.

The other Arminian points disputed at Dort, did not appear
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conspicuously in Scotland* Cameron expressed the opinion that man was

powerless to contribute anything to his own salvation, except his

willingness* This was one of the points of criticism raised against

him by the Leiden theologians* The condemned bishops, the Aberdeen

Doctors, and John Simson stress to a greater or lesser degree the

importance of man's diligence in the application of the means to

salvation* The last two Arainian articles concerning the resistlbillty

of grace and the possible fall-away of believers, did not cause nuch

stir in Scotland*

Comparing the theological position in Scotland at the end of the

eighteenth century with that of 150 or 200 years before, one cannot

fail to note a change of theological climate* The character and extent

of the change cannot precisely be defined* It is true that formally

and officially Scotland's presbytorian churches were still in harmony

with the Westminster Confession* In confessional theology no change

was to be observed, but in living theological thought a process of

reconstruction, modification, and liberalization was taking place*

In this process of toning down the seemingly harsher notes of Calvinism,

the influences of Arminianism and the Enlightenment played a role* The

growth of universalist tendencies and the depreciation of Calvinistie

doctrine continued during the nineteenth century* This decline of

Calvinism became apparent from the heresy trials conducted during the

first half of that century*

A theologian writing during the last decade of the nineteenth
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century, commented on the theological position in Scotland and aaid,

"Calvinism is in many cases so toned down as to lose its special

characteristics. Its distinctive doctrines do not, if ve may judge

from published sermons, figure prominently in the modern Scottish

pulpit."^ About forty years later another scholar asserted, "On© can

2
no longer say that Scotland is whole-heartedly Calvinist." These two

statezaents could just as veil apply to the state of Scotland at the

end of the eighteenth century, s-aeing that the trends and theologians

of tho nineteenth century only accelerated and intensified tit© processes

and currents of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The state¬

ment of a Scottish historian that "one cannot say that Arminianisra has
3

ousted Calvinism" is at the MM time an acknowledgement of the success

of Arainianiewa in Scotland.

1. Milroy, op, cit.. p. 296.
2. Q.I>. Henderson, "Arminianism in Scotland", txmdon Quarterly Review.

October, 1932, p. 504.
3. Ibid.
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